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1Aroaatlclty and Aromatlo Reactivity In Kon-Bensenold 
Aromatic Compounds.
A. 1*1 Mon-Bensenold Aromatloo.
In 1865, Kekule 1 recognised the structure of bensene 
and proposed that the presenoe of this structural feature be 
diagnostic of aromatic character. Unfortunately it was also
tsuggested at this time that aromatiolty be used to classIfy 
substances of similar chemical behaviour rather than these 
containing common structural features. This latter classIflea* 
tlon forcss us to draw an arbritary limit below which a compound 
may be considered to be aromatic and above, non-aromatic.
According to which property we are considering, e.g., heat 
of formation, ease of substitution, or resistance to oxidation 
and addition reaotions, a compound may be either aromatic or 
non-aromatlc, depending on which criterion we happen to be 
applying at the time. Some of these anomalies can be removed 
If It Is made clear whether the aromatic character of a 
molecule la Inherent In Ite ground state or If It only becomes 
apparent during chemical reaction. I.e., Its aromatlo character 
le reflected In a lowering of the free energy difference between 
the ground and transition state of the molecule. In this way 
It la useful If we qualitatively differentiate between aromatloity 
and aromatic reactivity.
2Earlier definitions of aromatio oharaotsr are 
inadequate to deal with all aspects of non-bensenold aromatic 
chemistry. That due to Dewar4 includes all the necessary 
conditions for a compound to possess a high delooalisation 
energy, but it has become apparent in recent years that It is 
possible for a compound to have a relatively large delocalisation 
energy and still be unstable. This instability has been 
correlated with partially filled shells of electrons, partiou- 
larly In non-bonding orbitals. Vol9pln has modified Dewar's 
definition to re&d9 luneaturated cyolio compounds in which all 
the ring atoms take part in the formation of a single conjugated 
system and the tT electrons of this system form a closed electron 
shell*• By the phrase9 ’closed electron shell*9 is meant an 
electronic system in which the addition or removal of electrons 
tends to increase the energy of the system and thus diminish 
the stability of the system. The t t  -electrons of such a system 
occur in bonding orbltale, each of which contain two electrons. 
Thus all aromatic oompounds should contain a closed electron 
shall and their well-known properties, both ohemio&l and 
physloal, depend upon the possession of this eleotronio system. 
This definition is ths most acceptable to date, although a 
very apt definition of aromaticlty has been given by Elvidge
3and Jaokman based on nuclear magnetic resonance studies.
They state that the essential feature of an aromatic system
Is a ring of atoms so linked that the tv electrons are delocalised
right round the ring and eo define an aromatic compound as one
which will sustain an Induced ring currant. The advantage
of this definition Is that it provides a quantitative measure
of aromatlolty. Their vies has recently been endorsed by 
vSondheimer*
The foundation of modern theory *as laid In the 1930*8 
when iiuckel* applied molecular orbital theory (M#0.) to 
aromatic systems. All thsTT^leotrons of a conjugated system 
are considered to be common to all the carbon atoms of the 
systemi this theory leads to the rule that monocyclic, 
conjugated polyolefins which contain (4n + 2 ) tt-electrons 
will poiseas aromatic stability. This M.O. approach explains 
the, ‘aromatic sextet*9 as a particular oase of the general 
rule where n - 1. The aromatic oharaoter of Thiele9s oyolo- 
pentadienyl anion found theoretical Justification and the 
existence of the oycloheptatrlergrl cation wae predicted along 
with Indications of the possible exlstanoe of other aromatic 
systems. It also suggested that monocyclic polyolefins
(I) R=R=R=H. (V) R=R=Ph. (VI)»*» «» ' '
(II) R=R=R=Ph. (VII) R=R=C3H7.
(1 I) R=R=Ph.> X
R=H.■j
(1 a=R=C„H„.• * 3 7
R=H.s
u&
(XII)
©
(XVII)
o o
(XIII)
X0H
(XVIII)
(XIV)
D C
(XIX)
(VIII) X=OH. 
(X) X=H.
N=N
&  <k>
(xv) (XVI)
O
(XX) (XXI)
 ^ CL/I I\s=S
(XXVI) (XXX) (XXXII)
4containing 4n IT -electrons would not bo aromatic although
they contained alternate single and double bonds* Systems
i oof this type have been terneu, vpeeudoarosiatlo9 by Craig*
Th* cjolopropenyX oatloo.
The eyetea obeying Huckel's rule where n • 0 is a
aonocyollo system containing two tt -electrons* leaving aelde
the double bond iteelf the only poaelblllty le the cyolopropeqyl
oation (I). The parent eyetea has not been isolated although
oyolopropene ie reported to undergo hydride exchange with the
istriphenyl methyl oation* The triphenyl oyolopropenyliuo
11oation (21) was first eyntheeleed by Brsslow, and oan aleo 
be prepared by the general method of Reid and hie oo-worksrs**
At first it was suggested that the stability of the system 
might be the result of a stabilising offsot due to the phenyl 
groups* It has slnoe been shown from theoretical considera­
tions that the phenyl groups stabilise the covalent oyolopropene 
ring to a larger extent than the cation* Braelow has extended
hie synthesis to the preparation of the diphenyl oyolopropenyliiuft
, i s(III) and the dipropyloyolopropeny H u m  (IV) oatlons*
An int«roeting derivative of this system is diphonyl- 
oyclopropenone (V)* This was first synthesised by Breslow** 
and later by Vol*pin17 who prepared it by the addition of 
dlohlorooarbene to dlphenylacetylens* It le the three-aembered
ring analogue of tropone. It has the remarkably high dipole
moment of 5.08D and reacts with gaseous hydrogen halides to
fora hydroxycyolopropenyliua salts*,* s*g*, (VI)* The
stabilities of both ketone and hydroxy salt are remarkable*
it temperatures above 1)0* the ketone (V) decomposes to give
diphenyl acetylene and carbon nonoxide*1* Bi-n-propyl
oyolopropenone (VII) has been prepared by Brosloe and Peterson1*
It is more basio than (V) being completely extracted from carbon
tetrachloride solution by 128 hydrochloric acid and it is
more stable to alkali* The diphenyloyolopropenone is cleaved,
almost instantaneously, by ethane*lie alkali to stllbone ourboxylic
acldi (VII) being recovered unchanged from a similar reaction
after one hour*
The stability of these cations contrasts slth the
instability of the corresponding radicals* The odd electron
w i l l  be in an anti-bonding orbital and, as it is also in an
uncompleted shell, theory predicts that it will be unstable*
ItThe dimer, bis-triphenyloyelopropenyl, has been prepared and
shows no tendency to dissociate even under forcing conditions*
These qualitative observations have received quantitativeso
support from polarographlc evidenoo*
The anion would have both degenerate anti-bonding
5
6orbitals singly occupied and so would be a diradical with an
incompletely filled shell* Therefore theory predicts it to
be comparatively unstable*
Cyclopentadienyl
calculations show that thu five-melabored ring
CgEg contains three bonding and two anti-bonding orbitals*♦
Thus the oat ion, Ca Hft has two vacanoles in its bonding
s»
orbitals* the radical, CaHf , one* In the anion, C^Hf, all
bonding orbitals are full and we hare a closed shell of 6
electrons* The latter thus conforms to Uuokel's rule where
n • 1* Delocalisation energise calculated by the Z*0« method
Indicate values of 2*470 for the anion, 1*850 for the radical
soand only 1*240 tor the cation (the value of 0 is taken to
be about 17 k.cal.)
The parent oat ion has not been isolated* In 1925* 
asZiegler reported that the solution of pent&phenylcyolopenta- 
dienol (VIII) in sulphuric acid gave rise to a purple species
✓ v ••* high he considered to be the oation (XX)* hater authors 
agreed with his conclusions on the evidence of speotroscopio 
investigation* As (IX) is & derivative of the oyolopentadlenyl 
anion which is predicted to have a triplet ground state the 
problem was re-examined by Brealow,04 in particular, he 
examined the aaterlal obtained by pouring the acid solution
7into water and which Ziegler had aw t urned to be the, 'dimeric 
ether*» of (VXII)* He obtained a mixture of produotw and 
showed that the speotrua assigned to (IX) was, la fact* the 
composite spectra of the apeolea (X) and (XI) which he obtained 
from the mixture In 2$i and 48$ yield, respectively* Thus none 
of the above oation remains In solution for more than a few 
seconds*
This reluctance to give up electrons Is also obvious In 
highly substituted derivatives and, in this connection, It is 
pertinent to consider derivatives of oyolopentadlenone 
especially since the carbon atom of a carbonyl group can be 
considered to have oarhonluci Ion character* All attempts to
prepare (XII) have been unsuccessful only the dimer being
g»»ae tvobtained. This Is in accord with H*0* theory* It appears
that at least three substituents are necessary to stabilise
oyolopentadienones as monomers although indenone (XIII) has
recently been prepared. This compound polymerises extremely
readily*
The stability of the anion (XIV) la rotlooted in the 
acidity of the hydrocarbon* The latter reacts at room tempera*
2 9ture with potassium to form the union. This property is also
____
eshown by derivatives. A consequence of this tendency is the
reedy formation of fulvenes when oyolopentadlenee are allowed
to reaot with aldehydes and ketones under alkaline conditions.
The high dipole moments of fulvenee ie another indlostion of
the strong attraction that the five nenbered ring hae for
electrons* The aromatic oyolopentadlenyl system is stabilised
when the ring le attached to a positively charged heteroatom.
• o . ,An example of thle le the diasocyolopentadienylide (XV) prepared
in 1953* »hen the oyclopentadlenyl anion ie treated with
11ferrous iron it yields the completely covalent ferrooene (XVI).
It is regarded by some authors as being more aromatic 
than heasene in that It combines a greater tendency to undergo 
aromatic eubetitutlon with a greater resistance to addition
reactlone. Its structure has been discussed in &.O. terms by
ssCraig
CyeXohept.trl.nyl
The fundamental unit of aromatic seven~aembered ring
compounds ie the tropyllum cation (XVXl) whose stability had
been predicted by Huckel. The delocalisation energies of the
oatlon9 radical and anion have been calculated to be 2.99P#
sa2.45P and 2.10pf respectively. In 1943* Dewar explained 
the properties of a new olaee of compoundsf the tropolonss*i
e.&.t (XVII)f on the basis of a stable eeven*aembered aromatic
9system* The preparation of the t ropy H u m  wee first described,
9419549 by Doerlng and Knox who prepared dibroaocycloheptadlene
and eliminated the elements of hydrogen bromide thermally to
produce tropyllum bromide* This reaotion had apparently been
ascarried out by Marling who, however9 did not recognise the 
salt-like nature of hie product* This method has besn 
extended to the preparation of derivatives substituted in
96 *97the seven-aeabered ring* Tropyllum isocyanate has been
obtained by heating noroaredlone carboxaslde in bensenet it is
oonvorted to tropyllum broaide on treatment with hydrogen 
sebroaide* Many other methods of preparation of tropyllum ealte
have been described in the literature and have recently been
•  • M H O  _ .reviewed* Of special Interest however are the methods
involving hydride fission from the methylene group In cyclo
heptatrleae (XIX)* Reaction with triphenyl methyl ealte gives
' 41the tropyllum salts and trtphenylmethane* A general route to
isealts with a wide variety of anions Is due to Reid who showed 
that oyo1oheptatrlens reacts with high potential qulnones In 
the presence of aolds to yield tropyllum ealts* The equivalence 
of all the carbon atoas in tropyllum has been demonstrated by 
Vol'pln and hie associates!* The hydrocarbon (XIX) 9 labelled 
with [14C] In the methylene group, was converted into [**Cj
10
tropyliuai bromide which was allowed to react with phenyl 
magnesium bromide* Oxidation of the product gave benzoic 
aoid whioh wae shown to poseeae one-feventh of the activity 
of the initial cation* The infrared and Raman spectra 
of the oation alao indicate a planar seven-mombcred ring*
The odd electron in the tropyliuai radical would have 
to be placed in an antibonding orbital and therefore it would 
be easily removed b„ oxidising agent*. The eighth electron 
required to lorn the cyoloheptatrienide anion would have to 
be placed in a different antl»bondlng orbital* Since this 
leaves an inooapletsd sue11 theory predicts that the anion 
would have a triplet ground state* The heptaphenyl cyclohcpta- 
trieqyl anion (XX) has recently been prepared by Breelow and
43 sChang* The potaselum salt of (XX) did not give an e*s*r* 
signal nor was any paramagnetism detected* It cannot therefore 
be a diradical and has not the predicted triplet ground state 
Addition of a solution of (XX) to one of heptaphenyleyolohepta- 
trienyl bromide gave a russet solution which gave a strong e*s*r* 
signal and paramagnetism was detected* Spins appear to have 
been unpaired in this reaction and the hept&.henyloyclohopta- 
trlenyl radical formed*
IX
i o .A.1,11 feeudoaromatlos
Intensive theoretical end experimental efforts have 
been directed to the problems set by the pseudoaroaatlc systems• 
cyelobutadiene9 oyoloootatetraene9 pentalene end heptalene*
Valence bond and II*0. treatments have been at variance in their 
predictions concerning these systems* Much of the experimental 
evidence is negative, but this9 in itself9 lends cogent support 
to the M*0* viewpoint*
The chemistry of unsaturated9 four~membered oarbooyolie
*systems has recently been reviewed in detail* Critical analyses 
of the experimental data from an 3*0* point of view have aleo
5 M 5become available* The lack of succeee that has attended synthetio 
approaches to oyclobutadiene indicate that it would be unstable9 
nevertheless it has recently been shown to be oapable of transient 
existence* In 19$6t it was suggested that (XXI) might form
i«stable complexes with transition metals* V*0. theory suggested 
that the two electrons in non^bondlng orbitals might form 
co-valent bonds with a metal atom* It was suggested that 
such a complex might well be an intermediate in the Beppe 
synthesis of oycloootstetraene by the polymerisation of acetylene 
in the presence of nickel cyanide* Several suoh complexes
4 7have since been prepared* Crlegee and Luie prepared the
Me Me
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trloycilc hydrocarbon (XXXI) from 3*4-dlohloro-lf29394-tetra-
thyIcyclobutens (XXIII) *met lithium aranlaa. Reaction of
(XXXIX) with nickel o rbonyl yields a stable red-violet compound*
CgH^HiCl** which la of the type (XXIV Its n «*r* spectrum
whowa twelve equivalent protons and reaction with sodium nitrate
yields tetramethyl-cie-oyolobutenedlol (XXV)• The complex
(XXIV) le eo stable that it decomposes only above 250*.
«eNenltseacu and coworkers found that trsatment of 1*2*3*4- 
tetrabromocyolobutane with lithium amalgam gave a mercury 
derivative which* on reaction with silver nitrate* gave a 
crystalline complex C4H4*AgVf%* This was dsoompossd by stsaa
giving a dimer related to (XXXI) vhioh reverts back to the 
complex on further treatment with silver nitrate*
Cyolooctatetraene XXVI>♦
The hydrocarbon (XXVI) has eight t t  eleotrons and 
^•Q* theory predicts that such a noleouls* if planar* would 
be unstable* The chemistry of eyclooctatetraene shows it to 
be a cyclic polyene* and physical measurements indicate that 
it consists of alternate double and single bonds* X-ray and 
eleetron diffraction data indicate that it has the spatial 
symmetry corresponding to the 'tub1 structure (XXVII)*
Cyeloootatetraene forms a dlllthlo salt9 CftH# LL, whose 
augnetio susoeptibllity Indloatee that It has the otrueture
4* f  *■(hi )t (CgK# ) « This dlanica would be an example of Buokels
Rule where n • 2. The above process is related to the polaro-
10*11graphic reduction of (XXVII) which can be regarded as a
measure of the electron affinity of the hydrocarbon# Two electrons 
are involved9 and ae the half wave potential ie independant of 
pMf i.e. 9 no hydrogen takes part in the reduction step9 the 
react ion can be formulated ae t
tl♦ 2t • CgJig 
•» *18E.s.r. and rum.r. studies show that the addition of alkali
metals in ether to (XXVII) produces the dianion (XXVIII) in 
equilibrium with a email quantity of the radical anion (XXIX).
The evidence shows that the latter epeoiee are both planar9 
so it can be concluded that (XXVII) is aon-planar due to 
tt electron instability. The addition of two electrons into 
non•bonding orbitals results in a planar system with aromatic 
stability.
Pentalene (XXX).
This eyetern hae attracted considerable Interest and 
has been the subject of a recent comprehensive review.* It 
contains eirht tt electrons and may be regarded as a bridged
derivative of (XXYXX)* Its alght electrons would occupy
5ftfour bonding orbitals and recent calculations show that the 
nearest unoccupied energy level is one of aero energy* The 
difference between the highest occupied and the lowest 
unoccupied energy level is therefore comparatively low* It 
follows from this that (XXX) should be readily converted into 
an excited triplet state and as this is a dlradloal the 
pentalene system should be highly reactive* Another reason 
for expecting high reactivity is the faot that it could 
accept a pair of electrons into an unoccupied bonding orbital 
and thence react with eleetrophlllc reagents* The recent
6 f t  .  .synthesis of dlllthlum pentalenide (XXXI) confirms this 
conclusion* Dlhydropentalene in tetrahydrofuran reacted with 
two moles of n-butylllthlum in n-heptane. The product was a 
white crystalline subatanoe whose solutions in tetrahydrofuran 
are stable at room temperature* The structure of the dlanlon 
in eolation was confirmed by the n*m*r* spectrum. It is 
interesting to note that this bears the same relation to the 
oyolopentadienide anion as naphthalene does to bensene.
Heptalene (XXXII).
Theoretical and experimental approaches to this structure
64have recently been reviewed by Bergmann* Using a similar
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argument to that outlined for pentalene It oan be shown that
ten of the twelve t v  electrons are In bonding orbitals» the
••remaining two being in a non-bonding level of aero energy*
Heptalene has recently been synthesised by Dauben and Bertelli* 
The key step In the synthesis being a hydride ion abstraction 
from a mixture of lt5- and If10- dihydroheptalenes to give 1- 
heptalenium fluoroborate (XXXX1X) which on treatment with base 
at low temperature gave (XXXXX) as a red oil* The reactions 
and n«m*r* spectrum of (XXXXI) Indicate that It is a weakly 
lnteraotlngf cyclic polyene with no aromatic stability*
•v
A*If111* Bl- and Polycyollo Aromatic hyat<
(i) The startling success of simple .tUJ* theory as applied 
to aonocyollc systems has prompted attempts to apply the 4n ♦ 2 
rule to bl- and polycycllo systems* The modification used with 
regard to simple bloyolio systems Is the application of the 
4n ♦ 2 rule to the,periphery of the molecule making the 
assumption that the bridging bond does not affect the aromatic 
character of the peripheral ring* In systems like azulene it 
oan bs shown that the central bond helps to maintain the 
planarity of the ring*
§eAiMiSBt
Asulens (XXXIV) oan bs regarded as a derivative of 
the unknown polyol@fln«« cyolodecapentaens* This obsys the
Huckel rule where n • 2 but has not boon synthesised. one of 
thu reasons advanced fur this is that there would be a stsrio 
repulsion between hydrogen atoms lying within the carbon 
periphery if the molecule, C10H|0, was planar. This is one 
of the conclusions reached from scale drawings made by Mislow.
In asulene* the central bond ie essentially single in character! 
the order of all the other bonds being intermediate between 
double and eingle bonds. Other indications of aromatic 
character are a relatively high deloQalieatioa energy* and the 
formation of quantities of asulenes in the dehydrogen&tlon of 
maorooyollo hydrocarbon©.
fhe rr electron cloud of asulene is not symmetrical* 
there is a ©light charge separation which is reflected in the
• 0 sidipole moment of 1.Op. Quantum mechanical calculations
confirms this dipole character which has a marked effect on 
both its chemical and physical properties. It was concluded 
that electrophlllo substitution would occur at position 1 and 
nucleophillc substitution at position 4. These predictlone 
have been experimentally confirmed.
One of the most interesting features of asulene 
ohemietry is the fact that there must be a considerable 
decrease in the activation energy of the transition state in
The qround state of azulene:
cO •*—
(XXXIV)
Substitution of the azulene nucleus:
1. Electrophilic substitution:
+  R®  v . -  <yl'§§
R H
2 .  Nucleophilic substitution:
R=H or substituent
both eleotrophllic and nuclcophlllc substitution* This has
S8been discussed in a qualitative manner by Feid* The activation 
energy required In a reaction appears to be considerably reduoed 
when a conjugated system of eixTC electrons is foraed in the 
transition state* In esulene* electrophilio substitution may 
be thought to prooeed through the formation of the eleetronio 
analogue of the tropyllum cation and aucleophllio substitution 
through an analogously foraed oyolopentadlenyl anion as shown 
opposite* thus aromatic stability is invested In the delocalisa­
tion of 10 tt electrons over a oyclic structure which la formally 
bioyclic but essentially monocyclic with regard to the mobile 
electron eyetea*
(ii) The 4n ♦ 2 rule cannot be applied directly to poly- 
cyollc eye toms having atoms common to thres or more rings 
without exceptions being met* If we consider only the periphery 
of the molecule s number of compounds can be mad# to comply 
with liuckelf» rule, e*g.f pyrene has fourteen electrons in 
its periphery* This approach has been put on a sound theoreiloal 
footing by Plattt* Another useful approach has been developed
•  4by Pewar* An aromatlo molecule is considered aa a derivative 
of one or more cyollc polyenes and the cross links are regarded 
as small perturbations* Thus pyrene can be considered as a 
combination of a fourteen and a two electron system* These
a proaches are helpful particularly In the prediction of new
5 »6 4 >6 5romatie systems but often the cross links are not small
perturbations and, in the last analysis, it Is necessary to aake 
an Individual M*Q* calculation for each individual system*
The anivn, radical and olios of thc perlnaphtfryl
A detailed dlsoussion of the preparation, stability and 
properties of the perlnaphthenlde anion (XXXV), perinaphthyl 
radical (XXXVI) and the perinaphthenyllum cation (XXXVII) will 
ba developed In Part B of this thesis*
A*1,1V* lacrooyollc Aromatic Systemc.
Of the possible oyolopolyolefins, those which contain
10, 14, Id, 2 2, 26 and 39 t v  electrons distributed over the
same number of annular carbon atoms might bs expected to
possess some degree of aromatlo stability, as these numbers
conform to L'uofcel'a rule* In order that the double and single
bonds should interact, the molecules should be planar or
*•nearly so. Scale drawings by Mis low suggest that with 
polyolefins smaller than C#0Hgt there will be a considerable 
degree of interaction among hydrogen atoms lying inside the 
periphery of the carbon ring*
Sondhelmer and his associates have made important 
contributions to this fl®ld* hey have reported the syntheses
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of [18 J-t and [ > 0 j -  annul tine. The latter two
hydrocarbons» one of which obeys Huekel’o rule, are somewhat 
unstable, However [18]- annulene le capable of supporting an 
induced ring currant and the X-ray evidence strongly suggests 
that there is no bond alternation in this aoleoule. Thus it 
would seesa to be aromatic, especially in the light of J&cka&n's
Q
definition.
(XL) (XXXVIII)
The deqrodation of pyrene
h2soa
(XLI) (XXXIX)
Dry distil 
Ba salt
Synthtsn of ptrinapMhtnone
X H O H  
HOCfHj C H 2OH h^o4
——     >
G O °
H C^ N^ H4SQjNa
H O O C  COOH  
pyrenic acid
h 2so4
pyrene
ketone
CCL
COCH=CHONa
Na
O C  CH2 f y O  ^ y O
6 5 ° + u u ° H
H C O O E t/l  
C O C H j
C O
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A.U. Th. l,».rla«i)hthy.ny-, King : J £
A* 11»1« Nomenclature
Before 195^ the nomenclature of the perlnaphthene
ring system wae somewhat confused. The parent hydrocarbon
# v . it»•?(XI#) has been variously referred to aa perinaphthindene9
phenalene (from phsnonaphthene) 9 and benanaphthene (from
peribensonaphthene)• Hone of these names are strictly accurate
In their implications* The situation with regard to the
unssturated ketone (XXXTXIX) wae further complicated due to
the fact that it was firet isolated ae a degradation product 
voof pyrene9 and in the literature it is variously referred to
vo . ee*vi m v*ae 'pyrene ketone * 9 phenalone-9, l90-naphthindenon« v
vs v# »fl
9-ketoperlnaphthlndene9 and perinaphthindone•
veFieser and Hershberg suggested a rationalisation of 
the nomenclature* The compounds (XXXVIII)9 (XXXIX) and (XI#I) 
were named perlnaphthcnone9 perinaphthanone and perlnaphthane 
respectively* In accord with this the parent hydrocarbon (XL) 
wae called perlnaphthene* The numbering ie based on the ring 
index system and is Illustrated in the formulae (XXXVIII) to 
(XLI)*
The nomenclature of £ieser and Hershberg has been 
adopted in thie thesis*
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All» 11# d>erinaphthen-»l~onei Isolation ana Preparations*
In 1387# Bamberger and Philip obtained a ketone. 
C18Ht Dt on degradatlve oxidation of pyrene with chromic acid.
They noted that the ketone was basic. dissolving revorelbly in
• t*concentrated hydrochloric acid. Vollomn later showed that
oxidative degradation of pyrene gives a mixture of qulnonee
which, on further oxidation, yielde a perinaphthanone
dlcarboxyllo acid* The latter van decerboxylated to perlnaph~
thea-l-one (XXXVIII).
The flret eyntheeis of thle uneaturated ketone was
jydescribed in a German patent in 191$* The ooapound vae 
obtained by the action of glyoerol on ot~ or fUnaphthol in 
the preeenoe of 82$ sulphuric acid» the latter aotirxg ae
dehydrating, condensing and oxidising agent. Mayer and
s s  # %£iegllta oyollsed 0-(l-naphthyl)~propionyl chloride in
ligroln. and obtained a ©anil quantity of a yellow ketone * 
which they assumed to be perinaphthan~l-one (XXXIX)• Cook 
and Bewett repeated thle work using both aluminium ohlorlde 
and stannic chloride ae the oycllsation agent, but could only 
Isolate the uneaturated ketone (XXXYXIX) together with a 
colourless dihydro ketone which wae later shown to be the 
laomerlc l«oxobenso[eJindane (XI#II). Although these authors
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assumed the identity of their product with that of Bsaberger, 
the first direct comparison was made by Vollman and his 
co-workers* * They showed that the material prepared accord­
ing to the German patent was identical with 'pyrene ketone*• 
Perlnaphthenone (XXXVIII) has also been prepared by 
the condensation of aeetyl naphthalene with ethyl formate in 
the presence of sodium, followed by the oyolisation of the 
resulting hydroxymothylone compound by 82% sulphurio acid*
X modification of this procsss using 87$ sulphuric acid as the
. wecyolising agent gave perinaphthenone in QOp yield* Anhydrous
hyd.TQ^mn fluoride has been used as condensing agent in the
preparation of (XXXVIII) from acrolein and a- or 0-naphthol.
The oyolodehydratlon of the p-(l-naphtbyl}-acrylie
eiaelde (XLIXI and XL IV) was studied by Lock and Gsrgly* He it her 
(XLXXX) nor (XLIV) could be oycllsed with anhydrous hydrogen 
fluoride although the closely related 1-naphthyl methylene 
malonic aoid underwent ring-closure quite readily* They 
suggested that this was due to the aorylle acids existing in 
the trans configuration, since cyclisatlon of the above acids 
ooourred after irradiation with ultraviolet light*
An improved preparation of perinaphthenone has been 
described in the patent literature and has been utilised
for the preparation of the ketone in quantity from p-naphthol 9a • 
Thin process has been adapted to the synthesis of 6-hydroxy-
S4pe rinaphthenone and sons of its derivatives
3«Methylpe rinapht he n~l~one eon be prepared from 1,8-
diAcetylnaphthalene by a piperidine catalysed intramolecular 
escondensation.
A route to certain hydroxype rinapht he nones has 
recently bssn described by Loudon and Basdan. Ben»[f jchronan- 
4-one was converted by fusion with aluminium chloride to a 
mixture of 9-hydroxyperinaphthen-l-one and 9-hydroxyperinaphthan-
1-one. In the same way 4-hydroxyperlnaphthen-l-one is obtained 
after dehydrogenation of the primary adduot from the fusion of 
bsns[fjchroaon-2-oae with aluminium chloride,
Ths bsstf and most general method for the preparation 
of perlnaphthenoneo consists in the dshydrogenation of the 
appropriate perinaphthanone by triphenyl methyl perchlorate in 
glacial acetic acid (CIXj*
A.11,111. Ferlnaphthen-l-one> Propertjss.
Pe rinapht he none (XXXVIII), yellow needles, sup. 156*, 
le soluble in noet organic solvents and dissolves reverelbly 
in concentrated hydrochloric acid to give a golden solution 
with a green fluorescence. A detailed study of its chenical
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S9reactions was undertaken by Fleser and Newton*
It glvee a red vat with alkali and hydrosulphite 
and with eodlua bisulphite forma a colourless addition produotf 
leolated ae the aniline salt* treatment of the latter eubetanoe
with boiling, dilute hydroohlorio acid reverses the reaction
«with precipitation of the ketone*
Attempts to utilise the uneaturated ketone as a
component in the lliohael reaction, the Biela-Alder reaction,
or in the Friedal-Crafts reaction with baasene in the presenoe
of aluminium chloride were unsuccessful* However, perlnaph-
thenone does react with bensoyl chloride at 140* using a mixture
of aluminium and sine chloride to form the 2-bensoyl compound*
When the double bond 2,3- to the carbonyl function is activated
dene addition may occur* Perinaphthen-l-one-2-carboxylic acid
reacts with 2,3-dlmethylbutadlene to yield the fully aromatio
adduot, lo-dlmethylbenaanthrone-7« If the conditions of
the latter reaction are modified the di- and tetra-hydro
esderivative may be isolated*
74Silberman and Barkov unsucoeasfully attempted to
prepare the oxima which was, however, prepared by Fteser and 
stlewton by refluxlng hydroxylemlne hydrochloride with
(XXXVIII) in aloohol* The hydrasone was prepared by boiling
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T4the ketone under reflux with hydraaine hydrate In glycol. 
Perinaphthen-l-o»e is slowly attacked by hydrogen peroxide in 
the presence of eodiu* carbonate to form the 2 ,2-epoxide.
The laoaerleatlon of this substance 1b effected by pouring 
Its solution in concentrated sulphuric acid onto loe. The 
product is 2-hydroaqrperinaphthen-l-onef * red, alkali-soluble 
substance9 a.p. 165%  which can also be prepared by the 
hydrolysis of the violet-black aaonethin© compound formed by
the reaotion of perlnaphthan-l-one with p-nitroeodlaethy 1aniline
.  .  H tin ethanolic potassium hydroxide.
•e*SiSeveral Investigations have been made on the
halogenation of perinaphthenone. *he reaotion is complicated
tland proceeds through several stages. The product is usually
formulated as the 2-halo compound. Attempts to convert 2-bromo-
perinaphthenone to the 2-hydroxy compound have been unsuccessful
eseven using silver acetate under forcing conditions. Vhen the
bromo-ketone ie reacted with an exoees of morpholine or
piperidine the 3-eubetltuted compound Is obtained at room
temperature and, at elevated temperatures, the 2-isomer 
tapredominates.
Peropyrene and perinaphthene are obtained when peri­
naphthenone is heated with slno dust in a melt of sino and
6 S  —> &
Et EtO
PKMarBr [o]
Et
PhMg-Br
Abnormal carbonyl reactions in the 
perinaphthenone series
«
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8odium chlorides.
The properties of the carbon/ 1 group in the peri«* 
naphthenone series are abnormal. This la reflected la their 
reaction® with organometallio coopound*. The product* are 
usually explained ae resulting from 1,4-addition or on the 
ready prototropic rearrangement of the product, bone examples 
of these reactlone are now given.
(1) Methyl magnesium iodide reacts readily with perlnaphthen«
1-one. The product ha* been shown to be 4(9)-*ethylperinaph~
thene. This could result froa initial 1,4-addltion of the
Orlgnard reagent or by the prototropic rearrangement of the
tvdehydration produot.
(ii) 9-Phenyl perinaphthenone has been Isolated froa the
interaction of phenylmagneslum bromide and perinaphthenone!*
Other Gri&nard reagents which have been shown to reaot 1,4 with
(XXXVIII) are o-toluoyl magnesium bromide, a-2~methyl naphthyl
magnesium bromide and mesltyl magnesium bromide!* The products
have been ehown to be 9-aryl derivatives.
Bensanthrone, which can be considered to be a derivative
of perinaphthenone, reacts with phenyl magnesium bromide to
t ooform 4-phonyIbensanthrone•
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(ill) Phenyl magnesium bromide edde l#4 to 3-ethoxy-
perinaphthenone to yield an Intermediate which, on oxidation,
101gives 3»ethoxy-9-pheuylperlnaphth©none •
(!▼) Phenyl lithium remote with 2-phe ny1-3-byd roxype rinapht he none
and ite methyl ether to give, after oxidation, 2,9-diphenyl-
3-hy dr oxype rinapht he no/i© and 2 , 9-dipheny 1-3-me thoxy per inaph-
%lotthenone, respectively*
Lithium aluminium hydride reduotion of perinaphthenone 
1 08le also anomalous• The reaction wae carried out in the hope 
of preparing porinaphthenol* The reaction proceeded with the 
evolution of hydrogen and the produote were perinaphthanone 
(65$), perinaphthene (14$)» and unidentified phenolic material 
(12$). 1 mechanism for thie reaction wae proposed by the
authors but does not appear to satisfactorily account for the 
formation of the hydrocarbon*
as mentioned earlier the reveralble solubility of 
perinaphthenone in concentrated acid la very useful 
experimentally and thie property also haa considerable 
theoretical elgnificance. Thie behaviour can be rationalised 
on one of two explanationst
(i) The carbonyl group is abnormally polarised in the ground 
state with an unusually high electron density on the oxygen 
atom*
(XXXVIII) (XLVII)
Q = °
(XIV)
> o
(XLVI)
hi_ r®\_0H x®
(XLVIII)
' y ~ {
(XLIX)
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(it) The carbon-oxygon band Uae a high polariaeb,Uty.
Perinapthenone (XXXVIII) shows an obvious analog/ 
with both tropone (XLV) and diphenylcyclopropenon© (XLVI).
The/ all fora a stable series of salts, e.g.* (XLVII), (XLVXII), 
and (XLIX). The dipole moments of the ketones (Table I) 
have been measured and shown to be unusually high.
TABLr I
Perinaphthenone 3.99 X> 103
Tropone 4.71 L 104
Llphen/leyolopropenone 3.08 D 17
The dlseooiatlon constant (pKa) for the conjugate
aoids of perinaphthenone (XLVII) and aevaral of ita derivatives,
as well as these for the conjugate aoids of bensanthrons and
bsnsalaoetophenone, have been determined spectrophotomctrioally
i oab/ Bookman and bilberaan who estimated the degree of partition 
of the appropriate ketone between sulphuric sold and chloroform.
It was concluded that the results were lndioatlve of the read/
formation of the h/droxyperln&phthenyllua cation (XLVIX) 
compared with the corresponding cations derived from bensanthrons 
and benaalacetophenone.
These authors also carried out a polarographic
investigation on perinaphthenone and a number of ita eimpl#
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derivative** Reduction proceed* reverelbly and with great 
ease compared with that of ben*anthrone and bensalacetophenone*
The proceed l* a one electron addition to the molecule giving 
the l*hydr0xyperinaphthy1 radical (L). Perinaphthenone*}* 
carboxylic acid display* a greater eaee of radical format!on 
than the .arent ketone* It le suggested that this le due to 
the carboxyl group promoting electron uptake at the oxy gen sltet 
the effect disappears on the formation of the o^rboxylate ion*
On the other hand i?*hydroxyperinsphth«nons shove e considerable 
resistance to electron uptake* This may be due to strong hydrogen 
bonding in this molecule* From these results Beckman concluded 
that perinaphthenone had a tendency to assume an alternating 
structure of double and single bonds around the periphery of 
the moleoule due to a gain in resonance energy* Their results 
are tabulated in Table II*
tot .% t aSeveral publications have been concerned with
the Infrared and ultraviolet spectra of a number of perInaph*
thanones and perinaphthenones* The normal* undisturbed carbonyl
frequencies in aliphatic ketonsa lies In the range 1705*172}
•Icm* Conjugation with aryl groups usually brings the
_iwave number into the range 17 >0*1680 cm* The carbonyl
mlband is generally found to be 10*20 cm* towards higher wave
TAB IE II
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I 01Half Wav* Potential* and Acidity Constants of P*rlnaphth*non**
Compound -E| .
V(E.O.E)
pK.
(conjugate
M id )
PK.
( f n «  n U n l
•n o l)
Perinaphthe none 0.34 -3 .9 9.3
f
Perinephth<mone-3-c&rbQxylic
acid
0.24 -3 .4 m
P*rlnaphthenon*~3~earboxylat*
' 1 . 0.34
m 9.0
9-hydroxyper inaphth*n-l~on* 0.62 •4»fi 8 .0
Perinaphthen-l-on*~9-oxide 0.49 m 13.0
Benaanthrone 0.47 -5 .8 10.8
Bensalacetophenone O.32 -7 .6 10.4
number In dilute carbon tetrachloride solution than in th* 
oona*ns*d phase* Solution data, therefor*, gives a nor* 
reliable picture of the Isolated molecule.
Perinaphthan-l-one (XXXIX) shows a carbonyl stretching
«A Jifrequency of 1677 Q»* (nujol) and 1690 cm* (CC14 ) whereas
perlnaphth#n~1-one (XXXVIII), VQd 1646 o a . , shows extensive
interaction between the carbonyl group and the tricyclic ring
system* As the carbonyl stretching frequency gives evidence
of the polarity (single bond character) of the carbonyl group
it can be oonoluded that the molecule is relatively highly
polarised 1n the ground otate* The ultraviolet and visible 
spectra are not of the same fundamental significance although 
it can be shown that there le decreased resonance stab1HeatIon 
In the dihydro derivative aa le evident from the deoreased
intensity and hypeoohromio shift (380*4004) la the abeorptlon
• itoband In the 3000*40004 region*
Introduction of a bromine atom at poeitlon 2 tends to
Increase the double bond oharaoter of the carbonyl group
(1630 cm**1 ) while the Introduction of an a-norpholino (1640 om*~
or an <x*hydroxy group (I630 on* ) increases the eIngle bond
character of the group due to Interaction with eubetltuent groups
The literature data together with that compiled by Reid and hie 
it iaseoolates have been tabulated in Table III*
It oan be concluded* froa the evidence presented* 
that the carbonyl group In perinaphthenone has a considerable 
amount of single bond character in the ground state* e*g»t (hi)* 
This le reflected in the high dipole moment* low oarbonyl 
stretching frequency* reversible polarographlc reduction* and 
a ready tendency for the carbonyl oxygen to accept a proton 
whose charge can be delooalised over the thirteen carbon atom 
framework*
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tagIE XX?
Compound Smy« -o.;cn.;' ; 
Sujol CEg CCl«
Reference
PerInaphthenone
2-hydroxyperinaphthenon©
3-hydroxyperinaphthenone
^-hydroxyperinaphthenone
2-hydroxy-3f6f9-triaetbyl- 
pe rInaphthenone
4-aethoxyperInaphthenone
4t 3-d iaet.*oxy peri-  
naphthenone
4»8-dime thoxy peri­
naphthenone
2 -broznoper Inapht he none
2-brooo-4-aethoxyperi-
naphthenone
3-oethylperlnaphthenone
4»5~dia thylperlnaphthen- 
one
3 16f 9-trlaethylperl-
naphthenone
2-plperidlnoperlnaphthenone
2-aorpho11noperlnaphthenone
3-piperldlnoperInaphthenone 
3-aorpho1Inoperlnaphthenone
1639
1632
1637
1633
1633
1646
1630
1637
1626
1637
1608
1632 1642 1649
1648
1644
1640 16$0 
1628 1646
1650
1649
1622
1640
1640
-16
-11
0
-29
♦3
♦2
-2
♦4
•9
♦4
♦3
♦2
•24
-6
-4
-6
U 0 f 111 
1109 XU  
110 
142 
111
1069 111 
111
111
U 0 9 111  
108
111
111
111
110
110
110
110
Isolation of pennophthone
>o
boil with red P + H I
HOOC COOH  
Syntheses of pennophthane 
BrOC C 03r
Vac distil
Ba saft +  C aO
OC^COo (XII)
LiA IH «
Syntheses of perinophthene
(XL)
Table XII (Contd,)
697~aceperinaphthenone 1639
2 9;~cyclopentenoperi- 1634
naphthenone
1649 *3 l i l t  112
-3  H I
7»0-eyolopentenoperl«» 1639
naphthenon*
5~oxo-5H<-b©nsoj cd jpyren© lt>39
111
111
Rensanthrone 1649 1634 ♦12 100
stretching frequency of perinaphthenone and that of 
the darlviitlfa*
A*IlfIV* Ferlnaphthanet Xaolatlon and Properties.
Whan pyrtmic aaid (perinaphthenone-6f7-diofirboxylic
acid) was reduced with rad phosphorus and hydrogen iodide tha
product9 after decarboxylation, was shown to ba perlnaphthan*
. tit(XLI)• Tha first synthesis of this hydrocarbon was seooapllshed
titby Fla lecher and Rata© froa naphthalene and nalonyl bromide.
The initial product was perinaphthan-1f3-dlone which was then 
ow*r«»reduoed by rad phosphorus and hydrogen iodide at 16O»10Q*9 
followed bv dahydrogenation owar oopper. Reduction of 
perinaphthenone with sine and hydroohlorlo acid gives a low 
yield of perinaphthaneV Pressure hydragenolyeis of (XXXVXXX)9
in the presence of copper chroalte catalyst, gives a nlxture of 
perinaphthene and perinaphthandi the oondltlona can he
.  T#Modified to give the former In 70$ yield.
the Method now used for the produotion of (X&X) In 
quantity le the oatalytio hydrogenation of perinaphthanone/*§ 
The hydrocarbon has aleo been prepared by the hydrogenation 
of perlnaphthene (XL). teveral alkylated pe rinaphthanee
hare been prepared by the CleMen$on~Martln reduction of the
t U I * * U 9  184corresponding pe rinapht hanonee • Boekelhelde and JUarrabee
hare aleo deecrlbed the preparation of several aoaom*thyl~
pe rinapht hnne derive tires.
a . 1X,V Perinaphthsn-I-ons» Preparation and Proportlea.
There was considerable confusion in the earlier 
literature concerning the pareparatIon and purity of the ketone
obtained by the oyolleation of the acid chloride of 0-(l-
*  -  *** naphthyl)<*proplonlo acid, Fleser and Gates showed that
the difficulties were due to the interfering dehydrogenation
reaction caused by the oyelisation reagent used and that thla
could be avoided by use of anhydrous hydrogen fluoride*
Perlnaphthan->l~one (XXXIX) was obtained in yield together
with a snail quantity of (XLIl)f the product of $~oyolisation*
This 1s the moat satisfactory way of preparing the saturated
ketone in quantity*
----------- ----------------------------------------------------------- si-'
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Perintphthanone 1; reduced to pe*lnuphthane by the 
Clemaehsen reduction* deduction of the ketone using #oldf Taney 
nickel forms oerlnaphthanol in good yield, but unleee the 
catalyst in eatlsfaotoriiy deactivated much ph*nolle material
renulte* The alcohol le beet prepared by lithium aluminium
1 Ofthydride reduction of (XXXIX)*
A. 11,VI. ^rteftghthya*!, Proper*1*8
The parent hydrocarbon (XL) wae first prepared in 1944 
veby book and Jergely* They heated the hydrasone of per lnaph* 
thenone, in high vacuum at 120-133% in the presence of ethoxlde 
hydroxide or amide ions when perinaphthene ®as obtained in low 
yield ae colourleee plates* Their product wae characterised by
reduction to perinaphthene (XL!) and atmospheric oxidation to
^  •*perinaphthenone* Fleser and fewton attempted to dehydrate
perInaphthanol by means of eodlum bisulphite, the Tsohugaeff 
reaotion or by way of the chloride to perinaphthene but were 
unsuooeeeful* However they successfully dehydrated 1-methyl- 
perlnaphthan-l-ol to a methy lporinaphthone using ethenolle
hydrogen chloride* When this reaction wae carried out on
.  tosperInaphthanol by Boekelhelde and Larrabee they obtained
perinaphthene in 63-85$ yield* They subsequently 
made use of this reaotion in their studies of
isomerism In the perlnaphthene series*
Perlnaphthene le acidic, forming a lithium salt on 
treatment with phenyl lithiun in ether* Exohang® reactions 
shoe that it le more acidic than trlphcnylmethane and leee so 
than oyolopentadlene* The llthlo salt, vhloh is bright red, 
oan be alkylated with methyllodlde to yield a nethylperi- 
naphthene whose structure will be discussed later (A*11,Til)• 
With potassium aethoxide, the hydrooarbon yields a potassium 
salt* These reactions show that the molecule contains an 
acidic hydrogen atom and that the perinaphthenlde anion (XXXV) 
must represent a etable tt -electron system of ldT^-elootrone 
delocalised over a tricyclic framework of thirteen carbon nuclei 
Perlnaphthene will react with several reagents, 
including high potential qulnones, to form the perlnaphthyl
. g . itentvradical (X :.VI)* These reactions corresponding to the
loss of a hydrogen atom with the formation of a tt -electron 
system containing thirteen^r«eleotrons delocalised over the 
tricyclic system*
The hydrocarbon (Xl») reacts with trlphenylmetkyl 
perohlorate, and with high potential quinones in the presence
•  ▼*12  7
of pex-chlorlc acid to form the perinaphthenyllum cation*
ltd
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This reaction* which corresponds to hydride exchange* leave© the 
tricyclic system with twelve ^ -electron* delocalised over 
thirteen carbon stone* It can therefore be concluded that 
considerable delocalisation energy must be invested in sll three 
ststee* n&nely* the anion* cation and radical*
A*11*V11• Isomerlsatlon In the Perinaphthene Series*
itsIn 1^58* Klyne and Robinson euggested that* in Wiew 
of the high symmetry of the perln&phthene nucleus* a mono- 
alkylperlnaphthene should exist in six equivalent forms 
corresponding to the six positions possible for the 'extra* 
hydrogen atom* l*e** l«, 3-t 4»i 6-* ?-* end 9-. Their attempts 
to prepare 9-a«thyl«* and ?* 9-dime thy lpe rinapht he ne in order to 
demonstrate prototropy in this system »ere unsuccessful*
Evidence that perinaphthene derivatives might be readily
i t sisomerlsed was first obtained by 1 ieeer and Dates who found
that the reaction product from perinaphthanone and o-ohloro- 
phenylaagnesium bromide after dehydration* hydrogenat ion 
and treatment with cyanide gave two products (LIX) and (LIXI)*
It was suggested that these night have arisen by bond migration 
but ae the intermediate perinaphthene derivative was not Isolated 
and as the results can aleo be explained on the basis of a 1*4 or 
a 1*6 Orlgnard addition isomerisation was not definitely 
established*
(LVI)
(LXII)
(LXV)
(LVIII)
(LXIII)
(LXVI)
(l i i y)
fsomerisotion of the .
▲ similar rearrangement was observed by Badger# 
is tCarruthere and Cook. The reaction between 4-ra©thoxy-
perinaphthanone and o-ch loro phenyl magnesium bromide yielding 
a carbinol which, on treatment with iodine in boiling patrol or 
odd# dilute methanollo hydrochloric acid, underwent dehydration# 
rearrangement and demethylation to yield the ketone (LIT) ae the 
sole product. Thie result eupporte the conception of hlyne and 
Kobinson of the tautomeric character of the perinaphthene ring 
eyetern.
The firet detailed study of the isomerism in the
alkyiperlnaphthenee was carried out by Boekelhelde and hie 
«o»*iSoassociates in 1950. The alcohols (LV)-(LVIII) were
dehydrated with the intention of preparing a aeries of aonoaethyl
perlnaphthenea with the methyl groups in positions 1~,3~, 7-#
and 9-# respectively. All these dehydrations lead to the same
hydrocarbon which wae assigned the structure 4(9)-mcthylperi-
naphthens since 4~aethylperlnaphthane was obtained on catalytic 
ioshydrogenation. The possibility that isonerlsatlon wae
effeoted by the catalyst was not considered by the above authors. 
The reaction of aethyl magnesium iodide with peri*
tvnaphthenone has been reported to yield a methylperlnaphthene* 
the eaae hydrocarbon was also prepared by Fleser** from peri* 
naphthanons and msthyl magnesium iodide. The product wae
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considered to be 1-methyl perinaphthene. Sockelhelde repeated 
the re&otion described by Craig and showed that the prodaot wae 
aotually 4(9)~methylperlnaphthene (LIX). The reaction between 
perinaphthene» phony111thium and methyl iodide aleo gave the 
hydrocarbon (LIX) in 85^ yield. Since the initial product 
of thie reaction nuet hawe been l«nethylperlnaphthene| 
lsomerlsatlon nuet have occurred even although no temperature 
higher than re fluxing ether wae attained and no acid wae present.
Slnoe all syntheeee designed to put a methyl group 
into positions l-» 3-# 6-# 7»* and 9- of the perinaphthene ring 
invariably gave (LXX) it wae of internet to see whether a 
similar behaviour would be found in the alternative eeriee of 
methyl perinaphthenee where the positIona possible for the 
methyl groups ere 2~f 5-» and 8-. Dehydration of 2-methyI 
perlnaphthane-l-ol gave a hydrocarbon which was shown to be
2-methylperlnaphthsne (LXX) since catalytic dehydrogenation 
yielded 2-methylperlnaphthane (LXIX). Oxidation of (LXI) did 
not give the expected naphthalle anhydride but* instead#
2-aethyln&phthalie anhydride (LXXXI) was obtained* ° This 
result emphasises the tautomeric nature of the ring syetem» 
oxidation and reduction attacking different tautoaere# 
preferentially.
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Boekslhslde and Goldman studied the aIkylation
of 2-methylperlnaphthene with phanyllithiua and methyl
iso , %iodide* * hen the hydrocarbon (IXXI) was thus trsatsd a
dimethyl perinaphthene was obtained in good yield* Synthetic
and degradative studies showed that the seeond methyl group
entered in position 6 with respect to the methyl group in
position 2 and these workers therefore formulated their product
as lf5-diaethylperinaphthene (LXIT)* Once again oxidation and
reduction attack different tautomers9 oxidation yielding
3-methyl naphthalie anhydride and reduction 4#8-dinethyl-
perlnaphthane (LXV)*
A trinethyl derivative is obtained* In good yield*
when ( m v )  is treatsd with phenylllthlum and msthyl iodide*
It has been formulated as 1*lf5-trimethylperinaphthene sines
it resisted further alkylation which the authors considered
to be due to tho formation of a gem-dlmethyl group* this
conclusion was drawn without any degradetive or synthetic
evidence* 3#6,9-trimethyl perinaphthene has bssn prepared
in this laboratory and it has been shown that the presence of
three methyl groups suppresses the ionisation of the hydrocarbon
to such an extent that the anion cannot be prepared1*** it
would eeect therefore, that the failure to as thy late (QCVI) Is
HO.
O H
(LXVII) (LXYIII)
O - H
O
Ph P h
OMe
/ ^ O M f
&
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not necessarily due to the presence of a gen dimethyl group
and ao the structure of this compound remains uncertain* The
presence or absenoe of such a grouping in this molecule could
be determined if the ability of the hydrocarbon to fora a
stable cation sas examined*
The tautomeric behaviour of oertaln hydroxy-
pernaphthenonee was first considered by Qooke and Segal in 
_ in1935* These compounds can be divided into three classes 
depending on ths position of the hydroxyl group*
(i) 2-9 5~» 6-hydroxype r inaph the none s which cannot show 
tautoa&erism* O f  these9 only 2-hydroxypsrinaphthenone is known
ii finat present and it forms one nostats and one bensoate*
(ii) 4-t 7-Hydroxyperifiaphthenonsa* The former compound 
has been prepared In an unambiguous mannert* 19*Usthy1stion 
of (l*XYiI) with dine thy Isulphate and potassium carbonate in 
acetone leads to a mixture of products which have been 
separated and shown to be 4- and 7~methoxyperinaphthenone 
degradetive experiments* 4-Methoxyporinaphthenoaa has also
ttt’iifbeen synthesised by alternative routes* Evidently the
compound formulated as (hXVII) oan aleo react as 7-hydroxy 
pe rinapht ho none (XJCYXXI)*
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(111) £eoause of their symmetry 3*» 6-* and 9-hydroxy- 
perinaphthenone ©an only give rise to one aonomcthyl ether* 
9-Hjdrcxyperinaphthenone resists methylation due to strong 
hydrogen bonding* Both 3-t And 6-mrthoxy per Inapht he none
I 9 S  * 1 9 4  » ! » •have been characterised. In derivatives of these
compounds* where the syaaetry has beon destroyed* tautoaerlsa 
is again possible. Thus 4-pheny1-6-hydroxyperinaphthenone
l i tgives riss to two aonoaethyl ethers.
An elegant dsaonstratlon of the equivalence of the
2~» 5*9 and 0-positions In perinaphthene has been aade by
iseNakasakl In 1957* Be synthesised perinaphthene -2-1*C*
of specific activity 1.42 po/juni.* which wae then oxidised by 
potasslua peraanganate in acetone to yield naphthallo anhydride 
of specific activity 0.96 jso/joa. To eltalnate the possibility 
that the lose in radioactivity was due to the formation of the 
symmetrical perinaphthenlde anion* Jf&kasakl oxidised a sample 
of the radioactive hydrocarbon to perinaphthenone which was 
then further oxidised to naphthallo anhydride with an activity 
of 0.92 )Mt/jua. This loss of one*third of the radioactivity 
on oxidation provee the ready tautoaerlsa of the molecule 
making the ?•* 5-* and depositions equivalent.
COOH COOH
(XLIII) (XLIV) ( D
(XXXVIII) (LI)
CN
(LII) CN Cl
OH
P»
(LXIX)
(LIII) (LTV)
(LXXI) (LXXII)
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A*ll*Viil. The Occurrence of Perlnaphthene System In Mature,
Until recently the perlnaphthene eye ten wae of no
great Interwet In the c he ale* try of natural producte except
ae a dehydrogenation fragment froa natural producte* the
ClTi\0 fragaent froa the dehydrogenation of agathlo acid wae
ehown to be 1,1,4,7-tetraaethylperlnaphthene by Buohi and 
teePappas who aleo eyntheeleed the hydrocarbon* Thle 
hydrocarbon hae elnoe been obtained froa the dehydrogenation of 
two other terpenlo aolde, namely, ottavio*** and eperylo soldt*0 
The first actual ooourrence of the ring eyetea In
Hinature wae reported by Cooke and Segal in 1955* The bulbous 
root of haeaodorua corymbosua Vuhl yielded a red crystalline 
glycoside, haeaooorln, which hydrolysed readily to oellobioae 
and a purple-red aglycone eventually formulated ae 2,6- 
dihydroxy-5-asthoxy-9-pheny lperinaphthen-l-one (hXlX) on the 
basis of its chemical properties, degradatlve studies and
14 1 *1»8 *S4spectroacoplo jvideno©.
The structure of the fungal pigment, atrovenitin.
,  t««hae recently been eetabllahed* It hae been characterised
by Barton, Raistrick and their oo-workers aa the substituted 
9-hydroxyperinaphthenone (IXX) or tautoaer* The fungal 
pigaente, herquenlnone and norherquenicne have been Isolated
from a closely related species and desoxynorherquinone,obtained 
by alno acetic acid reduction of nerhorqueninone was shown to 
bo identical with strovenetin (LXX)*
•ft *140A. 1X1. B U > 1 * T T  -Electron Br*»—  — * fct Aroaatlo Struoturcc.
Aromatic character 1ft associated with etableirlootrott 
systems that either exlet la the ground etate or are capable of 
development in the transition etate* ihe behaviour of asulene 
In lte reactions Indicate that Importance must be attached to 
the stability of the^r-«leotron sextets associated with the fire 
or the eeven»ate&b*red rings during reaotion* The concept of 
asulene ae derived by fuelon of a c^clopentadinniie anion with 
a cycloheptatrienlde cation has been useful in the search for 
other aromatic systems* In particular* the perinaphthene 
nucleus appeared to be a satisfactory replacement for either 
of the rings in asulene* fhe outstanding feature of pert** 
naphthene chemistry is the ability of the three alx-Beabered 
rings to function as a structural unit over which fourteen* 
thirteen or twelveir »olooirons can be locallead during reaotion 
(A»11*V1) • *
as a result of the recognition of the etable structures 
(XXX?) and (XXXVII) several new types of potential aroaatlo 
eyetime aay be arrived at theoretically* The aoet important 
of these aret
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(1) Cyclohept&i & j perinaphthene (l«XX2) which may be derived 
by the fusion of a aeven~aembored ring to thw perinaphthene 
nucleus* In the completely polarised fora of this hydrocarbon* 
fourteen TT electrons are delocalised over the perinaphthene 
aolety while a aextat of electrons is assooiatsd with the 
ssven-aeabsred ring*
(li) Cyolopenta[ajperlnaphthsns (LXX1I) which results froa the 
fusion of ths perinaphthsne nucleus to a flve-aeabered ring*
The polarisation of this nolecule will be in ths opposits 
direction to that in (LXXI)• A sextet of electrons is 
associated with the five-aeabered ring while twelveTT-electrons 
are delocalised over the perinaphthene ring which assumes the 
fora of the perlnaphthenyllua cation
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Bl. Synth#tlo Studies in Perlnaphthene Chemistry 
hi,1. Introduction
The best and stoat general act hod for the preparation 
of perlnaphthan~l~ones involves the oyclls&tlon, beet by 
hydrogen fluoride, of eubetituted 2-(l-naphthyl)-propionie 
acids* These, in turn, are prepared by the malonio eeter 
•yatheeie from eubetituted 1-ohlorooothylnaphthalenes. In the 
present work new eubetituted perinaphthan-l-onee have been 
prepared by a modification of this route whloh extends the eoope 
of the reaotlon. A large number of eubetituted 1-halomethy 1- 
naphthalenee oan be obtained, in high overall yield, by sueoesslve 
formylation (Vileneler), reduction with lithium aluminium 
hydride, and treatment of the aloohole with phosphorus trihalldes.
Substituted perinaphthan-l-ols are thence prepared by 
reduction of the corresponding Baturated ketones with lithium 
aluminium hydride. In many oases the substituted perlnaphthene 
oan be obtained by dictation of the aloohol with ethanolle 
hydrogen chloride.
Bl,ll The Synthes le of 4(9)-Methylperlnaphthens
The etruoture of this hydrocarbon wae established in 
1950 by Boekelheide and Larrabee. From their work the moat 
attractive route appeared to be that involving the dehydration 
of 5*m€rthylperinaphtftan~l"*ol (II) whloh had been obtained
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In an overall yield of 25^ in a t»lx«stage synthesis from 
a-aoetylnaphthalene (!)• It wae considered that some 
modifications of the synthetic rout# would increase the overall 
yield* In our work <z~aeety lnaphthalene wae prepared by the 
addition of a-naphthyl magnesium broaide to acetic anhydride
at ~80* according to the general procedure of tfewman and Smith*
The ketone waa reduced quantitatively with lithium aluainlua
hydride to msthyl~l*naphthyl oarbinol which wae aleo prepared
»by the method of Pickard and Kenyon* Phosphorus trlbroalde
wae used to convert thie alcohol to the corresponding broao- 
methylnaphthalene whioh wae then transformed to 3-methyl- 
perinaphthan-l-ol (XI) by the general procedure outlined in the 
previous eeotlon. The overall yield van 44/**
Dehydration of (11) gave 4(9)~methylperlnaphthene (III) 
in 80$ yield* Thie hydrocarbon hae aleo been prepared by the
dehydration of l-t4~and 6-aethylperlnaphthan-l-ols* (A.llfVll)
and by the dehydration of the aloohols obtained by the alkylatlon
of perlnaphthan«l*»one* and psrlnaphthen~l~one* by methyl magneslum
iodide* It hae also been obtained by alkylatlon of the pori- 
naphthaaid© anion with methyl iodide*
Bl.lll The S y a t t w U  of 4.5->Jl««Uuli>crln»phth«n«.
415-^imethylperinaphthan-l-ons (V) wan prepared
eeeentially ae described by Buu~!2ol and Cagnalat 6
(Ill) (II)
(VII) (VI) (V)
(X)
except that the oyclisatlon of (IT) wae effected by hydrogen 
fluoride* reduction of (V) by llthlua aluminium hydride gave 
4,!?-diuethylp€rinaphthan-l~ol (VI) In 90$ yield* Dehydration 
of (VI) yielded a low melting hydrocarbon characterised by ite 
trlultrobensene derivative* The hydrocarbon wae initially 
obtained ae a colourlean oil whloh slowly oryatalllaed bat it 
decomposed rapidly in no1st air*
The dehydration product has been formulated ae 
4,5~dlmethylperlnaphth*ne (TZX) although the 8,9~leomsr must 
be formed initially* It in poeelble that the hydrocarbon la 
actually the 2f^ «»leoaer einoe studies on the leoaerieatlon of
imonoacthylperlnaphthenee have shown that experiments designed 
to put a methyl group In the 2,5 or 8 position result in a 
2«methyl derivative but the above experiments eleo showed that 
attempts to put a methyl group in positions 1,3,4,6 always 
lead to a 4 methyl derivative* It Is impossible to 
differentiate between these three structures chemically but it 
would be possible to distinguish between the 2,5 and the other 
isomers by nuclear magnetio resonance* It is possible that 
the compound exists as an isomeric mixture* The fact that the 
hydrocarbon la obtained as an oil which gradually crystallises
suggests that there may be a slow conversion from the first 
formed 8,9 to another isomer*
4S
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Bit XT 4 .6-Cla^tnylporlnaphtheq^.
1,5-Dlafctnylperinaphthftn-l-ol (VXXZ) la obtained 
by the alkylation of 3-methyIperinaphthan-l-ol with methyl 
magnesium iodide* This alcohol givoo a hydrocarbon which 
oryetellieee from petrol ae colourless platelets* It toram 
an orange-red trinitrobensene derivative which is characteristic 
of perlnaphthene hydrocarbons* It has an unusually high 
melting point for a staple perlnaphthene and the hydrocarbon was 
at first thought to b# a dimer* The same compound is obtained 
by lithium alualnlua hydride reduction of l93-dlnethylperl- 
naphthenyllua perchlorate* The analyses of the ealts formed 
from l93«dlmethyiperlnaphthanol9 ite dehydration produot9 and the 
hydride reduction product from l93-dlm3thylporlnaphth«nyllum 
perchlorate show that the eaae o ok pound le formed in all oasee* 
The analytical and molecular weight date alao support its 
formulation as the aonoasr* Ho reasons can be advanced for Its 
high aslting polnt9 151-153% or its low solubility In petrol9 
ethanol and aeetonltrlle compared with the other simple alkyl 
perinaphthenss so far prepared*
The hydrocarbon has been formulated as the 496-ieoaer 
(IX) rather than 195 from analogous reasoning to that advanced 
in BltIII for 4»5-dlmethyIperlnaphthene*
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BX,V 3 . 619 - m —  thy.lpc rlnaphthoiw.
3f6f9-Triaethylp*rlnaphthan-l-ol (X) was prepared from
1,6-dimethylnaphthalene In a seven-stage synthesis ae described 
lby Bonthrone and thence converted Into lf4t7-trifiiethylperi-
naphthenyliua perchlorate (CIVfII). Reduction of thie ealt
gave a hydrocarbon* a.p. 59-63% shown to be 3,6,9-trlaethyl-
perinaphthene (XI)* It ie the only perinaphthene hydrocarbon
in which the pceltion of the double bond in the 'peri ring*
can definitely be located* It*a NMR spectrum ehowe the preeence
of a methylene group and a methyl group in the ring and eo
the latter auet be in the 3 position*
Hydride reduction of the ealt ia the beet method of
preparation of thie hydrocarbon* Dehydration of (X) invariably
yields an oil which may be an isomsrio mixture or a mixture of
f teethe hydrocarbon and ita dlaor* The low yield of ealt (37$) 
obtained from thie oil compared with that by dehydration* 
dehydrogenation of (X)» i*e*,64$ tends to support the latter 
viewpoint*
BlfYX* 1*2-; lhydro-5H-o:/olopentafghIperinaphthene*
The synthesis of l#2f5i6-t©trahydra-7-oxo-7H-oyol0-
pentajgh (perinaphthene (XIII) hae be on described by several
s »t*io authors*
The rout* used in the present work was » aodiflostion
•f thuv due to Tleser and Jontc.* These authors report the 
preparation of S-.fcrtsylaconsiphthens in 05$ yield* The beet 
yield we obtain in this formylation reaction wae 50$ (C,Y,1).
The oyclisatlon of p-(5-aoenaphthanyl)-propionlo ecld 
hee bean effected in several different ways. Suu-Hol and 
Cagnalnt* cyclleed the acid chloride of (XU) with aluminium 
chloride. laaneabere and hia oo-worker10 examined two methods. 
Using a mixture of phosphorus pantaohlorlde and ataanlo ohlorida 
they obtained a mixture of (XIII) and 4,5»e,9-t#trahydro-6-oxo- 
6H-cyolopeuta[ejaoenaphthylenc (XT), wham polyphosphorla acid 
was employed a mixture of l,2-4ihydro-|>-oxo-5K-cyolop*nta[gh] 
perlnaphthene (XIT) sad (XT) was obtained. flaser and Jona# 
mead hydrogen fluoride and obtained a green tar froa which 
(X1ZZ) was isolated la 40$ yield.
In our present work the acid (XII) was oyollaod with 
hydrogen fluoride and a pal# yellow solid was obtained. This 
proved to bo a mixture of throe ketones whloh wore separated 
by ehroaatograptay on alumina when (XXXX), (XXV) and (XT) wore 
obtained in 60$, 1$ and 5.4$ yield, respectively.
The saturated ketone oa reduction with lithium 
aluminium hydride gave a mixture of l,2,5,6-tstrahydro»7«. 
hydroxy-7H-oyclop*nte(ghJp*rlnaph«h*na (XT!) and 1,2-dlhydro-
(XIII)
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-5n-oyclap«nt«ighjperlnaphttione (XVII). The hydrooarbon (XVII)
must have been formed by dehydration of the oarbinol (XVI)
in the working up procedure. The mixture wae readily separated
by fractional crystallisation.
The hydrooarbon (XVII) appears to be quite stable.
Unlike perinaphthene it does? not fora an anion with potassium
methoxide nor a radioa1 with X-broao&uooinlalde. Its solution
become green on prolonged standing. It undergoes hydride
exchange with trityl perchlorate and with T.B.Q. In the
presence of perchloric acid but the product la unstable.
Bl.VII. (hwnaof b jprtnaphthcm).
Benaanthrone (XVIII) shares many of the properties of
perinaphthenone• It is weakly basio, being soluble in
concentrated sulphuric acid. Its carbonyl group shows infrared
a  11absorption at 1649 ox. Orignard reagents add 1*4 to
itbensanthrone• Rad phosphorus and hydrogen iodide reduce (XVIXX)
isto 1»10*trimsthylensphsnanthrene. This reaction parallels
the reduction of perinaphthenone to perinaphthene (l,b-trimethyl-
one naphthalene) by the sane reagents. Bensanthrene is formed
in 50% yield when (XVIII) is reduced by aluminium iaopropoxide*4
a process which shows analogy with the lithium aluminium hydride
tsreduotion of perinaphthenone.
The reduotion of bensanthrone by lithium aluminium 
hydride and aluminium ohlorldo forms (XIX) in greater than
00$ yisld*6 The hydrooarbon oxidises •lowly in air to 
bsasanthrone# a reaction which can be compared with the aerial 
oxidation of perinaphthena• Bemanthrcne fore* an unstable 
•alt by hydride exchange with trltyl perchlorate*
B1,VIII 6!kP*™ d*AjE^ ,SSL
This hydrocarbon has been prepared and eooe of ite 
propertlee investigated* It could be considered as a 
perlnaphthene derivative* l*o*f naphtho[4*4a»5-bodjperinaphthene 
but in view of the molecular complexity it la best to regard it 
aa a new condensed system*
The k»tone* 5~o*o-5H-5t4-dihydrobsn*o[cdJpyr#ns (XXX)
was prepared by the oyollsation of 5-pyreoyIpropionio acid (XX)
tvwhioh was synthesised by the method of Baohmann* Dehydration 
of the oarbinol obtained by lithium aluminium hydride reduction 
of (XXl) gave 6H-benso| odjpyrene (XXII)* The hydrooarbon forms 
a stable oation by hydride exohangs* In ability to form an 
anion and a radical are currently being investigated*
The analogue of perinaphthenons in this series* 5-oxo- 
$H«benso[cdJpyrene (XXIII)* dissolves in concentrated hydro­
chloric sold to form a green cation* Its carbonyl function
mXabsorbs at 1659 cm*
81,IX 'tarn Synth* 11 1b mid I.ehydration of 4-aothojorprlnaphthanol. 
The preparation of 4*&ethoxy perlnaphthan-1-ons was
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isreported by Barger and Starling but It was later shown that
their product was a mixture of perinaphthenone and 4-methoxy-
19 t •perinaphthenone. Badger, Carruthere and Cook showed that
the interfering dehydrogenation and denethylation reactions
could be avoided by using bp&rogvn fluoride for the cyollaatlon*
The saturated ketone (XXIV) was prepared essentially
t sas described by these authors except that the halonethyl- 
naphthalene was synthesised by an alternative routs sinos ws 
obtsinsd variable results in the ohloraethylation reaction*
4-Methoxyperinaphthan*l«ol (XXV) was obtained by the lithium 
aluminium hydride reduction of (XXXV)*
itBadger and co-workera were unsuccessful in their
attempt to synthesise lO~mothoxy«394«»benapyrene froa 4-methoxy-
perinaphfchar-l-oue and considered that their failure was due to
• otautoaerism of the type postulated by Klyne end Bobinson*
An experiment whloh would have lent strong support 
to their conclusions on the rearrangement and deaethylatlon 
reaction was not considered* This was the dehydration of (XXV) 
ahis reaction has now bsen carried out and perlnaphthan-l-one 
(XXVII) was the sole product* The initial dehydration product 
would be 9-methoxyperlnaphthene which is tautomeric with
3-methoxyperlnaphthene (XXVI). Thle latter oompound le an
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a^-unaaturatad ether which would undergo ready acid hydrolysis 
to 3*a>Hydroxyperlnaphthene» tautomeric with perinaphthan-l-one 
(XXVXI). This result confirms experlmentelly the Idea that 
alkoxy-substituted perlnaphthenes would be unstable due to the 
mobility of the double bond eyeten In perinaphthene.
Blf X. 4*H-Dlnv3thoxyperlnaphthan-I-ol.
This compound was prepared from 2%6-dlhydroxynaphthalene 
by an eight-©tags synthesis*
p-(296-Dlmethoxy-l-naphthyl)-propionic aold (XXVIIX) 
was oyolleed by hydrogen fluoride. Although the p-poeition of 
the naphthalene nucleus was substituted a mixture was obtained*
The infrared spectrum showed two carbonyl peaks9 one at l&dl
•1 mXcm. expected of a perinaphthan-l-one9 and another at 1730 on.
which would accord with either a ketone in a five-membered ring
or a & -lactone. The by-product was shown to be a -lactone
tby ite solubility in warm9 aqueous alkali* The band at 1730 cm. 
was abssnt after treatment of the product with the latter reagent 
The lactone must have been formed by elimination of the elements 
of methanol from (XXVIII) while dissolved in the hydrogen fluoride. 
The proportion of^ -laotone formed mas emailv and not enough was 
isolated for characterisation* Its structure is asuumed to be
(XXX).
BlfXI* 4»5-I) Ine thoxy pe rinapht nan-l-ol ♦
293-Dimethoxynaphthalene was prepared by t ,e method of
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9 1Fro 14lander and Sllberstern* Atteapta to fernylate thia 
compound produced an oil whloh* from the yield of the 2#4-
dinitrophtnylhydraaoae* corresponded to a 6 O'# yield of aldehyde*
• t t  ^  ^Buu~Hol and oo-worker* hare reported the forayletion of 
thia compound in 2$% yield* Ihe oil reaoted with naldnio acid 
in the presence of piperidine to give the corresponding acrylic 
acid but the reaction vae not further investigated.
Chloromttnylniion takes plaoe at room temperature» and 
the crude reaction product alkylated with diethyl aelocate. 
Hydrolysis gave the substituted malonlo acid in yt% overall 
yield* Thla acid wan deoarboxylated to P~(2t>»Diaethoxy<*l« 
naphthy1)•propionic acid which wae eyelifted by hydrogen fluoride 
to 4* 5-dia«j thexyp'»rinaphthan-l-one. 4t^>-l>iaethory:>erinaphthan-l 
ol was obtained by reduction of thla ketone*
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811. Tb» Hydride ;ranafar Kaaotlon and tha Preparation of _
gja&x* jamtfg., s m p n  •
811,1. Trlphanyln»tturl Perohlorata and llydrida Iranafer.
In view of certain comments made by Dauben and hia
l»coworkere on the preparation of trityl perchlorate for use
in hydride exchange reactions it is pertinent to dleoues some 
of our observations on this subject* We have prepared this 
salt on many occasions by a method which is essentially that
14of Hofmann and Kirmjreuthsr* Triphenyl oarbinol is dissolved 
in a mixture of glacial aoetio acid and acetic anhydride (Itl) 
and the mixture allowed to cool oa*30** A solution of per- 
chlorlo acid (72$) in the earns volume of aoetio acid is added 
dropwlse with cooling to keep the temperature below $0** The 
reaction mixture le allowed to oool to room temperature and the 
product filtered off with slow suction to ensure that the crystals 
do not become completely free of solvent* The produet le then 
washed with anhydrous ether and finally petrol to remove all 
traces of acetic acid* anhydride and oovalsnt material*
The reddish yellow platelets are then dried in an evacuated 
deesleator over P* ^ / kgH for an hour* This product can be 
stored for long periods in an evacuated dsssloator and it can 
conveniently be weighed in a weighing bottle* We have had no 
difficulty with this preparation nor with its use in hydride
(XXXI)
(XXXIII)
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exchange reactlone. Trityl perchlorate le sensitive to
impurities In tri phenyl oarblnol and we have found it advisable
teto prepare thla aloohol ae described in Organic Syntheses
The orude product is steam distilled for some 24 hr* before
being dried and recrystallised froa carbon tetrachloride. One
of the aain disadvantages of trlphenylaethyl perohlorate Is
Its Insolubility in aost organic solventsf In eoae oasea
this oan be obviated by preparing the oarbonlua ion In eltu
by the addition of perchloric acid to a solution of the
substrate and triphenyl oarblnol in glacial acetic acid. An
exaaple of this procedure is the preparation of 5-oxo*9i!*
bwnzocdjpyrene (C.XIfIV).
Preformed oarbonlua ions have boon shown to abstract
hydride ion according to the reaction bohenet
R ‘B  ♦ R  R « ®  ♦  R H
This reaction leads to the formation of new oarbonlua ions and
the trlphenylnethyl cation has been shown to react with
ssoyoloheptatrlene to fora tropyllua perchlorate* (Oyil^  )Ho(CO)#
®  tvto yield (C^Hy) Mo(CO)9 « and with trlphenyloyolopropene to give 
the trlphenyleyolopropenyliua cation*9
The known stability of the perlnaphthenyliua cation" 
(XXXI) prompted the application of this aethod to the synthesis 
of perlnaphthenyliua salts by allowing trlphenylaethylperohlorate
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to interact with perlnaphthenes in glacial acetic acid* In
this wa/ perinaphihenyliua perchlorate and the lf4#7-trimethyl
so §8derivative were prepared* Daubsn and his associates have
since reported the preparation of (XXXI) by this method but
no experimental details nor any description of their product
wae given*
Three other preparations of this cation have been 
described* The iodide has bssn prepared by the Interaction
of a eolutlon of the perlnaphthyl radical with a solution of
8| /iodine in benssns (C,XTVfIV)t perinaphthenyllua perchlorate
has bssn obtained by treating the radioal with an electron
siacceptor# silver perchlorate# in anhydrous ether* The oation
. v . 88
{XXXI) has also been eyntheelsed by Pettit by an adaptation
88of the method of Dewar and Pettit used for the eyntheeie
88of tropyllum pezchlorate* This latter method cannot readily 
be modified for the preparation of substituted perinaphthenylium 
salts*
soThe method of Bonthrone and Held has been applied to 
the preparation of certain substituted perinapbthenyliu* salts 
(Table 1* Unstable salts are marked with an asterisk * The 
extent of hydride transfer In these oases has been estimated by 
the yield of trlphenylmethane obtained^
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Substrate
Perlnaphthene 
19 2m d iaethy Ipe rlnaphthene
3»6 f 9- t r iao t Iiy I pe r inaph t ha ne 
6B-bsnmo[ cd Jpyrene 
Bensanthrene
4(9 )-»«t ny lpb r inaphtheiie
lfP-dihydro-5H-cyclopentu 
[ghjperinaphthene
Table i
Yield (salt) Yield (Triphenyl 
      methane j
61%
79*5$ 
57$
83* 73*
57*
m
■ 75*90%
A lkoxy-substituted perinaphthenes are unstable due to 
the nobility of the double-bond aystea in perlnaphthene (of* 
BlflX and AlltYll for a more detailed discussion of this toplo) 
and it would seea that alkoxy-substituted salts oould not be 
prepared by the general aethod in its original fora slnoe the 
necessary alkoatyperiiiaptafchenee cannot be obtained*
It has been foundp however» that by Baking use of the 
equlllbrluat
® @ ®
CI%CGOH ♦ Ph*C C104 t=^  PhsC.OCO.CS^ ♦ H ♦ Cl04
we oan use trltyl perchlorate in aoetio add as a dehydrating
ae well as a dehydrogenating reagent* ThiB duality of reaction
has been used for the preparation of certain alkyl - and
alkoxy- perlnaphthenyllua salts (Table II)* Two types of
secondary reaction are open, In principle# to the transient 
perlnaphthene formed in the primary (dehydrating)step* These 
are (1) eolvolysis by the water produced in the dehydration#
(11) loss of hydride ion to the triphenylmethyl cation* Zn 
the case of perinaphthanol the first reaction predominates and
(XXXI) cannot be prepared by this method* v.hen the trloyelio 
rln& system is substituted with electron releasing groups such 
as alkyl or alkoxyl then (11) is facilitated and the corresponding 
salts oan be obtained in good yield*
TABU, XI
Substrate Yield(balt) Yield (Tr1phenyl-
>#6# 9<*tr ime thy lpe r inapht han 
-l-ol
64*
4-methoxyperinaphthan-l-ol
4 # tt-dim0 t hoxy pe rinaphthan 
-l-ol
02*
75*
2-aethylperlnaphthan-l-ol x 01.5*
Bll#ll High Potential wulnonoe and Hydride Transfer in 
the presence of Perchloric Aoid*
The use of qulnones for the dehydrogenation of hydro-
aromatic compounds was first reported by Clar and John in
1930, 94 99Evidence has been presented that the dehydrogenation
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proceeds by a two-step ionic prooees. The rate-determining 
step is abstraction of hydrogen m  hydride ion and is followed 
by the rapid transfer of a proton froo the resulting conjugate 
acid of the substrate to the qulnol anion.
HH» ♦ ^  ^    <l)
RH® cyi® R + QH,   (2)
The dehydrogenation is catalysed by acid and this 
catalysis by a proton donor is ascribed to the formation of 
the conjugate aoid of the qulnonef i.e.9 the quinol oation QH* 
which has an even higher affinity for anionio hydrogen then the 
quinone
Q ♦ HX QH.X ........... (3)
Rife + <W+ RH® ♦ . (4)
RH® ♦ ^  BX   (5)
It eeeiaed9 therefore9 that the use of suitable
substrates night lead to the isolation of stable cations9
<$>RH 9 in quinone dehydrogenations In ths presence of strong
acids. Isolated instances have appeared in the literature
of the formation of heterocyclic quartornary aaaoniua salts
by the action of quinonee on heterocyclic hydroaromatie
compounds9 overall lose of hydride ion having occurred in these
STcases. In a preliminary communication e m b o d y i n g  some of the
work in this thesls wo havo described the use of quinones in 
a now general method for the preparation of stable hydrocarbon
quinoneo in the presence of per chloric acid to form the 
carboniua ion, isolated as ite salt. Migration of hydrogen 
with its bonding electrons to the qulnone occurs* The resulting
.quinol aonoanion then abstracts a proton from the solvent*
In view of the eaee of formation of the perinaphthenylium 
cation it wae of interest to examine the reaction of high
j
potential quinonee with perlnaphthene in detail* The reaction
virtually quantitative with most quinonee*
Examination of Table III showe that tetraohloro»l,2*
bensoqulnone (TBQ) 1b the aost useful hydrogen acceptor froa 
a preparative point of view* It is very soluble in both aoetio 
acid and aoetonltrlle, the preferred solvents for the reaction, 
and its quinol is very soluble in ether* This latter property 
makes Isolation of the product much easier* The use of 2,3* 
dicyano~5,6«dic hloro~1,4-be nsoqu inone (D.D.Q.« • 1.0 v)
was not practicable in the dehydrogenation of perlnaphthene due 
to the insolubility of the corresponding quinol* The yield 
of perinaphthenyiium perchlorate falls as the oxldation~reduotlon
oations*
The hydrocarbons oycloheptatrleae, triphenylcyclo 
propens, and perinapht isae all react with high potential
proceeds almost Instantaneously at room temperature and is
TABLE IXX
Substrate Quinone 71*14
(••11)
71*14
(Qulnol)
Ferinaphthene 295«dlQyano«lt4benzoquinone
1.0 87.5*
Ferinaphthene t .b .q . 0.67 79.9*
Ferinaphthene 194-bensoq ui none 0.711 80.5a- 51*
Perinaphthene Chloranil 0.703 75* 90*
Ferinaphthene Chloranil1 0.70J 44* 84*
Ferinaphthene lf2«naphtho*»
quinone
0.579 43*
Ferinaphthene 9 9 10-phenan- 
thraqulnone
0.471 54*
4(9)«aethylporlaaphthene Chloranil 0.705 ■ 65*
lt2~di»ethylperinaphthene TBQ 0.87 73.5*
19 iae thy lper lnaphthene TBQ* 0.87 88.5*
2t6f 9-tri»«thjrlperl- 
naphthene
TBQ 0.87 92.6*
1*2*dihydro-5H-oyolo*
penta[gh]pe rinaphtheno TBQ 0.67 ■ 81.04*
1 In those experiments aoetonitrile ess u^ed ss solvent* glacial 
acetic acid was used in all other experiments in the table*
* Unstable product.
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potential (Eg% ) decreases. In cnees where the order le reversed 
It le generally due to the high solubility of the qulnone In 
aoetlo acid, e.g*, 1,4-beneoquinonf?*
These qulnone dehydrogenations take place In the 
presence of a strong acid and It was of Interest to see if thle 
general method wae applicable to the synthesis of alkoxy- 
substituted salts. Dehydration of eubetituted perlnaphthanole 
by free perchloric aold takes plaoe In situ. Dehydratlen­
ds hydrogenation loads to somewhat higher yields than the 
corresponding process with trityl perchlorate In glacial aoetlo 
sold* The results of these experiments are tabulated below.
Ta b u ,_JQL
Substrate Qulnone Yield
( » h )
Yield
(Quinolj
lf3-dlaethylperlnaphthan-1-o1 TBQ 89* an
2»6y9-trlae thy IperInaphthan- 
l-ol
TBQ 89* -
4-He t hoxype rlnaph t *an- l-o 1 TBQ 88* ea
4td-dlaethoxyperInaphthan-l-ol TBQ 79* -
4# 5-di«ethoxyperInaphthan-l-oi TBQ m 87*
* denotes unstable product*
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B m - Hlgh Ppt«ntial tuinoa«» and Hydrogen A t o m  Sr«n»f r
The rate-dateraining step in quinone die hydrogenet lone is 
thought to bo
RH* *  Q r S ®  +  ^   < l >
This otop may, however, represent a summary of two successive
steps
RH, ♦ Q  > RH* ♦ Qfl* .............  (2)
RH* ♦ QB* -----* Rif® ♦ Q^ ®  (J )
In the oass where RH is a stable, long-lived radical it is 
possible that step (2) would be followed by
f%  ♦ Oil* ---* RH* ♦ QH,  (4)
Alternatively, steps (2) and (4) night nergs into a single 
proosss
?R% ♦ Q --- » 2RH# ♦ QH, ............  (5)
Hence by the use of suitable substrates it night bs 
possible to Isolats stabls radicals, RB#, in quinone dehydro- 
g©nations*
Perlnaphthene reacts with many quinones at rooa
temperature in both polar and non-polar solvents to give the
seperinaphthyl radical* The stoichiomotry of this reaotlon 
corresponds to that required by step (5), the yield of 
quinol dropping from 70$ to 34$ when the quantity of ohloranll
w e d  waft increased froa 1 mole/ 2 mole of hydrocarbon to 
1 aaolt/lmaola of hydrocarbon (Table V ). Thla preparation of 
the p^rlnaphthyl radical demonstrates that qulnone a oan 
dehydrogonate both by hydrogen aton9 and overall hydride ion 
transfer* The reoulte of the reactions between quinonea and 
perlnaphthenet In the abaenoe of aoida9 are tabulated below*
Qulnone Molar Ratio Solvent Held
.iflAl ________  __ (Quinol)
Chloranll 2«1 Methylene Chloride 70*
Chloranil ltl Methylene Chloride 54*
Chloranll 2s 1 Acetonitrile 56*
Chloranll 2t 1 Hitronethane 60?i
Chloranll 2t 1 Glaolal Aoetlo Aoid m
1f 4-bensoq u inone* 111 Methylene Chloride 74.5*
T.B.Q. 2tl Methylene Chloride 75*
192-naphthoquinone 2« 1 Metoylene Chloride 67%
a9t10-phenanthranulnone 2s 1 Methylene Chloride -
ft2 95-dloyanoqulnone 2.1 Methylene Chloride m
6?
1 then bensoquinone was used the renotion was complicated by the 
formation of qulnhydrone• As this Is a lil molecular complex 
it was decided to use a 100% excess of bensoquinone* i.e. enough 
bensoqulnone present to complex with all the qulnol formed If 
the reaction 500c loO% to completion. The qulnol was thus 
isolated as the qulnhydrone In 74.5$ yield. This result lends 
support to the formulation of the owerail reaotlon as In step ( 5
* The qulnol obtained in these reactions was somewhat intractable 
and the radical was identified by its spectrum (Plate 1).
i tBarnard and Jaokmann hare recently supported the
evidence for the two-stage ionic process of quinons dehydrogenm-
tlou by molecular orbital calculations. The main ohemloal
evidence for an ionic mechanism oomee from the occurrence of
«oa number of neighbouring group effects similar to those which
accompany unlmolecular solvelysis. Nevertheless the evidence
ft**99»40presented by Braude* hinstead* Jackman and their coworkers 
doe8 not wholly exclude a free readloal mechanism for quinone 
dehydrogenatlon and* at this point* it is relevant to sumaarlaa 
some of our observations on this subject.
In our studies* the presence or absence of strong acids 
in quinone dehydrogenatlon was found to profoundly affect the
course of the reaction. Gone rail/ speaking» the presence of 
strong acids simplifies the reaction. Thus with the hydro- 
carbonst eyelohsptatrlens9 triphony lcyolopropens* and port- 
naphthono the corresponding c&rbonium Ion is Isolated as its 
salt in good yield. The overall reaction corresponds to 
hydride transfer from the hydrocarbon to the quinone with the aold 
providing the proton to convert the quinol aonoanlon to quinol. 
Some exceptions to thie are now known. fchen ditropyl reacts 
with quinones in the presence of perohlorle aold tropyllum 
perchlorate is formed in yields up to 84$ indicating the loes
„ ^ „ 41of two electrons from the ettbstrate. It would be of some 
importance to be able to decide on the origin of these electrons9 
whether they originate from thett-electron cloud of the molecule9 
or from the<3~-bond connecting the two teven-membered rings. The 
somewhat lower yielde obtained with a lv2-ben3oqulnone9
indicates that there stay be some eterlo requirements in this 
particular reactlonf suggesting that the initial attack occurs 
at the &  bond.
In reactions with quinones alons some considerable 
difficulties attend the elucidation of the structure of the 
product obtained. The simplest case is that of perlnaphthene 
which loftss a hydrogen atom to form a long-lived free
*9
radical* Both cyoloheptatrlene and trlphanyloyolopropsna /laid
itocap1eraa* Subaaquent studios have baan confined, at present,
to that froa cyoloheptatrlene.
Thla coaplax was provisionally formulated aa 
tropyllua 2,}-diehloro-5,o-dioyano-1,4-isoquinolate« On
traataaat with atroag acids It afforda tropyllua aalta la good
ityield. Iataaligation of the flaa atructura of thla ooaplax
ahowad that a aooh aora subtle reaotloa had occur rad. Tha 
flrat aoaalualta plaoa of evidence oaaa froa a comparison of 
tha ooaplax with that obtalaad by tha lataraotloa of farrooana 
with D.&.Q. Tha only raaotlon possible la thla lattar oaaa 
la tha doaatloa of aa electron froa farrooana to tha qulnoaa 
aad therefor* tha produot la tha forrooenlua • D.D.Q. radical- 
aalon. Spectral atudlae ahowad that tha thraa ooaplexee, froa 
farroeana9 oyolohaptatrlaaa9 aad trlphaayloyolopropana all 
had oaa component in ooanoa aad thla oaa only ba the D.D.Q. 
radloal-anion. farther refinements In tha oaaa of tha eyalo- 
haptatrieae ooaplax show that tha aawan-aeaberad ring la praaaat 
la tha ooaplax aa tropyllua. Thla alao agraae with tha 
stoichiometry of the renotions of tha ooaplax and thus w# have 
foraulatad tha lattar aa tropyllua D.D.Q. radloal-aaloa 
(XXXIXI). Tha course
—        s___•.............. .
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of the reaction corresponds to electron transfer to the quin-
on# and expulsion of a hydrogen aton* The fate of the hydrogen
atoa is open to speculation* When phenyloeroaptooyoloheptatrleas
is reacted with D*B*Q* the sane conplex results as from oyclo-
heptatrlene Itself and dlphenyldisulphlde oan be Isolated fron
asthe mother liquors* This reaction thus appears to proceed in 
a similar Banner to the dehydrogenatlon of oyoloheptatrienet
i.e. by electron transfer to the quinone and expulsion of the 
phenylmereapto radical which then dimerisos to diphenyl 
disulphide.
ur experimental findings together with the recently
asreported observations of Calvin and hla co-workers on the 
formation of the oxystal violet oatlon from 314-dimethylaniline by 
chloranil suggests that more fundamental studies are required 
to uncover all the mechanisms of quinone dehydrogenatlon*
BIV. Dehydrogenatlon by Xriphenylmethyl Perchlorate*
Preformed carbonlum ions have been used to remove 
hydride ion (Bll#l)* This type of reaction has been utilised 
in the preparation of stable organic cations* Kinetic studies
f •
have shown that the rate-determining step in many organic 
oxidatlon-reduetlon reactions appears to be hydride transfer 
(Bllfll)* The possibility that preformed carbonlum Iona might
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be able to dehydrogenate suitable substrates to relatively stable 
intermedlate oations oapable of losing a proton with the formation 
of a neutral product containing two fewer hydrogen atoaa waa 
not considered until recently*
8Q»4« .It has now been shown that trltyl perchlorate nay
be used successfully to dehydrogenate hydroaronatic and hetero­
hydro arena tic compounds*
Application of the reagent to oycllo ketones has shown 
that this method is the most satisfactory way of converting 
perlnaphthan-l-onee to perlnaphthtm~l»on*£s • Porlnaphthan~l~onee 
are considered to lose a hydride ion froa C8 where a positive 
charge oan be stabilised by the adjacent aroaatlo nucleus. The 
aronatlo character of perinaphthen*1-onee provides the driving 
force for the subsequent lose of a proton froa the intermediate 
cation. Several perlnaphthen»l~ones have been prepared by thle 
method (Table VI).
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f A I 1 . J 1
Product Yield %
(Triphenyl 
11*Id £ nethane)
Pe r inaphth«ri- 1-one 60
3-Methylperinaphth©n-l-one 66 80
4,5-1? ia© thy Ipe r inapht hen- 
1-one 87
3# 6 f 9* irlaethylperinaphthen- 
1-one
61i
4-Me t hoxyperInaphthen-1-one 90 85
4« 5-Dimethoxyperinaphthen-l-one 76
4 ,6-Dime thoxype rinapht ; sen- 1-one 86 91
b-oxo-5H-bens[cdJpyrene 76
1,2-1lhydro-5-oxo-5H-cyclop«nta 
[gh]parinaphthens* 46 66.5
The yield of this ketone is much lower than any of the othrs eo 
far prepared* Thie wan due to the concurrent formation of a 
deep red crystalline compound which was leoiated from the 
neutral fraction (CXI,III) in 32.5^ yield. Spectra, 
analytical and moleoular weight data indicate a molecular 
formula of C90he80 which corresponds to a blmoleoular product* 
Although insoluble in concentrated hydrochloric acid it dissolves
-in perchloric acid giving a wine-rod solution, and its infrared
spectrum (nujol) in the region 5ji-l4ju la very similar to 
that of 1, 2-dihydr o-';>-oxo-5H-ey elope nta[ghJperinaphthene.
i
Attempts to prepare the bimolocular product by the aold catalysed 
•elf-condensation of the saturated ketone9 l«2v5f6-tetrahydro-7~ 
oxo-7H-cyolopenta(ghJp© rinaphthsne were unsuccessful, starting 
material being recovered from the reaction mixture*
All the ketones in Table VI dissolve in organic solvents 
to give solutions which possess an orange yellow fluorescence* 
They dissolve revere lbly in strong aoids giving red or green 
solutions as a result of protonation of the carbonyl group to 
form 1-hydroxyperinaphthsnyHum salts* Some of these smite 
can be isolated* The visible spectra of the salte have been 
examined (Plate XX)* The infrared carbonyl stretching 
frequencies* occurring in the range 1649-1629 om* 9 reflects 
the polarisation of the carbonyl group (All,111* Table XXX)*
B*Y* Stable Cations derived from Perlnaphthene and its 
Perlvatlvss*
BYtl Tfa« t'orlnaphthanjrl.lua Cation.
The perlnaphthenlde anion is converted into the
•e usperlnaphtkyl radical by a one electron transfer to oxygen*
The subsequent ready conversion of the latter to the cation 
indicates that these entitles all possess a similar order of 
stability*
T3
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Perlnaphthyl reacta with halogens to form products
eewhose stabilities follow the order iodide> bromide^ chloride*
Studies in thie series hare been confined to the iodide whioh is
prepared by the action of molecular iodine on a solution of the
radioal (CX1Y#1V) and it exists as a black solid with no definite
melting point* The properties of the iodide are in accord with
the view that the bond between iodine and the perinaphthene
moiety is ionic in the eolid state* It breaks down in pyridine
to refora the perlnaphthyl radical*
The properties of the salt (XXXI) prepared froa peri*
naphthyl and by hydride abstraction froa perlnaphthene are In
H M >agreement with those reported by Pettit* The salt decomposes
in moist air to a black tar9 is Insoluble in non«polar solventsv 
but dissolves in nitron®thane and acetonltrlle* It is solvolysed 
by hydroxyllc solvents* Hydrolysis of the perohlorate yields 
a mixture of perlnaphthene and perinaphthenone (BVIfl)*
Attempts to utilise the cation (XXXI) in reactions with 
frlgnard reagents have been unsuccessful* Highly coloured 
blue~green solutions were obtained and no useful product could 
be isolated* It is possible that these reactions were frustrated 
by radical formation due to eleotron transfer from magnesium 
in the reaction mixture* We have observed radioal formation
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froa perlnaphthenyliua salts on reaction with sine in aoetlo 
aold*
H*3* calculations have been carried out on the
46perinaphthenyllum oation* Thau# indicate that the positive 
charge is distributed equally among the 1,>,4,6,7 and 9 position, 
none of the o&tlonlc oharge being placed on the 15 position*
The delocalisation energy of the oation has been oaloulatsd to
ft M l  46bs 5*82809 5*8279* This suggests that the oation is more
stable than the experimental evidence warrants*
BV,11. Alkyl-substituted X^erinaphthenylima Cations*
The preparation of the parent oarbonlua ion having been 
euooesefully completed, it was deolded to investigate the 
stabilising sffeot of alkyl groups on the oation*
t
Attempts to isolate a monomethyl salt have been 
unsuccessful, green polymeric material being obtained in all 
experiments which were designed to yield 1-ne thyIporlnaphthenyl- 
iua perohlorate (XXXIV)* It hae been confirmed that hydride 
abstraction takes plaoe sines high yields of both triphenyl 
methane and quinol are obtained* It seems that the oation is 
formed transiently, but that it immediately ejects a proton to 
fora 1-methylene perlnaphthene whloh then polymerises*
Both the 1,2- and l,3~dinethylperlnaphthenyliua salts 
have been pi epared and characterised• These are unstable to
Cl 04
0
(XXXIV)
C104© C104© cioa©
(XXXV)
(XXXVI)
OCH 3
©C104
HjC 1
©CIO 4 
OCHo
(XXXVII) (XXXVIII)
^  - och3 Cl0 4 °
OCH.
(XXXIX)
(XL)
cio«
(XLIII) (XLII)
(XLIV)
(XLV)
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warm solvents and cannot be recryatallieed. They dlaaolva in 
aoetonltrlle to give reddish orange solutions which become 
green on warming and eventually deposit green, tarry material* 
The addition of perchloric aold stabilises the solutions 
for a short time but it is impossible to obtain accurate visible 
spectral data* It is considered that these compounds polymerise 
by a meohanlem similar to that postulated in the oase of methyl
perlnaphthenyllum perchlorate*
In contrast to the above observations is the stability 
lf4*7-trimethylperinaphthenylium perchlorate (XXXV)* I'his 
ske w~sy mmetrioa1 oatlon appears to be almost aa stable as 
ths t ropy H u m  ion* It would be of Interest to compare the 
stability of this compound with that of the as yet unknown 
2»%0-triBethylp#rin*phthenyljlua p«rohlor*t» (XXXVI). Th* electron 
releasing effect of the three methyl /groups omuses an increased 
stabilisation of the positive charge in the oatlon and outweighs 
any tendency to form a neutral product by ejection of a proton*
1 • 4 § 7»tr ime thylperinaphthony H u m  perchlorate which re crystal Uses 
from aoetonltrlle as bronse needles, le hydrolysed by alkali to 
a mixture of 3#699«trimeihylperlnaphthenone and trinethylp#rl~ 
naphthene. Hydride reduction of this salt (XXXV) constitutes 
the best preparation of 3#6,9-trim** thylperinaphthene#
BV9111 Alkoxy-substltuted Perlnaphthenyllum Catloiis*
Dehydrationedshydrogenation of 4-«<? t hoxype rinapht ban-l-ol 
gate 1-oGthoxyperinaphth^nyliua perchlorate (XXXVII) in good 
/laid *s orango-rad needles whioh oould bo roorystalllsed fron 
both aootonitrilo and glacial aoetio acid* This compound possesses 
the case order of stability as lp4f7-trimsthylperinaphtheny11mm 
perchlorate (XXXV)* The structure of the cation in (XXXVII) ia 
very similar to that of 1-hydroxyperinaphthenylium (protonstod 
form of perinaphthenono) and this is roflooted in the similarity 
of their visible spectra* (Plate III).
115-Di®* tnoxy per inapht heny H u m  perchlorate (XXXVIII) 
was prepared by the detaydratlon-dehydrogenation of 4«&-» 
dimethoscyperinaphthan-l~o1* It was expected that the presence 
of a second methoxy group would further stabilise the cation, and 
while thie appears to be eo it also inereaees the solubility of 
the salt making isolation of the latter difficult* The salt oan 
be recrystallised from acetic acid as bronso~red needles but can 
only be obtained from aeotonltrlls by preolpltatlon with ether 
Beoause of our interest in th< solvolyels of these 
salts (BfVI) we attempted to synthesise l»2«dlmethoxyperlnaph~ 
thenyllum perchlorate (XXXIX) by the dehydratlon-dehydrogenation 
of 4t5~dlnethoxyperlnaphthan«»l~ol* This reaotlon proved to be 
more complicated than expeotcd* Yields of quinol indicated that
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hydride abstraction had ooourred, but on only one oooaslon was 
a solid product obtained* All otter attempts produced a dark 
red oil Insoluble in non-polar solvents but soluble in both 
aoetonitrile and acetic acid* Hydrolysis of the solid product 
gave 4»5-dlmothoxyperinaphthan-l~one in high yield but analytical 
data for the 9rod salt9 did not agree with lie formulation as 
l-hydroxy~4»5«dlmethoxyperlnapisthenyllum perohlorate and was 
poor for those of the required salt (XXXIX)* Cases have been 
reported in the literature where allyllo alcohols are 
dehydrogenated by quinonee to aldehydes or ketones* If such 
a procsss were to occur in this case then 4t5*ditae t hoxy per 1~ 
naphthen-l-one would result and this would then bs protonatsd 
by the excess of perchloric acid in the reaction mixture*
More work is required to clarify the position*
BY,XV* The le ffeet of Annellation on the Fcrlnaphthenylium Cation
Several aromatic hydrocarbons whose conjugate acids 
oan be considered to contain the perinaphthenyllum unit are 
highly reactive in electrophillc substitution* Examples are 
pyrene and perylene whloh are believed to protonate at the } and 
the 4 positions, respectively* We have, therefore, prepared 
condensed aromatic hydrocarbons whloh oontain the perlnaphthene 
ring system and examined the effect of annellation on the 
stability of the perinaphthenyllum oation*
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Benzant irene (BX9Z7) loess a hydride Ion readily to 
fora the benzanthrenyliua cation (XL)9 isolated as the 
perchlorate. ihe ealt is very unstable and rapidly deooaposes 
to a black tar in air. It is hydrolysed to a aixture of uensan- 
throne and bensanthrone« preauaably through a pseudo base of 
tbs type postulated for the parent salt (B»VI).
Thus ortho fueion of a benzene ring oausss a 
considerable decrease in the stability of the oatlon. The 
effeot of the benzene ring aay be to interfere with the 
dolocalisation of tharr~eleotrons over the perlnaphthene aolety 
due to the teodenoy of a benzene ring to retain a complete
sextet of elect rone. An alternative explanation aay be that
the nuaber of positions over which the oatlonio charge is 
delocalised aay be reduced in this aoleoule due to the 
annelistion on the a face of the parent cation.
Our attempts to Isolate l92«dlhydrooyolopentsigh]perl«» 
naphthenyilua perchlorate (XLI) indicate that the oatlon is very
unstable. Vhie aay be due to lose of a proton froa one of
the aeth/lene groups to fora a neutral produot which then 
polyaerisee as le the case with the eethylperinaphthenyliua 
salt (XXXXI). *he hydrocarbon (XVII) loses a hydride ion to 
trlphenyl aethyl perchlorate and triphenyl aethane is formed la 
high yield, but it has not been possible to isolate the ealt
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or its hydrolysis products* A yellow solid precipitated in
the reaction mixture but this rapidly decomposed oven In dry
ether under nitrogen* Attempts to Isolate the salt in quinone
dehyarogen&tione have been unsuccessful although high yields
of qulnol have been obtained*
The dlaethylene bridge evidently destabilises the cation
to a high degree* This nay be due to dietortion of the option by
the five-membered ring* the dinethylene bridge reducing the
ability of the system to support a delocalieedTr-electron system*
Alternatively» the delooaliaation of l?rr electrons over flftssn
carbon atoms may not constitute a stable"tr -electron system*
Thus aoepleldlene (XLII) which also has a dimethylene bridge
sois non-eroaatlo whereas aoepieladylene (XLIII) is aromatic*
The former has 14 TV-electrons delooallsed over sixteen carbon 
atoms while the latter has 1 6 ^ electron® delooallsed over the same 
carbon framework* It would be of Interest to examine the 
stability of the option (XLXV) derived from oyclopenta,ghjpcri- 
naphthens* If it is stable it would suggest that the instability 
of the cation (Xhl) is due to an unstable delooallsed "TT -electron 
system rather than to distortion of the cation by the dlmethyleae 
bridge*
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In connection with th© instability of (XLI) It 
should tow noted that 1,2-dihydro-5-oxo-$H-cyoloponta(ghJ 
perlnaphthene (XIY) is probably the most unstable perl- 
naphthenorm derivative ws have prepared*
BV,t yh> Bf.ttK.ojod jpjiTtltui cation.
In oonaequence of our interest in ampliation, the 
hydrocarbon 6H-bensofOdJpyrene (XXIX) was synthesised and 
found to undergo ready hydride exchange to for® the beaso[od] 
pyrenlua oation [XIYj* This entity oan toe regarded as a naphtho- 
perlnaphthenyliua oation, tout in view of the high degree of 
annellation suoh a derivation is purely formal. One of the 
major factors influencing the stability of cartoonlua ions is 
that the acre the positive charge oan toe spread among nearby 
atoms the greater the stability of the ion* In this case the 
oharge oan be spread over nineteen oarbon atoms* Thle oation 
(XIY) shows several interesting structural features. There 
are two identical canonical structures whose periphery conforms 
to the annulene» hexadeoaootaene, with an Internal three carbon 
unit which is formally an allylic cation. Although the 
peripheral conjugation corresponds to a 4a hydrocarbon the 
number of t t -electrons totals eighteen which would comply with 
Hueke1© rule where n»4* It would be of Interest to eee how
’aromatic* this compound is in terms of the definition due to
01Elvidge ami Jackman, i.e., how large a ring current it can sus­
tain* Hydrolyele of thie salt was complicated by the possibility 
of isoaoriem. two ketones were obtained but only one, 6-oxo- 
6H-beneo[cdJpyrene, wae Identified, while a mixture of 
hydrocarbone wae obtained in which the 6H isomer appears to 
predominate*
BVl. Hydroly 1» of Part«l*phth*nyXlu*
BT1.X i7arlnmphth« ny Xlmi »nd lt» d T l y t l v  Exempt aUcoxy) 
the perlnaphthenyH u m  cation and ite derivatives are 
eolvolyeed by hydroxyllo solvents* In aqueous eolation the 
oatlon is in equilibrium with ite pseudo base, perlnaphthenol 
(XiiVX), but this equilibrium le displaced to the right due to 
the instability of this compound which irreversibly i is propor­
tionates to an equimoleoular mixture of perlnaphthene and 
perlnaphthenone* The driving force of thie reaction le 
presumably the aromatioity of perlnaphthenone* It is not 
possible, therefore, to measure the stability of the peri- 
nmphthenyllum oatlon in solution ee only a email equilibrium 
concentration of the oarblnol le necessary to cause the 
eventual transformation of all the oatlon present* BoeJtelhelde
a j
It , Vand Larrabee attempted to prepare (XLVI) by lithium aluminium 
hydride reduction of perinaphthenone when they obtained a 
mixture of pevinaphthan-1-one, perinaphtheno and phenolic 
material! a result which eupporta the conclusion that this 
carbinol le unstable*
Hydrolyela of the parent cation9 its alkyl derivatives 
and its ring howologues have all resulted in a mixture of 
hydrooaxfeon and uneaturated ketone* In the hydrolysis of the 
benao[cdJpyreniua cation, two ketonee were isolated as well ae 
an isomeric mixture of hydrooarbone* 6-0xo-6U-benBojedJpyrene 
was ths major ketonic product whils the 6B-hydroearbon appeared 
to be the predominant isomer (C.VllflVj. It le possible that 
identification of the products will become more difficult when 
substitution makes the nucleus unsymmetrloal since this may 
lead to nuoleophllio attack by water at two ohesloally 
distinguishable positions*
B.Vlf11. ghe jlydriLlyeis of Alkoxy^cubetltuted Cationa
It was thought that aikoxy salts would be hydrolysed 
by a meohaniem similar to that outlined above* The produots 
obtained would depend upon the position of nuoleophllio 
attack with reference to the substituents present in the oation* 
In the case of the 1-methoxyperinaphthenyiium cation these 
positions are 3949697» and 9* Attack at all positions would
(XLVI)
* (XLVIII)
V °  /
fPyOCH,
6 & oh
(XLVII) (XLIX)
(Lin)
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lead to a mixture of five isomeric aethoxyporinaphthenolo* 
Diuproportionation of thee# should than load to a mixture of 
five aethcxyperinaphthcn-l-onee and perlnsphthan-l-one, ths 
latter originating froa solvolysls and rearrangement of tha 
first foraad aethoxyperinaphthenee (of* Bl,lX)*
When this hydrolysis was carried out parinaphthen-l«one 
was obtained aa sole product* This behaviour can be rationalised 
by postulating the foraatlon of either 9~methoxyperlnaphthen-l-ol 
(XLYII) or l-methoxyperlnaphthen-l«ol (XLVIII)* In the forasr 
case attaok by water takes place at the peri poetion with respeot 
to the aethoxy group, and in the latter at the carbon atom 
carrying the aethoxy1 group* I) is proport ionat Ion of (XLYII) 
would yield a mixture of 9"»methoxyperlnaphthen«l»ona and 
p«rinaphthan-1-one* This does not occur but an attractive 
possibility is that the initially formed alcohol ( XLVI I) 
eliminates the elements of methanol from a cyclic intermediate 
(XLXX) Involving hydrogen bonding between the ether and aloohol 
oxygen atoms* The oarblnol (XLVXXX) is a heal-ketal and thia 
would lose methanol readily to form perinaphthen-l-one, but it 
le difficult to believe that nuoleophillc attack would occur on 
the carbon atom whloh already carries an electron-releasing 
substituent*
The driving force of thie reaction ie probably the 
aroaaticlty of pernaphthen~l»one* In oontrast to the path 
described in B.Vltl» all the oation can be solvolyeed to 
perin&phthonone* The oxidation level of the product le the 
ease ae that of the oatlon which le the aethyl ether of the 
l~hydroxyperlaaphthenyllua oatlon*
The hydrolyele of 1# 5~dlraethox/perlnaphth<*2\y llua 
proceeded eaoothly to give a aonoaethoxyperinaphthenone whloh 
we have fornulated ae the ethoxy derivative (L) on the baele 
of the above mechanisms and the faot that none of its properties 
oorreapenU with these quoted in the literature for known
. L 4 IS *47 •»»*»»monoae thoxyperlnaphthenonee•
Neither of these results distinguishes bstwsen ths 
postulated aeohanleas» both of whioh would preduot the observed 
reeulto* The hydrol/»ie of the l96«»dinethQxyperlnaphthenyllua 
oatlon (LI) would differentiate between the two aeohaaisas*
Solvelysis through a heai-ketal intermediate would lead to 
6«aethoxyperlnaphthen~l~one (hll)» while the alternative 
aeohanisa predicts that 4»aethoxyperlnaphthen«l«oii* (LZ1I) 
would be forasd*
The results of the hydro1/sea experlaents are 
tabulated below*
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B * V U  Ths Porlnaphthyl Hedies!»
A consideration of the eyas#try of the perinaphthene
|t|»l»4skeleton lead to the suggestion that perinaphthyl night
be a stable9 long-lived radical* Four oxygenated derivatives
have been reported* One of these» l-hydroxy-3-phenyIperi-
naphthyl9 was postulated as an internedlate in the reduction of
t»
3-phenylporinaphthon-l-ons* the remaining three9 l-aethoxy-9
l-aoetoxy-t and l-bensoyloxy- perinaphthyl were observed as blue
• 4 „ 1*11solutions* Several attempts to prepare the parent radioa1
were unsuooeasful* The E*3*R* spectrum of perinaphthyl has been
obtained from a solution of parinaphthene in oarbon tetrachloride
sswhich had been stored for several months* According to KlfO
theory the spin density is equally distributed among the
I»3t4«6t7» and 9 positions and so a pattern of seven equally
spaced lines was predicted for this radical* Sevan ouch lines
were obeerved9 but each is further split into a quartet which
oorreeponds to a substantial spin density at the 2 95 and 8
positions* Negative spin density is predicted at these positions
•vby VB and advancsd NO theories* The detection of the r&dloal
•ein pyrolysed hydrocarbons has also been claijsd*
We have observed the formation of the perinaphthyl 
radical in seven distinct reaotlons*
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -
•8
(I) The heel preparation of the radical c one la to in mixing 
a eolation of porlnsphtheae with a eolutloh of high potential 
quinone when perinaphthyl la foraed by hydrogen atoa 
ahatraction froa the hydrocarbon.
(II) Perinaphthyl la foraed by a one electron transfer froa 
the perlnaphthenlde anion to aoleoular oxygen which le 
converted to the peroxide anion.
(Hi) The addition of a catalytic quantity of concentrated 
hydrochloric aold to a eolation of dl~lf11•perlnaphthan~l~ol 
In propionic acid at reoa teaperature results in the iaaediate 
fomation of the radical.
(iw) Treataent of 1» 2*dlbroaoperlnaphthaae with organic baaoa 
reeolta in the lose of hydrogen broalde, broaine and the 
fernation of perinaphthyl.
(v) Perinaphthyl ia foraed when perlnaphthene la treated with 
H-broaoaucoinialde•
(vi) Perinaphthyl reaulta when perlnaphthenyllua iodide la 
dissolved in pyridine.
(vll) Perinaphthyl la foraed as a by-produo t when perlnaphthene 
wae allowed to react with osaloa tetroxide and pyridine ia bensoaa*
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Perlnaphthyl la blue in solution and *reen in ths 
solid state although it has not been isolated pure. It does 
not react with nitrie oxide but reacta with oxygen to fora a 
green peroxide. This breaks down in vacuo a mixture of pero~ 
pyrene and perinaphthenone being obtained.
I94t7*tri*ethylp©rinaphthyl hae been prepared by the 
action of tf*broaosuoolnlmlde on 3f699-trlaethylptrinaphthene. 
then lf497«trlttethylperiixaphthenyllua perchlorate la warmed 
in dimethyl sulphoxide a blue colouration le observed and this 
may be due to formation of the radical. This radical could not 
be prepared by the aotlon of osqr&en on a solution of the 
hydrooarbon in ethanolic ether containing potaeslua msthoxlde.
B.Ylll Waphthotl»6a»B-ablourbagollum Salts.
Cyolopentafa]perlnaphthene (LIY) hae not yet been 
synthesised9 and all approaches have been frustrated by the 
facile isoaerleatlon of the perlnaphthene nucleus# by the 
ready formation of the perlnaphthyl radical9 or9 in some cases9 
failure to obtain the desired product at a critical stage of a 
projected synthesle.** *° However lndono[2#l~a]perlnaphthene 
a ring homologue of (LXV) has been prepared and its properties
It Mlstudied.
The most characteristic property of lndsno[29l*a]« 
perlnaphthene(LV) is its high basicity9 a measure of whloh was
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obtained by the method of Plattnay* Zt diesolves in strong
acids to fora a green oatlon (LVa), and Its basicity is of the 
saae order as that of asulene*** The hydrocarbon has one 
ohealoally recognisable position, C^18 )9 in the flve-aembsred 
ring and the conjugate acid is considered to posses* the structure 
resulting from accession of a proton to this position* Addition 
of a proton at this point is accompanied by the formation# in 
ths perinaphthens nucleus# of thsTr -electron aystsa prassnt in 
ths perlnaphthenyilum oatlon* Electrophilic substitution occurs 
under mild conditions and# for similar reasons# ths position 
involvsd is considered to be ** The hydrocarbon functions
as ths dleas In Biels-Alder reactions# and addition has been 
shown to Involve the 1 and 12 positions*
Ths phenylhydrasonee of perlnaphthanons and its 
derivatives are converted into Indoles in low yield by boiling 
for a short tiae in glacial acetic acid* The indoles can be 
prepared directly as is the practise in the Fischer-Indole 
synthesis but aromatlsation to the indoloj.2#j-ajperinaphthens 
bases cannot be effected by standard dehydrogenation asthods* 
ftaphthooarbasolium salts can be obtained directly by 
boiling a solution of ths phenylhydrasone in glacial acetic acid 
containing perchloric acid# the salt crystallising from ths boiling 
reaction mixture* Ths initially formed indole undergoes a d d
<i
(LIV) (IV) (LVa)
O r — 1
&
(LVI)
®
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(LVII)
(LXIII)(LXII)
(LIX)
(LXI)
(LVIII)
Sc02,
(LXV) (LXIV) (LXVI) (LXVII)
catalysed dehydrogenation without tha participation of oxygen*
In view of the readlnese with which the -electron 
system of the perlnaphthenyliua oation develop®# in indeno[2fl~aj 
perlnaphthene wa have attempted to «yn thes is lndolo[2 95~ajperl- 
naphthane (LVI) (naphtho(l98a Joarbasolo} to investigate tha 
affect of tha replaoesent of C^|a  ^ in (IN) by nitrogen* Thla 
cza-analociie le aa inn alanine derivative and wlll9 therefor# 9 ba 
taelc* The stability of the conjugate acid will be Increased due 
to tha possibility of additionally delocalising the ctionic 
obarge over the perlnaphthene moiety*
Deprotocatlon of tha naphtho{l98a90~ab] oarbasollua 
oation (LYIX) gives the parent base aa a arimson solution in 
ether* The solutions of the base deposit polymeric aaterial on 
concentration* The parent base (LYI) le only stable in the fora 
of its salts*
The free base (LV1I1) has been obtained from 596~ 
dinothylnaphtho[l98a9b-abj oarbasollua perohlorate (LXX) by 
treataent of the salt by aqueoue ammonia* The ori»«on9 ethereal 
eolution9 purified by ohroaatographyf gave the baee ae dark red 
needles on oonoentratlon* Attempted reoryetalllsation loads to 
the precipitation of insoluble polymeric aaterial*
. , ■^-ifi
The ultraviolet absorption spectrua of naphtho[l90a96«'abj
oarbasollua perchlorate does not differ markedly froa that of
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indeno[29l-&jperlnaphthene but the conjugate aold of the 
latter ehove an entirely different type of abeorptlon (Plate IY), 
Protonation of (LYI)9 Involving the unehared nitrogen 2p electrone, 
gives the ealt In which the'rreleotron system of the base le still 
Intact, In the formation of the oonjugate aold of lndenoi?9l~aJ 
perinaphthene9 however9 a pair of electrons oust be withdrawn 
from theTT .electron eyetea of the hydrooarbon9 a process 
resulting In the formation of an entity possessing an entirely 
different mobile electron system*
B,lX Preliminary approaches to the CyoIohepta>aiperlnaphthene 
structure*
The synthesis of oyclohepta[a]perlnaphthens (IX) 
would be of considerable theoretical significance (a,111) and, 
accordingly9 some reactlone have been Investigated with a view 
to the preparation of thie ocmpound* A considerable amount of 
work has been directed towards the synthesis of unsaturated 
seven~aembered rings* The major problem in the syntheels of 
the hydrocarbon (LX) le the construction of key Intermediates,
The approach adopted Involves the construction of the seven* 
nenbered ring at a late etage9 and thus ths crux of the problem 
involves the synthesis of a biwdiforaayl peri naphtha none,
B'IX'l. Approach** to 2,3-dlforaurlporincphth.non*.
Perinaphthanone reacts with ethyl formate In the 
presence of potassium aethoxlde to form 2 ~hy a roxy methylene
perln&phthanone (LXI) which on ox id at ion by selenium dioxide 
gave 2«foraylperlnaphthenone (LXII) in good yield. 2~Hydroxy- 
methylene-^-methyl-l-oxo-periAaphthane (LXIII) wae prepared 
by an analogous oondenaation froa $-aethy1perinaphthanone and 
ethyl fornate. Oxidation of thie oonpound (LXIII) by selenium 
dioxide gave polyaerie aaterial froi which no useful product 
could be isolated.
Direct dehydrogenation of the ketone (LXIII) by either 
ohloranll or trlphenylmethyl perchlorate wae un&ucoeesful, 
intractable tare being obtained by both aethods.
The hydroxyaethylene ketone (IJCI1I) did, however, react 
with K-broaoeuooiniaide. Suoolnlaide wae recovered quantitatively 
but the product wae unstablet and attempts were therefore made 
to dehydrobroainate the product after removal of suoolnlaide froa 
the reaction mixture. A product was obtained but was very 
difficult to obtain pure, purification was by sublimation 
which had to be conducted about 100* and it took about four days 
to obtain $00 aga. quantities. She product appeared to be 
the required 2-for«yl-o-a0thylp©rinaphthenane but the low yield 
<^20$ precluded its adaptation to any large scale practise.
The methyl group in this compound did react with ft-broaoeuoclni- 
aide in the presence of bensoyl peroxide but no useful product 
was isolated. She route was therefore abandoned.
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B*X,11 Approaches to 4*5«»dlformylperlnaphshenons.
On* of the complicating factors in the projected
synthesis of the 2,3~diforayl compound vae that the two groups
which had eventually to be converted to forayX were9 Initially,
at different oxidation levels. It vae therefore decided to
eyntheeiee 4» thyXporin&phthenone (LXIV) and assess Ite
potentialities as an intermediate.
I tards reaction was carried out on the ketone (LXIY) and
an orange ooaplax vae obtained on addition of chromyl chloride
but hydrolyeit of this regenerated starting material.
The ketone (LXIY) vae broalnated by eleaentaX broaine
in refluxing carbon tetrachloride in a stream of nitrogen but
nuclear hroalnatlon alone occurred. *‘he product hae been
foraulatad ae the 2-broao compound (hXY) on the basis of the
conclusions of previous authored
ll-bromofiucoiniffiids broalnateo in the aids chain of
aromatic compounds in the presence of bensoyl peroxide and,
„ csin particular, tenner hae reported the preparation of 2 95<»bls 
bromoatthylnaphthalene by this method. Hie procedure vas 
applied to 4»5~^la<*thylperlnaphthenon®« The product is unstable 
but addition of pyridine followed by perchloric a d d  resulted 
in the Isolation of two products, a mono* and a di- pyr l-Hnium 
perohlorate* These correspond to a mixture of 4(5)—  bromoaethyl-
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(XiXYX) and
( LXVII )• Thin reaction in being further 
investigated to ess if conditions can be modified ts produce 
the latter exclusively* There ere several routes available 
whereby the blebromomethyl compound might be converted to the 
required
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Infrared spectral measurement© ware carried out 
with a Grubb* areone G.S.2A Double Beaa Instrument.
The ultra-violet and visible absorption spectra vere 
measured with a •Unioaa* G.P.JOO inetruaent.
Melting points were determined on a Koflor -type 
heating stage. Mioro-analysee were carried out by Dre. 
Weller and Strauss# Oxford.
The teras light petrol and petrol refer to the 
solvents# petroleum ether (b.p. 40-60*) and petroleum ether 
(b.p. 60—80*)# respectively.
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Oml The Attempted Synthesis of 1-Methfflperinaphthonyllum 
Perchlorate
c h 3
CIO
©
C.lfl l-doety lnaphthalens«
A solution of <x«naphthyl magnesium bromidef from 
magnesium (24*2 g,) and 1-broraonaphthalene (139 ml.) In other 
bensone (lsl% 1«200 ml*) woo added over thro® hour® to a veil 
•tirrod solution of aoetlc anhydride (400 ml,} in anhydrous 
other (800 ml,) oooled in a three-necked flask (stirr«r0 
oondonsor and dropping funnel) to -80* by a solid carbon 
dioxide -ethanol bath. The mixture was stirred for a further 
two hours after the addition was complete and then allowed to 
warm up spontaneously to -4 5* aftor which ammonium ohlorlds 
(100 g,) in water (1 1.) was slowly stirred in. The separated 
organic layer was washed three times with water, dried 
(KSgSOj), Solvent was removed on a boiling eater bath9 then 
at reduced pressure (1 0 mm,) until the temperature rose to 130* 
when the residue was transferred to a 2$0 ml, flask and
9a
distillation continued under reduced pressure* The first 
fraction boiling up to 150^10 hub* contained naphthalene and 
vae discarded* The product was collected at 154*156^10 aa. 
as a pale yellow* viscous oil*
Yield (two runs) 200 g* (60$)*
C.1,11. Methyl*l*naphthyl oarblnol - 1st preparation*
A solution of 1-aoetyInaphthalene (170 g*| distilled 
immediately before use) In ether (400 ml*) was added over 
forty alnutea to a well-etirred solution of lithium aluminium 
hydride (12*6 g*« 50^ excess) In sther (600 ml*)* After the 
addition was couplet©, the solution was refluxed for one hour 
before being cooled to 10# when it was poursd into ice-cold 
watsr (1 ,5 0 0 ml*)* Hydrochloric a d d  (5#) was addsd in excess, 
the ether phase was separated and washed sucoeselvely with 
aqueous sodium hydroxide (20$% 3 x 100 nl*), water (3 x 100 al*), 
and dried (ti^ CC^  )• The aqueous phaes was then extracted with 
a fresh portion of ether (5 >0 nl*) and the lattsr, aftsr being 
washed with watsr, was addsd to the first sxtraot* After 
removal of solvent, the residue wae distilled under reduced 
pressure when the sloohol was obtained as a pals yellow oil 
at 155-14 yo*l aa whloh oxystalllsed rapidly* On recryetallIsa* 
tlon, it was obtained as colourless needles froa petrol-ether 
(20il).
TielA 163 g. (95^) a.P. 64.5-65*
(Lit* 1 n.p. 66*)
c. 1,111 a.thjrX~X-n»phtbyl oarbinol ... 2nd pr9p«r«tlon.
The alcohol was also prepared as described by Pickard 
and Kenyon* from the reaction of aoetaldehyde with a-naphthyl 
magnesium bromide*
Yield 55 g. (61^) a.p. 64.5-66*
0.1.1V tf-JSapfattaylj~butyrlo uola.
Phosphorus tribroaldo (35 al.) m  added to e solution 
of aethyl-l-naphthyl curbinol (172 g. ) In ether (1000 al.) et
5*. The solution was allowed to warm up to rooa temperature over
one hour and then poured into water (1 00 ml.). The ethereal
layer was wash*d free oi aold by water (3 z 50: ml*;. The
aqueous phase was extracted by a froeh portion of eth^r (5 0 0 al.) 
and the extract, washed with water, wae added to the ethereal 
solution. Ths lattsr was then dried (Ha^SO* ), solvent wss 
removed, and the residual brown oil (which would not crystallise) 
was dried by aeeotroplo distillation with a portion of anhydrous 
benssne (5 0 ml.), then dissolved in anhyirous bensene (lOOQml.)
The bensene solution, cooled to 10% was added to an 
ice»oold solution of sodlo~m&lonlo ester prepared from sodium 
(46 g.) and freshly distilled diethyl malonats (J80 ml.) la 
anhydrous ethanol (2:00 ml.). Sodium bromide began to deposit
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almost at once and the reaction mixture eaa kept at 0* for 
46 hours after which time it was refluxed for two hours*
Almost all the solvent was thsn distilled off (with conetaut 
stirring; and the cold semi-solid residue was dissolved in an ether 
water mixture (lilt }QQQ sl,)i the resulting mixture wee 
thoroughly shaken in a separating funnel at Intervals ovsr 
half-eri-hour* The ether phase was separated and the ethereal 
washings of the aqueous phase added to it* The combined e t h r  
extracts were washed with water (3 ti ts)f dried (HagSO^), and 
solvent was evaporated* The residual oil was distilled at the 
water-pump to remove unchanged maIonic ester and other low 
boiling material* The residue was transferred to s $00 ml* 
flask, and distilled at the oil-pump when the ester was obtained 
as a pale brown oil, b*p* 182-186*/o*3 mm*
The ester was hydrolysed by refluxing with a mixture 
of methanol (50 ml*), potassium hydroxide (168 g*) and water 
(1 1*) for three hours with stirring in a 2 1* flask* The 
reddish brown oil which ssparatsd upon acidification of the oold 
solution was extracted into ether (3 x $00 ml*)* The 
ethereal extract was washed with water (3 x 3 '0 ml*), and 
dried (tta^ S J4 ) before removal of solvent* The residual oil 
was heated to 180* in an oil bath when the am Ionic acid 
decarboxylated* After the evolution of carbon dioxide had
largely ceased (1$ ala*) the flank waa maintained at thla 
temperature for a further 15 aln*f then allowed to oool 
slowly* 1-Waphthylj-butyrio aoid crystallised and was
dissolved in acetone* The solution wae filtered and the bulk 
of the solvent removed by evaporation* The sold was then 
reorystallied froa acetone-patrol when it was obtained ae white 
platelets*
Yield 177 g* W % )  a.p. 109-110*
(hit* f m*p* 109-110*)
C * 19 V • 3-Uethylperinaphthan-I-ons »
p*[l«Maphthylj-butyric acid wae oyolised by anhydrous 
hydrogen fluoride as described by Boekelhelde and Larrabee**
5-t?e thy lp«r inapht han-1-one was obtained froa benaene-light petrol 
as aaaslve white prlams*
Yield 57*69 g. (05<) a.p* 62*5-64*
(hit*9 sup* 62-64*)
C.lfVI 3-&ethylperinaphthan-l-ol.
This compound wae prepared by the lithium aluminium 
hydride reduction of 3*a®thylperinaphthan-l-one ae previously 
described* The product crystallised from ethanol ae dense
white needles*
Yield 19.0 g *  (96$) m*p* 150-151*
(Ut*, «up. 150-151#)
C.lfVXI 4(9 )-Methy 1 perlimphthane*
5~M*thylperinaphthan-l-ol wae dehydrated by ethanollo 
hydrogen chloride solution and the product worked up In the 
usual manner* The hydrocarbon crystallised Iron a small 
volume of light petrol as white plates*
Yield 870 mga* (90$) a*p* 62-65*
(Lit.*, ia.p. 62.5-65.5*)
C O ,V III  Th« r w t l o n  of *rlghenylewt g«ron Iorat» t t jh  
5-Methylp«*rlnaphthan-l-ol*
Trlphenylmethyl perchlorate (545 agm*) dissolved In 
glacial acetic a d d  (45 ml* ) waa added to a solution of 
5-methylperinaphthan-l-o1 (197 mgm*) In glacial aoatlo aold 
(10 ml*)* The solution turned dark greenish-brown, and the 
green solid which separated out was filtered off, washed with 
ether and driad* The filtrate was diluted with water (200 ml*) 
extraoted with ether, and the ethereal extract was washed well 
with water before drying (Ha2S04 ). solvent waa removed, and 
the residual solid dissolved In iigot petrol (5 0 ml*)* This 
solution was filtered through a short column of alumina and 
solvent evaporated from the eluates* The residual triphenyl-
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methan# crystallised f r o m  a small volume of light petrol*
Yield of groan solid 140 mgm*
Yield of trlphenylmethana 197 nga (81#$4) m*p* 92-9}*
C.1»U wto y«actlop of Irlyhanyl** ihyl gy; rohlorat* with 
l(? )^i* t^lxKirj^hthen* .
Xrlphecylmethyl perchlorate (345 ®€®*) In glacial 
acetlo aold (80 ml*) warn added to a solution of 4(9 )*mathyl«* 
perlnnphthene in glacial acetic aold (13 ml*)* The solution 
beenme dark and a green solid separated out* This was filtered
off and trlphenylmethane recovered from the mother liquors in
the usual manner*
Yield of green solid 174 mgflu
Yield of triphenyl methane 206 mgm* (8&1) m*p* 92*93*
C*1,X. The reaotjon of Chloranll with 4(9l*»thylperlnap„hthe,ne 
to
4 solution of 4(9 )*methylperlnaphthene (179 mgm*) in 
gUolal acetic sold (10 ml*) was added to chloranll (246 mgm*) 
and perchloric aold (72$* 1 ml*) dissolved in glacial acetic 
aold (90 ml*) at room temperature* The solution became dark 
yellow then deep green and precipitated a green solid* 
rrecipitation ess completed by the addition of dry ether (5 0 ml*)* 
The precipitate was filtered off and washed with dry ether*
Xhe dark green filtrate on being diluted with water gave a
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reddish-orange organic layer* This was washed free froa 
acetic sold with water before being extracted with alkali 
(20$ aqueousi J x $0 ml*). The white precipitate obtained 
on acidification of the alkaline extract was extracted into ettur, 
the ether layer was dried (XgC)*), and solvent was removed* The 
white residue9 reorystallised from glacial acetic aold9 gave 
2#3t^>^-tetrachloroquinol as white needles*
Yield o f  green solid 94 nga*
Yield of quinol 162 mgm (65$) s*p* 2J0*
( Xait • 9 232* )
C.ll* The Synthesis of lt^-JPli^thylperlnaphthenyllaa
Porohlorats*
3 ©
C10A
3
C.llfl l-Ohloromethyl-Tti-dias thylnaphthalene*
This compound eas prepared froa 2#3-dlo&thylnaphthslene 
os described by Hewettt
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0 .1 1,11 P-i 2.3-Pl*ctfryln»pfattglj-propionlo »old.
A solution of l-chloromi»thyl~293~diaethylnaphthAlene 
(10.2 g#) in bensene (3 0 ml# )9 cooled to 5*t *** addsd to an 
ice-oold solution of sodlo-aalonlo eater nade from aodium 
(2*3 €> ) and freshly distilled diethyl&alonate (? 7 al#) in 
anhydrous sthanol (250 al#)# A prsoipltats formed slowly and 
the temperature of the reaoticn mixture was maintained at 0* 
for 48 hours# It was then refluxed for three hours9 the bulk 
of the solvent was distilled off9 and the seal-aolid white 
residue eas dissolved in a mixture of ether-water (lil9 1 9500 
al#)# The aqueous layer was eeparated9 washed vith ether9 and 
the ethereal washings were added to the ether layer whloh was 
then washed with water (5 x 100 al#) and dried ( ^ $ 0 4) before 
the renoval of solvent# The residual oil was than refluxed 
with water (4 0 0 al#) and potassium hydroxide (11#2 g#) for 
four hours with constant stirring! sons carbon dioxide was 
evolved during this period# The cold alkaline solution was 
extracted by ether9 fllter«d9 warned to 80* and acidified 
(oono# HC1)# The voluminous white precipitate was extracted 
into ether after cooling# The etiiereal layer waa washed 
with water9 dried (Ha^B ) 9 and solvent waa evaporated off#
The white residue crystallised froa light petrol1ether (1 1 1) 
as whlta needles#
Yield 1 3 0  (98/S) a.p# 198-200*
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P-[ 2 95~X)lae thy lnapht hylj-ae lanlo acid (128 g«) 9 In i 
2 1. flask* wan heated to 1J0* in an oil bath* The evolution of 
carbon dioxide continued for thirty minutes after which the 
product was allowed to cool slowly* The crystalline oaks waa 
dissolved in acetone-other (4»1 ) and the solution filtered* 
Solvent waa removed froa the filtered solution under reduoed 
pressure* The white residue crystallised froa benzene as white 
needles*
Yield XOX 45. (94 .5$) 0. p. X29-XJ0*
( U t . ;  sup. X5?*)
C* Ilf 111 4* 5-; laetnylperinaphthan-l-one.
2 95-Di»ethylnaphthylj-propionic acid (lt> g*) waa 
added to hydrogen fluoride (603 ml*) in a polythene beaker*
The mixture became deep r*d9 and was allowed to stand for five 
hours at 0* before being hydrolysed on crushed loe (1000 g*J*
A yellow oil was obtained whloh rapidly crystallised* The 
mixture was exhaustively extracted with ether (8 x 300 al*)9 
and the ethereal extract was then washed with water (5 x 2 >0 ml*) 
aqueous potassium hydroxide (15$t 4 * 2 5 ) ml*)# water (4 x 2$0 
ml*)9 and dried before removal of solvent*
The yellow oxystallln* residue crystallised froa 
ether as lustrous orange-yellow plates*
Yield 62.8 e. ( 93. 5^ ) a .p . XX>XX4*
4(Lit* 9 m*p* 114*)
4•3-Di*« t nylperinaphthan-l-one (i>.83 «• ) in benssns 
(60 ml.) we® add Ed dropwlse to a vigorously stirred solution of 
lithium Aluminium hydride <430 a#®. ) in ether (200 al.)* The 
mixture waa refluxed for an hourf allowed to oool9 and water 
(16 ml.) wae added cautiously to the stirred suspension. The 
resulting mixture was poured into ice-oold watsr (600 ml.) soldi 
fled by hydrochloric sold. The Aqueous phase was washed with 
bensene and the washings were added to the organic layer. The 
combined extracts were washed with water9 and dried (K*C0^ ;• 
Solvent was removed and the pale yellow crystalline residue was 
reoryetallised froa aoetone after charcoal screening. The 
product was obtained as very pale yellow needles.
Yield % 2 4  g. (90%) a.p. 133«5-U5*5*
cisHts° requires C984.6#6 H97.60P£
Found 84.6#£ 7.821S
c . U 9? AfcSr&ij
Ethanol (5 ml.)9 saturated with anhydrous hydrogen 
chloride9 was addsd to 4f5-diaothylperinaphthan-l-ol (329 aga.) 
dissolved in ethanol (5 al.). The pale yellow solution was 
refluxsd for 15 min.9 cooled, and poured into water (150 ml.).
The turbid, yellow emulsion was extracted with ether (3 x 60 ml.) 
The ethereal extract wae washed successively with water (2 x 100
saturated sodium bicarbonate solution (2 x 100 ml*), distilled 
water (100 ml*), and drisd Solvent vss dlstillsd off,
and the rssldusl oil, in light patrol (5 0 ml,), was chromato­
graphed on alumina (12 x 2*7 cm,) using light petrol to dsvslop 
the column* Solvent was removed from the eluatee (800 ml,) sad 
the colourless residu&laLL, 0*1 being kspt overnight in an evacuated 
desiccator, crystallised as colourless platelets. This compound 
is low malting, and decomposes rapidly in moist air to a green oil 
Yield 218 mgm, (75$) m#p, about 6 3*
To a solution of the hydrocarbon (59 mgm*) In stnanol 
(4 ml*) was added s solution of trinltrobensens (42 mgm*) In 
ethanol (4 ml*)* Thera was s deep red colouration followed by 
ths crystallisation of orange rad needles, These wars 
rscrystalllead from ethanol.
Yield 75 «g« (90$) m.p* 122-124*
c*iHiv^°s requires N, 10*31$
found 10*21$
C.ll,Vl 4i^*^imet^l»l-hyaroxyperlnaphth€?njrllu« perchlorate, 
4,5-Dimethylperinaphthan-l-one (210 mgm*), trlphenyl- 
methyl perohlorats (544 mgm*), and glacial acatlc acid (80 ml*) 
wars refluxed for five minutes during which time the solution 
became orange-red in oolour* Upon cooling, a flocculent orange 
precipitate separated out from the reaction mixture. The
The precipitate was filtered off, washed with iry ether, and 
crystallised froa acetic acid as orange needles.
Yield 284 Q£m. (91.5#) cup* slow dec* 220-2 4 0*
0|§H^CIO^ requires C,50.37^, H,4*24$
Found 5«*45$ 4*27$
C*11,V11 1,2-i)imethylpcrlnaphtheayliua perchlorate
To a solution oi 4,5-dim* t hylpor lnapht he ne (474 mga« ) 
in glacial acetic acid (5 ml*) a as added a solution of o-ohloranll 
(608 agm*) in glacial acetic acid (5 ml*) containing perchloric 
acid (0*6 al*)• The deep red colour of the solution was 
immediately replaced by a dark greenish brown and orange-red needles 
precipitated* These were filtered off, washed with dry ether, 
and dried In a vacuum desiccator over Pt fy/iCOH for one hour* The 
compound is stabIs in the solid stats but rapidly decomposes to 
dark green polymeric material on attempted recrystallisation froa 
aoetonitrile, acetic acid or methanol containing perchloric acid 
Yield 528 mgm* (75*5$) a*p* slow decomposition
on heating
C|8Ht9C104 requires C104
found
55.98*
54.21*
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C.lll 1,3-Dlmethylperlnaphthenyliua perchlorate
h 3c
©
CIO
C# 111, 1 lt 3-Ijlmethylperinaphthan«*l-ol
2-*iethylperinaphthun-l-one (^.bl g. ) in anhydrous other 
(80 ml.) was added slowly to a stirred solution of methyl 
magnesium iodide from CH3 I (6.2 ml.) and magnesium (2.4 g.) 
in ether (J00 ml.). A pale yellow precipitate formed as the 
ketone was added. After the additon was complete, the solution 
was refluxed gently for one hour. The cooled mixture was poured 
into ice-cold water acidified by hydroehlorio acid. The aqueous 
phase was separated and washed with a fresh portion of ether 
which was then added to the organic phase. The ethereal extraot 
was washed with water, saturated sodium bicarbonate solution, 
water, and dried (KgCQ^). The solvent was distilled off and the 
pale yellow residue crystallised twice from petrol. It was 
thus obtained as dense white needles with a satin sheen.
--------------------------------------------------------
XU
Yield 7.59 g . (71.6$) m.p. 100.5-101.5*
C , * H , e 0  requires C , 8 4 . 8 9 $  f t ,7 . 6 0 $
round 84.64$ 7.58$
The combined residues from the crystallisations were 
dissolved in ethanol ($0 ml.) and a saturated eolutlon of anhydrous 
hydrogen chloride in ethanol (5 0 el.) was added. The solution 
was refluxed for 15 minutes, cooled, and poured into water. The 
aqueous mixture wae extracted with ether (5 * 100 ml.) and the 
ethereal extract wae washed with water (5 x 100 ml.), saturated 
souium bicarbonate solution (2 x 100 ml.), water (100 ml.) and 
dried (KgC^). The solvent was then evaporated, and the residual 
oil, dissolved in light petrol-beneene (Is1» 40 ml.), wae 
chromatographed on alumina (24 x 2.7 cm.) ueing light petrol for 
development. Solvent wae removed from the eluetes (1 1.) and the 
residue, in light petrol (5 0 ml.), rechromatographed on alumina 
(24 x 2.7 os.). The colourless light petrol eluatee (1 1.) were 
concentrated to ca. 20 ml. when colourless platelets crystallised 
out. The hydrocarbon wae recryetallieed from light petrol.
Yield 1.47 g .  (15$). a .p . 151-155*
CjgHt, requires C,92.74$ U,7.26$ M.K. 194
lound 91.09$ 7*46$ 186
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C*111,11 d.fr-Dlmethylperlnaphthsne- let preparation,
lfi-Diaothylpcrrlnaphthan-l-ol (2,12 g* } was dissolved
in ethanol and a saturated solution of anhydrous hydrogen ohlorid©
in ethanol (20 ml*) added* The solution was refluxed for 15
minutes and then allowed to oool to room temperature* he
oooled solution was poured into water ($00 ml*) and the mixture
extracted with ether (4 x 100 ml*)* The ethereal extract waa
washed well with water, and dried (Na^SO^) before evaporation of
solvent. The residue was dissolved in light petrol (50 ml*) and
chromatographed on alumina (18 x 2*7 cm*)* The column waa
developed by light petrol and the solvent waa then removed from the
eluatee (1,5)0 ml*) leaving a white crystalline residue* The
hydrocarbon crystallised from light petrol as colourless platelets*
field 1.53 g. (78.9$) «*p. 151-153*
CtftU,4 requires C,92.74$ H,7.26$ M*Y* 194
found 92.59$ 7.33$ 164
The hydrocarbon is unstable in air and slowly decomposes
to a yellow oil* It forms a trinitrobsnsene derivative ae
orange-red needles which decompose on heating* Ho melting point
w&e observed, the compound going black on the heating stage.
C.111,111 Ia ^ D I m poroalorats - let prepara­
tion
A solution of T*B*Q* (492 mgm*) and perohlorio acid 
(72$i 0*5 «1.) in aoetonltrile (5 ml.) was added to 1,3-dlmethyl- 
perlnaphthan-l-ol (423 *£»•) dissolved in aoetonltrile (10 ml*)*
u j
The solution became dark red in go lour 9 and ether (50 al*) vae 
immediately addsd* Orange-yellow needles precipitated out* The 
product was filtered off and washed with dry ether* The salt 
is stable in air but solutiono rapidly become green on standing* 
Attempted reorystallisatione froa aoetonltrlls9 aostio aeid9 and 
oethanol containing perchloric acid produced green polymeric 
material*
field 469 ag* (65*5$) a*p* dec* on heating
Ct9HtIC104 requires C104 53*98^
found 34.12$
34*42$
O lU f 14 I f i ^ J P l s e t h y l j ^ r o h l o r a t s .  -  2nd P rep o n -
^   -
A solution of T*B*Q* (246 aga*) in acetonitrile (15 nl*) 
containing perchloric sold (72$ 0*2 al*) was added to a solution 
of 496-dinethylperinaphthene (194 «ga*) in acetonitrile (10 »1*)* 
The solution became dark red9 and anhydrous ether (50 al*) was 
sdded after 43 second* A precipitate of orange-yellow needles 
caae out of eolution9 end thle was filtered off9 washed with dry 
etheri then dried in a desiccator over PBC^/l0H* 
field 259 aga* (88*9$)
ClgHlfClOf requires CIO* 33*98$
found 34*36$
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C.1U.V 4■ 6»DiaethyIpTlnaphthen* - 2nd pr»P»r»tlO».
i9 5*1) la* thy lper lnapht he nyllua perchlorate (1*2? g.) «aa 
added portionwIsa to a stirred solution of llthlua aluminiua 
hydride (465 aga«)in anhydrous other over 15 minutes* The gray 
solution was gently refluxed for 30 ainutes and then oooled to 
10** inter see then added dropwlse and the mixture was poured 
into aqueous hydrochloric sold* The aqueous layer vas separated 
washed with ether9 and the washings added to the ether layer 
whleh wae then washed well with water before drying (S a * )• 
Solvent wae re naved9 and the residue chromatographed on aluaina 
(20 x 2*7 os* )9 using light petrol to develop the ooluan* The 
eluatee (19500 ml.) were evaporated to dryness* A white 
crystalline residue remained*
Yield 7U ago (91$) ®.p. softens 105* aelte 155*145*
The product wae dissolved in light petrol (50 nl«) 
and reehromatogrephed (twice) on aluaina (20 x 2*17 o u )• The 
white residue obtained on evaperatlon of the eluatee wae 
recrystalUsed successively froa petrol and ethanol*
Yield 500 aga (59*3$) a.p* 151-0L53*
Mixed a*p* with the dehydration product of l95*dlasthyl
perlnaphthen-l-o1 146*150*
Ot8fis4 requires Ct92.74$t H#7.26% M*f* 194
found 92*15^ 9 7.02 171
U5
C .lU .V l  l j  ) -
gr.pwa.tloB,
The hydrocarbon (194 aga), prepared as described la 
experiment C*111,V, waa dissolved in aoetonltrile (10 al*)* 
T*B*Q* (246 age*) and perchloric acid (0*2 al*) in aoetcnltrlla 
(3 al*) wae added to thle solution which beoaae deep red la 
colour* Anhydrous ether was added after 45 seconds, and 
orange-yellow needles oaae out of solution* The precipitate 
was filtered off, washed with dry ether and dried in a 
desiccator oy«r pB \ I koti 
TlsXd 258.5 ag*. (8UJ5«)
ClgH,,CX04 rs quires Clo4 33.9
found 34.07^
33.7«^
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C• IV The Preparation and Beaotions of 1,4, 7*Trlac U ylperl'
naphthenyllum perchlorate*
c h 3
C . IV , 1 3«6«9VTrlae thylperliraphthan«»l-ol*
This compound was synthesised from l,6~dlmethyl~ 
naphthalene as described by Bonthrone*
C• 1V 911 lj4»7«Triaethylperlnaphthc»nyllua perohlorate*
3#6i9-Tri*ethylperinaphthan-l~ol (6*78 &•), triphenyl* 
methyl perohlorate ( D .2 9 &.) and glacial acetic acid (1,200 ml#), 
in a 2 1* flask, were warmed until dissolution took place, and 
the solution was then gently reflated for five minutes* The 
solution was then rapidly cooled, and ths product crystallised 
ae bronze needles* The salt was filtered off, washed with dry 
ether and,on recryetallieatlon from aoetonltrile,formed bronze 
needles*
Yield 5*09 £• (64") a.p. dec* 240* (lit/,* sup. dec.
240*)
^ —  -----------------------
1X7
o . iv , in  ^ftis-aa
l,4,?*rrlmethyl?erlnaphtheiiyltum perchlorate (9.21 g,) 
was added portioawlse to a stirred solution of llthlua aluminium 
hydride (750 mgm* ) in anhydrous ether (6 00 ml.) over half-an-hour* 
Stirring wae continued for a further 45 minutes while the 
solution waa boiled gently* The reaction mixture wee oooled In 
an Ice bath* and water (id ml*) added cautiously to destroy the 
excess hydride* The resulting mixture was filtered, ether 
(500 ml*) wae added, and the ethereal layer waa asperated* The 
ethereal solution wae washed with water (twice), dried (K^CO^ ), 
and solvent wae evaporated* The residual oil was dissolved in 
light petrol (5 0 ml,) and chromatographed on a ooluan of alumina 
(15 x 2*7 qb*) using light petrol as eluant* Solvent wae removed 
froa the eluatee, and the white crystalline residue dissolved la 
methanol*aoetone (lOtl)* The hydrocarbon, >,b,9*trimethyl* 
perlnaphthens, orystalllsed as colourlees needles*
Yield 5.5 g. (9C$). ».p. 59-60**
CtiH16 requires C, 92,3; H, 7*7
found* C, 92.10; H, 7.87.
A boiling solution of eodlun iodide (J00 aga*) in 
aoetonitrila (10 al*) wae added to 1,4,7-triaethylperinaphthenylium 
perchlorate (506*5 mgm*) in boiling acetonltrile (5 0 ml*)* 1,4,7*
------------------------------------------
lie
...........  ‘ .am iodide ItuKtdiaMly pr«ciplt»ted froa
th© solution aa groy-bJUck need!se* The eolation was cooled 
somewhat and filtered while still hot* '.‘he salt wae obtained 
ae grey*biaok needles*
Yield 206 mgm# (6o;t) &*p# slow doc* without molting
melts with dec* on a blook 
preheated to 185*
C j.E , , !  require* 0,57.48# H,4.5# 1,37.97# 
found 56.28# 4.3# 3 7.00#
U9
C.V. lt?-;ittfdroojolpp*n»^gbjj«jrin»pht^itfllttw p«rohlo_rat^
cio4&
c.v.i 5.?,<>»ay.iftggi»i^>»«»»
Thla waa prepored by tha foraylation of aeenaphthene 
aa described by Yleeer and jonee*
Yield g* (90^ ) a.p. 106-107* (llt»t a*p#lO7-lO0#)
C.T*XX I H ^ g M B M g J L W l f ^  «
5-Formylaeanaphthana (37*9 g*) In anhydroua bansana 
(200 al«) wae added alowly to a vigorously stirred eolation of 
llthlan alualnlun hydride (2*47 g* ) In dry ether (000 al*). A 
grey ooaplax separated outf and when the addition vae ooapleted 
the reaetion mixture vae re fluxed gently for 30 mlnutee before 
being cooled in an loe»betlw The exeeee of hydride vae 
deatroyed by the dropvlee addition of a eolation of ethyl formate 
in ether* The oontente of the flash were then poured onto 
oruehed ice (160 g«) acidified with hydroohlorlo acid*
Some of tha produot aoparated at the interface ee 
white needles whloh were filtered off9 washed veil vlth vater 
and recryetallieed from acetone.
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the organic phase was separated# washed with water 
(2 x 100 ml.)# saturated sodium bicarbonate solution (2 x 200 al. ) 
and water (lO^  ml.) and combined with the bensene extracts 
(2 x 75 al#) used to wash the aqueous acid phase* The combined 
extracts were dried (%C% ) before removal of solvent under 
reduced pressure. Ths whits residue crystallised froa bensene 
ae white needles#
8Y1«1A 53*89 6* (90£) «.p. 153-154* (Lit., *.p.153.8-154.8)
C.7,111 5>Brtwwi*tijrl»o»n*9.i>th*a*
Fhoaphorus trlbroald* (4 *1.) *m *4d*4 to 5-h/droajr-
aethylacenaphthene (21.05 g.) suspended in dry bensene (500 al#)
The solution waa allowed to stand for 50 alnutea after vhloh
it was hydrolysed by the addition of watar (200 al.).
The aqueous aold phase was washed with bensene
(2 x 100 al.)# and then discarded. The ooablned bensene
extraote sere washed with water (2 x loo al.)# saturated sodium
bloarbonats solution (2 x 150 ml#)# watsr (100 ml.)# and drlad
(rssS04)• Solvent was evaporated under reduced preeeur# froa
the filtered solution. The product crystallised froa acetone*
petrol (111) ae colourleas prisms. This coapound le unstable9
turning green on standing# and evolving hydrogen bromide. It 
could not be analysed.
Yield 20 g. (72$) a.p. 106*109*
C.V.XT p-f5-Ao.n.fhth.njrl]— >Xonlo .o ld .
rofiioaethyl&oenaphthene (21*3 Z*)l dissolved In 
d*y beusen© ($0 ml*)# was added to * cooled ooXution of 
aodlo-aalonlo eater froa sodium (7 g*) and freshly <1 let 1 lied 
diethyl melonste (40 ml.j In absolute ethanol (400 mil)* Sodium 
bromide began to preolpitate at cnee* The reaotlon mixture 
vaa maintained at 0* for 12 hr* than refluxed for 4 hr* The 
bulk of the solvent vaa die tilled off and a aolution of potassium 
hydroxide (80 g*) in water (400 ml*) waa added to the eater*
The aolution waa boiled for 4 hr*
The oontenta of the flaek were allowed to oool and 
then extracted by ether (2 z 100 ml*)* The ethereal extraet 
waa dieearded* The alkaline layer waa filteredf warmed to 80* t 
and aoldlfled (oono* 801)* The voluminoue white preoipitate 
waa filtered off after ooollng9 washed with water9 and dried 
in a waeuum deelocator over Pg O^&OH* 
field 22.45 8. (97.5$) m.p* 181-183.5*
O.v.v P-i3»A_o.n.BAth.njrlJ-Proplonlo .old»
p-[5-Aoenaphthenylj-aalonio aold (42 g*) wae heated 
to 160*190* in an oil bath* At an internal temperature of 
170* the aold aoftenedf and evolved carbon dioxide* The remotion 
wae complete after 30 mln*» and the flaek wae slowly rotated 
while ooollng to form a loose oake* The aold crystallised ae 
colourless needles from benaene*
Ylald J1.9 «. (90%) B.p. 188.19*
Ul.* a.p. 191.192*
0.V.T2 CyolUmtlon ot 3-1 3-Ao«a*phthwl l-proplonlo mojA by
ASjgjBrnJBtteMML H&MllIt
The substituted propionto sold (26.65 g*) addsd 
to hftTogmn fluoride (250 al.) In a polythene beaker. The red 
solution vae allowed to stand for 25 eln.9 then hydrolysed by 
pouring onto o rue bed lee (400 g.)# and after 5 hr. the aqueous 
sold alxtur* was oxtrooted by ether (5 x 250 nl.)• The 
ethereal extract vae washed free of Mineral sold by water 
(5 x 200 al.)# washed with aqueous potasslua hydroxide (10^§
2 x 100 al.) to reaove unchange organic sold, then with water 
(2 x 100 al.}9 and dried (XgCC^) before reaowal of solvent 
under reduced pressure. The residual oil oryatallleed ae a 
pale yellow solid whloh aelted over the range 78*87*» neither 
fractional crystalHeation nor sublimation In a closed eyetea 
improved thle melting point range.
The pels yellow solid# in dry bensene (65 al.}# wee 
ohroaatographed on alumina (27 x 2.7 oa.).
On development with light petrol-bensene (111) a 
pal# yellow bead peeeed down the column. Removal of aolveat 
from the eluates# followed by oxyetallleatlon from light petrols 
bensene (1 1 1) gave 1#2#5#6*tetrahydro«»7«*oxo-7H-oyolopenta(ghJ 
porlnaphthene ae pale yellow prieme. Further reoxystalllsatlon
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did not ntii the molting point*
Hold 14.5 8* (60*) *«P* 97-98*
(Lit! a.p. 98-99*)
Continued developaent of the ooluan with bensene 
removed a very pale orange band froa the ooluan* Evaporation 
of the eXuates gave 4»5t8f9-tetrahydro-6->oxo~6H-cyclopenta[e] 
acenaphthylcne ae ooXourXees leaflet*o 
Tlold 8|0 mgm. (5.4*) m.p. 189-190*
(Lit*, m.p. 187-188*)
On continued eXutlon with ether» a deep yellow band
rapidly passed down the ooluan* Reaoval of eoXvent froa the 
golden eXuates foXXowed by oxystaXXieation froa Xight petroX 
bensene (Xi4) yielded l»2«»dlhydrO‘»'H>xO'»5H«oyolopenta[gliJ 
perinaphthens ae goXden yellow needles,
TieXd 280 aga* (1*1$) a*p* blaokenlng XJO* aeXte 160-169*
. ▼  . (Lit., fcUokoning 158* adlto 174*)
Infrared carbonyl absorption wae ae followst
1•2•5f6-tetrahydro~7-oxo-7H-oyolopenta[gh jpe rInaphthens
1672 on**4 (nujol) lit*? 1675 ca."1 (KBr disc)*
4»518•9-tetrahydro-6-ox o-6H-oyoXopenta[8JaoenaphthyXene•
1690 cm**4 (nujol) Lit*! 1689 on*"1 (KBr diso)*
l#2-dihydro»5-oxo-5H-oyolopenta[ghJperinaphthene.
16)9 on**4 9 1629 on**4 (nujol) Lit*1' 1694 oa.4 f X6X8 on.*4
(KBr disc)*
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C.Y'VXl. U t h H w  «lu«lnivwi hydrKU r«duotlon of 1.2.5.6-
The saturated katona (13*23 g*) in dry beneene (50 ml*) 
waa added to a vigorously stirred solution of lithium aluminium 
hydride (960 sign*) in anhydrous ether (}00 ml*) at suoh a 
rate that the reaction mixture boiled gently* Whan the addition 
ass complete the reaction mixture was refluxed for a further 
45 minutes* The excess of hydride wee destroyed by the 
cautious addition of water to the oooled reaction mixture whloh 
eae then poured into ice-water (600 ml*) acidified with 
hydrochloric acid*
The asperated aqueous acid phase waa washed with a 
fresh portion of ather which wae then added to the organic 
phase* The combined extracts were sashed with water (2 x 100 ml* )f 
saturated sodium bicarbonate eolution(l50 ml*)# water (200 ml*)# 
and drlsd (Sst£ 04 ) before the removal of solvent* The white 
residue wae crystallised from petrol-etheaol*
Held 11*2 g* m*p* 150*159*
Slow crystallisation from light petro1-ethanol gave 
two oropa of crystals* The first was l#2#5§6-tetrahydro-7* 
hydroxy-7H-oyolopente(gh]perinaphtheae which wee reoryetallleed 
from benseae-ohloreform as fluffy white needlee* the second# 
much more soluble component, wae l#2-dlhydro-5H-oyolopenta[ghJ 
perlnaphthene which reciyetellleed ee dense white needlee from
petrol Or ■ethanol. l,2,5,6-.etrahydro-7-hydroxy-7H-oyolopenta 
[gh]perlnaphthene.
Yield 7.1 «.(5<^ ) a.p. 150-152*
c t e ® t 4 0  r e q u i r e s  0 , 8 5 . 7 5 5  B , 6 . 7 *  
found 85.54* 6.67*5 
l«2-Dlhydro-5B-oyolopenta[gh]perlnaphthene.
Yield 5.85 g. (51.5^ )1 n.p. 92-95*.
CiaHia require# C, 95.71* 8,6*50* 
found 95*6795 6.3395
C.v.vxil _lj2_-pihrdro-5B-oyolopot>Wghjporlnaphthono.
1*215,6-Twtralyrdro-7-hydroxy-7H«oyolopente(gh Jperl— 
naphtheno (2g.) aad anhydroue ethanol (20 nl.), eaturated with 
anhydrous hydrogen chloride, were reflured for 20 nln. during 
•hioh tine the eolation beenee deep blue. The oooled renotion 
mixture *aa poured Into water, and the nlxture waa extraeted with 
with petrol (5 x 150 al.}. The petrol oxtraot was washed free 
froa aold, dried (JC, CO,), and solvent was resowed. The reoldual 
oil was chrooatographod on alunlna (25 x 2.7 os.) using light 
petrol to develop the column. The eluates, evaporated to low 
volume, gave the hydrooarbon aa white aeedlea.
Yield 1.58 g. (87*) n.p. 92-95*.
The hydrooarbon does not reaot with H-broaosooolnlalds 
or othaaollo potaoslun setboxids.
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C.V'IX 1.2-Pihyaroorolop.irt.fghWln.ghthBjurUu. p«rohlor»t.
A mixture of l»2-dihydro-5U-oyoloponta[gh]perinaphth«nc 
(1*17 g*) triphonyluethyX perchlorate (2*44 g*} and aoetonltrile 
(20 al*) waa refluxed for 10 a In. the colour of the solution 
deepened froa orange to palo green. Ether (10 al*) added to the 
cooled solution gars a pals yellow prsolpltats whioh appears* 
only to he stable when covered by a layer of anhydrous solvent* 
ths pale greenish solution was diluted with water (190 al*) and 
ether (1}0 al.). After being shaken the ether layer was 
separated* washed with water* dried (£,<:% )* and solvent was 
reaoved* ths residue* in light petrol-bensene (5»D* was 
ohroaatographed on alualna (12 x 2*7 oa*)*
the ooluan waa first developed with light petrol (600 al*) 
Evaporation of solvent froa the eluatee left a white residue 
whioh was obtained as nesdlee after reosyetallleation froa 
ethanol*
field 1*27 g* (73$) a*p* and aired a*p* with
triphenylaethane 91*92**
Further developaent of the ooluan with bensene brought 
off a brown band aa orange red eluatee* Reaoval of solvent 
gave a viscous* dark-brown oil froa whioh no useful product 
could be isolated*
In another suoh experlaent with the hydrocarbon (619 
aga.) and trlphenylaethyl perohlorate (1*470 aga.) the yield of
I N
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orude tripheny las thus mm* l»o6o aga* (96$) end 965 mgm (90$) 
after reoryatalllaatioa*
C.tl HMftftthry.Qy.1 luft. i W l t i M t S *
© 
cio4
C.«»l. MSEBSihSSSS.'
This v ii prepared by the reduction of bensaa throne 
with alualnlua chiorId# and llthiua alualnlua hydrld# a# described 
by Brown and Whit#?
Ylald 10.1 g. (83.5^) B.p. 83-83.5* (11**. 83*5-64*).
c.Ti.n. b•M&tjjxsszWm.,ps,rsbl9?ra*t.
Trlpheqylaethyl perohlorate (756 aga*) dissolved la 
glaeial acetic aoid (85 »19) waa added to a solution of benaen- 
throne (506 aga* ) In glacial aoetlo aold (5 al*)* The eolation 
turned purple» and the ealt began to oryetalllee out ae purple 
needles* The flask wae rapidly chilled by cold water9 and the 
product wae filtered off9 and washed euooeeelwely with glacial 
aoetlo aold and anhydrous ether* The ealt wae transferred 
rapidly to a vacuum desiccator and dried over PtQ^KOH for one 
hour* The product deooapoeee to a black tar in air*
1M
Yield 419 mgm, (57$)
C „ H tlC104 require* C104 31.6$
found 51.38^
31.45*
c.Ti.iii m j f c a n m m c
Bsnssuthrenyliu* psrohlorste (1.S98 g.) wee hydrolysed 
by **>■*> distilled rater (250 el.). After two hours the 
hydrolyeIs produets were extrsoted into bensene (3 x 75 al.).
The ooahlned extracts were washed with water, dried (Ha, S a4 ), 
eud solvent wee resowed under reduced pressure. The residue 
wee dissolved In light petrol-bensene (5 0 el.) end ohromtogrephed 
on alualne (24 * 3*5 on.).
Btnnnthrtnt v m  slutad first froa ths ooluan ueing 
light patrolsbsnasns (1 1 1) as eluant. ftsaoral of oolvant and 
rsoiystalllsation froa athanol gavs ths hydrocarbon as pals 
ysllosf lustrous leaflets.
Ylsld 479 aga (37# based on salt)
Ths a*p. and slated a. p. was 03-©4**
Further developaent of ths ooluan with beasenesether
.
(Ill) brought a bright orange band down froa ths top of ths 
ooluan. On evaporation of ths solvent ths resides crystallised 
froa sthanol as bright yellow needles.
Yield 340 aga. (34# based on aalt).
Ths a.p. and alxed a.p* with bsnaanthrone sas 171-172**
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0.T11 p»n»o| c<l ipri-nliui pnrohAortf
5-bod lprtn^ phthenyllvm p«:ohlor»f)
©
ctoA
C . m , l  4-Dlfryu go-5-hy<iroKy-5H-b»n»o 1 od ipywn*.
Lithium aluminium hydride (100 agm*) was added portion 
vise to a aolution oi 3#4-dihydro-5-oxo-5U-b*nBo[od]pyrene (1*1 
in ethersbenaeno (ltl| $0 ml*)* When the vigorous reaction 
had subsidedt the mixture vae boiled for one minute» and then 
poured into water* The resulting mixture wae acidified by 
dilute HCl and extraeted with ethersbeneene (1*2 § 750 ml*)*
The organlo phaee wae waehed free froa aoid9 dried9 and the 
solution evaporated to low volume* The aloohol crystallised 
from bensene (5 0 ml*) ae pink-tinged needles whichf after one 
further exyetallleatlont were colourless#
Yield 960 mgm (87$) a«p* 165-168*
cttKi«° MQttlree Cf68*35^t Ht5*4ft* 
found 88«63^t 6*22$
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O .m .U  d»tur<iratloa pf ..4-i>lhydro- -^turdro«3r-5H-b»n«<>fodj
pyrene* .
Aoetlo aold (50 ml*)* saturated with byirogen chloride* 
was added to a boiling solution of 3•d-dIhydro-5-hydroxy-5H- 
benso[odjpyrene (4*53 g*) in aoetlo aoid (50 »!•)• and tha 
resulting graan solution vaa boilad under reflux for five minutes 
bafora balng dllutad with water* Vhe precipitated aolld aaa 
axtraotad into ether (550 al*i 150 ml* )* and tha ethereal 
axtraot aaa vaahad successively with water (twice), 5a aodlua 
hydroxide (twice)* water (twice)* and dried (XgCC^ ) bafora 
removal of advent* the roe 1 dual oil vaa dissolved in bensene i 
ll&ht patrol (5*5) and chromatographed on alualna (12 x 5*2 cm*) 
using bsnssaailight patrol (111) ae eluant* tha aluataa vara 
pale yellow* and an orange* strongly adsorbed band remains* at 
tha top of tha column* Solvent vaa removed from tha aluataa* 
and tha residual oil vaa reohormatographed on a ooluan of 
alumina (12 x 5*2 cm*) Using beaseneilight patrol (1«8) to 
develop tha column* the aluataa vara evaporated undar reduced 
pressure* and tha residue dissolved in bensene (20 ml*)*
Bolling alcohol (50 ml*) vaa added* and tha hydrocarbon crywtall- 
lead aa pale yellow pistes
field 2*72 g. a.p. 127-150**
After one further crystallisation from aoetonltrlle the
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a*p* was 12?*5-129*5* The hydrocarbon, 6H-benso(od J pyre a* 
or ieoaer, dissolves in oonoentrated Iig S04 or 72$ HC104 to give 
a deep green solution, red to transmitted light*
CitH|9 requires C,95*Q$t H,5*0jt 
found 94*04$ 5*12$
C.Vll.lU By^oJ.pjJ^ryntHft, »jrcJ£,or» t«.
A filtered solution of triphenyl®©thy1 perohlorate 
(1*370 aga*) in aoetonitrile (15 al«) eae added to a boiling 
filtered eolutloa of 6B-benso[odJpyrene (960 aga*) in aoetonltrile 
(15 al*)* A solid began to separate at once froa the solution ae 
fine black needles* After cooling to room temperature the deep 
green solution was filtered and the ealt washed with a eaall 
volua© of aoetonitrile followed by dry ether (100 al*), then 
dried in an evacuated desiccator over P, 0^ jKOH* 
field 930 aga (69$)
A further 190 aga* wae obtained froa the mother liquors 
by the addition of other*
Total field 1,120 aga* (83$) a* pi dec* 165*
The salt is only stable in aoetonltrile containing 
perchloric aold, in its absence the solutions rapidly become 
yellow*
ClfH*tCl04 requires C,67*4$» HfJ.27$ 01,10*47$
found 67*49$ 3*36$ 10*53$
The mother liquor* were diluted with a large volume of 
ether* filtered* and poured into water. The ethereal layer vae 
washed twice with water* dried ) and the solvent was
removed. The residue was dissolved in light petrol and 
filtered through alumina (10 x 2.7 oa*) which retained a thin 
orange band at the top of the ooluan. Triphenyl methane wae 
obtained from the eluatee aonoeatr&ted to low volume*
Tl.ld 710 aga. (7j£) v «.p. 91-9J*.
C.Til.IV jjyflrojjale of S.aapj'c4jpyyenlua prohloratB.
A mixture of the perohlorate (1*560 agm*)* bensene 
(100 ml*)* aeetonitrlle (2 5 ml*) and water (2 5 ml*) wae ahaksm 
for 40 air*, until all the black solid had disappeared* The 
organic layer* now yellow* wae separated* washed with water 
(twlee)* dried (KgCO^) and the volume of the eolutloa concentrated 
to oa* 40 ml* On cooling orange brown needlee separated out* 
Solid.
The orange-brown needles (530 agm.* 91$% melting range 
220-250*) were dissolved in henemne (100 ml*) and chromatographed 
on aluaina (1 5 x 2.7 oa*). Initial development with bensene 
brought a small quantity of a colourless hydrocarbon off the 
ooluan.
Elution with benseneichloroform (3tl) gave pale yellow 
eluatee (4 00 ml*) which* on concentration to oa* 30 ml** 
deposited 6-oxo-6ii-benso[cd Jpyrane. This reoryetallleed from 
bensene as yellow needlee*
 ———
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Yield. 275 am*(47$) m.p. 251-253* 
ci*Hto° requires C.89.7WS 8,3.96$ 
found 9 0 *5 5$ 4.02$
The ketone does not give a vat with alkaline dithionate 
nor with sino and aqueous ethanolio sodiua hydroxide. It diesolvaa
in oono. HgS04 , and in 72# HC104 to give a red solution with a
weak rod fluorescence.
A strongly adsorbed orange-red hand sowed sore slowly 
down the ooluan and this was eluted with b^nsenst chloroform 
(1 1 1), rwaporation of the orange-red eluatee to low woluae 
(oa.0.5 al.) gave a trace of solid as red needles which could 
not be obtained pure but appeared to bo 5-*oxo-$H bensso(od Jpyreae.
The mother liquors froa this reaction were absorbed on 
a ooluan of aluaina (1 5 x 2*7 oa.) and bensanetlight petrol 
(1«8) used to develop the ooluan. The colourless eluatee, 
on evaporation st reduced pressure, gave pale yellow crystals, 
a.p. 117-124 %  which sfter one orystallieation froa aoetonitrile 
was raised to 121-127** Ths hydrocarbon gives e deep green 
colour with oono. HtS )4> red to transmitted light. It appeared 
to be a mixture of i® meric hydrocarbons including 6K-benso[ed] 
pyrene.
field 2?0 ag®. (49$)
The yields, based on beaso[cdjpyreniua perohlorate, 
were hydrocarbon (25^)f ketone (24^), totalling 49^*
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C.V1U. l-ji<thojgrp*£loaphth«nylluaperohlorat«
OCH3 
0  
C10A
Q.YUl.l itetbyi g-nM>hthyl other
This oonpouad « u  prepared m  described in 
Or*. Sjtn. ,Coll. To 1. i, p.51.
Held 8$$ a.p. 72*
C.Vlllfll 1*1 orgy 1*2 *00 thoxyimphtha len*
A uixture of j-roethylf oraur.il Id* (1$2 g.* 8$ ail.)* 
phouphoru»j oxyohloride (15^.4 £•* 89 nl*} and P*naphthyl aethyl 
© t h r  (116 g.) waa refilled for 6 hr. on a vat or bath. Tha hot 
aixture vaa rapidly poured In a thin stroaa Into vigorously 
atlrrad cold voter (If$00 nl*). dh© aldehyde vae filtered 
off and washed with a large volune of water. Zt vaa then 
extracted Into chlorofor* (800 nl*)* the extract dried (^•»6 4 ) 
and the solvent vae evaporated. Vhe aldehyde crystallised 
froa ethanol as pale yellow needles.
Yield 9) g. (68.47^) «.p. 82* (Utt, a.p. 82*)
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C.V1U .1U l»fl>!d waaw»larl-g«HM thoxynaphthul.n* .
1-f’orniy 1-2-methoxynaphthalen© (24# X g. ) In dry ether 
(503 ml*) was added to a vigorously stirred solution of lithium 
aluminium Hydride (1*01 g*)* The reaction mixture wae boiled 
for 35 aln* after the addition wae completed* Wet ether waa 
then added to deetroy the exoeee of hydride in the cooled 
reaction mixture which wae then poured onto crushed loe 
acidified by cone. H^804*
The organic layer was separatedf and washed with water 
(3 x X00 ml*)» saturated sodium bicarbonate solution (I30 ml*) 
and water (103 ml*)• The solvent wae evaporated to low volume 
when the product crystalHeed fromether ae white platelets 
Yield 18.7 *• (77$) a.p. loo-lol*
Ciallt2 \  requires C»7&*58$ 11,6*43?'
found 16.6% 6.45%
C.VIII.rv l«.Broaoaetiurl^ 2*»aethoxynaphthalene *
Phosphorus tribroalde (3*4 ml*) was added to a solution 
of l«hydroxymethyl«2»m*thoxynaphthalens (18*8 g*) in dry ether 
(280 ml*)* The reaction mixture was hydrolysed efter 30 aln* 
by the addition of water (400 ml*)* The aqueous phase wae 
separated' and washed with a fresh portion ofether (100 ml*) 
wh oh was then added to the organic phase* The combined extracts 
were washed with water (2 x 5 ) «!•)• saturated sodium blo&rbonatc
solution (1D0 ml*), watsr (100 ml*), and dried (Ns*S04 )* fehsn* w
tha other was evaporated to low volume the product crystallised 
as colourless prisms*
Ti*ld 17.5 *. (7<$) a.p. 126-129*
C,gBtlCBr requires Br, Jl.82^ 
found 5 1.45^
C.Vlli.T. fl-i2-tlethowr-l-n»phthrlJ— nlonlo aold.
1-BTcmonothy 1-2-aethoxy naphthalens (I5.B3 g* ) In dry 
bensene (180 ml*) was added to a oooled solution of sodio*
nalonla ester prepared from sodium (4*39 £•) nod freshly distilled
diethyl malonate (26 ml*) in ethanol (5 0 0 ml*)* This mixture 
Immediately deposited eodiue bromide and wae kept at 0* for 
72 hr*, then refluxed for a further 4 hr* The bulk of the
solvent was distilled off, aqueous sodium hydroxide (4C$t 300 ml*)
was added, and the solution wae boiled for 4 hr* After 000ling, 
the alkaline solution wae washed with ether, and the ethereal 
washings were discarded* The solution was then warmed to 80* 
and acidified wita oonc* HC1* The white crystalline product 
wae filtered off, washed with water, and dried in a vacuum 
dee locator over P9 J^ y'KOH
Tin 14 16.94 g. (98.5^) ».p. 154-156* a.p. 174-175*).
C«?111,Y1 fl-f 2^sthoxy-l»naphthyl 1-proplonlo acid.
This compound was prepsrsd by the dsoarboxylatlon of 
0»[2<»m#thoxy<»l'»naphthylj~malonlo aold as dssorlbsd by badgsv.
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Carruthexv , and Cook.
Tl.Xd 22.45 C* (85.3$) n.p. X30-X3X* (Uitt n.p. XJ1»)
C.VXII.VII 4-ja.o thpxyperlnaphthun-l-one .
Tuis waa prepared by the oyolisatlon of 0-j2-aethoxy-l- 
naphthylJ-propionic aold with anhydrous hydrogen fluoride.0 
Yi.Xd 18.6 g. (88.3$) *.p. 64-65* (Utl® a.p. 65*).
C.VIII,VIII isyjBtiiOjijfAyr.lna^hthan-1-oX.
A solution of 4-aethoxyperinaphthaa-l-one (10*74 a*) 
in ether (200 al.) was added nlowly to a vigorously stirred 
eolutlon of lithiua alualniua hydride (670 aga.) in ether.
The reaction Mixture was refluxed for 2 hours, oooled, and the 
exeeee of hydride was destroyed by the cautious dropwlee 
addition of water (16 al.). The mixture waa poured onto crushed 
lee acidified with sulphuric acid. The ether layer waa separated, 
washed with water (2 x 100 ml.), saturated sodiua bicarbonate 
eolutlon (2 x lOu al.), water (100 al.), and dried (Sa^SO*).
Evaporation of the solvent to low volume gave the 
product as pale yellow needles whioh were dissolved in bensene 
and screened by charooal containing a trace of alumina. The 
alcohol, re crystallised froa bensene-petrol, was obtained ae 
long white needles.
Yield 9.1 g. (85$) X04.25-X35*
..quires 0,78.43$ H,5.23$
Found 78.73$ 6.4X$
A solution of 4~aethoxyperin&Fhtha&-l~ol (290 agm*) 
in ethanol (30 fill*}, saturated with hydrogen chloride, was 
refluxed gently for 1$ minutes during which time the colour 
of the solution changed froa pale straw through orange-red to 
a deep red with a blue-green fluorescence. The cooled solution 
was diluted with water (200 ml*}9 and the yellow emulsion 
was extraoted with ether (3 x 100 ml,). The ethereal extract
was washed with water (5 * 100 ml«}9 dried (ffa*S04 )# and
1solvent evaporated• The residual oll9 dissolved in petrols 
bensene (l«l§ 50 al.)t was chromatographed on alumina (22 x 2,7 
oa, )•
The ooluan was first developed with light petroltbsnssns 
(1«1) and ths sluatss (400 ml,) quickly worked up, SFo material 
waa obtained froa thie fraction.
Elution with bensene (l9200ml,) brought a pala yellow 
band slowly down the ooluan. This band waa eluted completely 
with bensenesether (19tl§ 4*0 ml*)* Bemoval of eolvont from 
the combined yellow eluatee gave a pala yellow crystalline 
residue which was purified by vacuum sublimation followed by ons 
crystalHeation froa petrol-bensene, Ths ketone wae obtained 
ae very pale yellow, massive prlems.
Yield. 20J flsga, (82.3$) a.p* 83-84*.
A comparison of the Infrared spec Arum of the above 
compound with that of an authentic specimen of perinaphthan-l-one 
shoved identity. A mixed melting point determination shovad
no depression. A comparison of the infrared epeotra of the
Std-dlnltropheoylhydrasones prepared froa the product with that 
from perinaphthan-l-one also shoved identity.
c.vxxitX JMBftte«& •«
4-2Sethoxyperinaphthan-l-ol (5*04 g*)» triphenylmethyl 
perohlorate (6.14 g.) and glacial aoatlc acid (1 2 0 ml.) were 
refluxed together for 10 minutes. A deep red colour developedf 
and as ths reaction mixture cooled orange-red needles crystallised 
out. The salt was filtered off9 washed with glacial acetic 
acid, and finally anhydrous ether. The product was reo rye tall lead 
froa glacial acetic add.
Hold 5.62 e. (82$) a.p. X17.5-180.5*
The salt is soluble in aoetonitrile, acetic aold and 
other polar solvents giving wine-red solutions but la insoluble 
in ether, petrol and non-polar solvents. It is stable to alr9 
and does not decompose on melting or reorystalllsetlon.
Ct4HtiC10^ requires C,57*06$ 11,3*76$ Cl, 12.0}$
found 56.35$ 3.82$ 11.28$
56.65$ 3.38' 10.3$ R.2.89$
t jprd lye xyp i p nyi pe e
The salt (5.62 g.), dissolved in acetone (100 al. ) 9 was
________________________     •___ ._________  - j
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poured into watsjr (900 ml.). Tha reaction mixture vaa allowed> t> •
to atand for 13 minutes during whloh time tha daap rad oolour 
fadad to pala atraw and a yellow precipitate formed#
Tha mixture waa than extracted exhaustively with ether 
(4 x 100 al#)# The ether extract waa vaa had with water 
(3 x 1$0 al#)# dried (Xfcg $ 04 ) 9 and aolvant waa removed under 
reduced pressure# The residue vaa diaaolved in other (50 al#) 
and perchloric aold (72#» 5 * U )  waa added# The orange-red 
precipitate whl h formed waa filtered off# aad washed with ether# 
The perohlorate waa then hydrolysed by water (2 0 al.) and ether 
(300 al#)# The two phasee were shaken together# and tha 
organic phase separated# washed with water (2 x 100 al#)# 
saturated sodlua bicarbonate solution (2 x 100 al#)# water (100 
ml#)# and dried (am^SO^ ). Removal of the solvent left a pale 
yellow aolid whloh salted over the range 130-156*#
Tha yellow solid (2*73 g#)# in light petrolsbensene 
(lsl|120 al#)# wae ohroaatographed on a column of aluaina (20 x 
2.7 oa#)• The bright yellow band at the top of the eoluan aoved 
down rapidly when bensene was the eluant# Removal of the solvent 
froa the bright yellow elusive# and oryetallisatlon froa light 
petrol-bensene gave bright yellow needles# a#p# and mixed a#p# 
with authentic perlnaphthen-l-one 154*15b## The Infrared 
spectrum wea identical with that of perinaphthen-i-one•
■ — — — — — — — — — ■—" ”
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The ethereal wasLingo obtained after the perchlorate 
preoipitatIon were worked up In the usual manner* pala rad 
oil waa obtained whiob on being aubliaed at 135*/0.5 am. gave 
a yellow crystalline solid. This gave yellow needlee after 
two oryatalllaatlons froa light petrol-bensene. This ketone 
was shown to be perlnaphthen-l-one as described above.
Total Vields 4.04 g. (93$) a.p. 154-156*
CjgHgO require* Ct86.62^, H,4.4??
Found 06.5* 4.37*
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O.ZX Th» Syathooln of 1.5-Pln«thoxyporltmphth»nyllua p.rohlomto.
C.IX,1 2 . 6—B i m  thoxynaph t halene.
This conpound was prepared essentially as described
itby bills tatter and Parnaa.
Yield 68 g (65.5$) m.p. 152-155* (Ut.\ m.p. 1J1*)
calculated 0,76.56$, 11,6.45$
found 76.89$, 6.41$
C.1X.11 2 .6«-j)lntthomr-l-f o ray lnapht ha lene.
this was prepared by the fortgrlation of 2,6-dime thoxy*
naphthalene with diaethylformaaide and phosphorus oxyohloride.
tsThe preparation has been described by Buu Hoi and Lavit.
Yield 46 g, (58.-) m.p. 69.5-90.5 ( U * A  90*).
Ci»u»*i%  o»loul*t«d C,72.19?'» H.5.60^ 
found 72.23^ 5.7755
C. IX, 111 ^  .tmitiant. tbttOfl —  thylasphthelsws.
ahis compound vaa prepared froa 29(*-dladthoxy«l-forayl- 
naphthalene by the Ziuang-Minlon modification of the Wolff-Kishner 
reduction.
Yield 119 ago (70^) a.p. 108-109* (Lit1.* a.p. 109*)
C.2**iV. - j^rMset hoxy-1-hyd ro xyn a t hy Inaphthalene .
2 16*0 lae thoxy-l-f oray Inapht ha lene (28.) g. ) in anhydrous
ethur (200 al.) was added to a stirred solution of llthii
alualnlua hydride (1.78 g.) in dry ether (200 al.). The 
mixture vae refluxed for an hour after the addition wae ocmpleto.
• ator (16 al«) waa added dropwiee to the etirred9 cooled reactlorn 
mixture aad the contents of flask were poured onto crushed loe 
(400 g«) acidified by oono* RC1»
The ethereal layer and the ether washing# froa the 
aqueous acid i>has© were coabined9 washed with watsr (2 s 150 ml*)9 
satd* sodium bicarbonate solution (2 x 200 ml*)9 water (100 ml»)9 
and dried (KgCC^) before the solwent was distilled off* The 
white residue crystallised from ethanol as white leaflets*
TieId 24*2 g* (84$) m*p* 124-125®
***• ^ *4 ^  requires C971#55$ H96*47$
found 71.75$ 6.41$
U5
C.IX*V
Phosphorus tribronide (3 ml#) was added to a suspension
of 2f6^dijactho3gr«X-hjrdroxya©thylnaphthaIaaa (11,14 g , ) in dry 
other (200 al,) at 0*. The reaction mixture waa allowed to atand 
for 30 alnutoa before being hy rolysed by the addition of water 
(30 0 al,).
aqueous aold phaae were ooebined9 waahed with water (2 x 1$0 al,)9 
aatd, sodium bicarbonate solution (2 x 150 ml,)9 water (150 al,)9 
and dried (ftSgBOj), The product crystallised aa white prisma 
from the ethereal solution concentrated to low volume by 
distillation under reduoed pressure.
Yield 12,40 g* (03^) m,p, 106-107• on a block preheated to 105*
CiiHiaC||Br requires Brt26,42^ 
found 28,0C#(
C.IX.V1 P~t«,’»6~Dlt»thoKynaphth]rli-U*lonlo Aold.
1-Bromomethy1-296-dlawthoxynaphthalene (12,40 g,) la 
bensene (3> ml,) of 5* added to an loe-oold eolutlon at 
sodlo-malonlo ester prepared froa codlua (3 ,5 2 g,) and malonio 
ester (20 ml,) in abeolute ethanol (400 ml,). Sodium bromide 
began to separate out and the reaction mixture waa maintained at 
0* for 72 hours then refluxed for 4 hours. The bulk of the solvent 
waa then distilled off9 and a solution of potassium hydroxide
The ethereal 1ayer and the ether washings froa the
m
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(50 #») in water (200 ml*) added* The eater waa hydrolysed by 
boiling with this mixture for four hours* The cooled alkallaa 
solution woe then washed with other (2 * 100 ml. )ftho ethereal 
extract wae discardedf and the alkaline aolution wae filtered, 
then warmed to 80** and aoldifled by cone* HCl* The while 
precipitate wme collected by filtration, washed with water* end 
air dried* The acid waa obtained os odourless leaflets on 
evystallleation from aqueous acetone.
Tie Id 11*1 g* (86$) a*p. 169-171*
^ requires C*63*13$ !»)•)«( 
found 6$.85$ 3*19^
C.IX,Til. i>«l2. SzUlmthoijriwahttur 1I-aro&ionlo .old.
P-t2#6«*Biaeth©xyaaphthyl]-aelonie aold (16*97 d«) was 
heated to 100* in an oil bath* Evolution of oarbon dioxide 
occurred at an internal temperature of 170* end ceased after 
13 minutes* The flaek wee hested for a further 20 minutes 
before belli# allowed to cool slowly* The product wee purified by 
distillation in vaouo* end was obtained as colourless leaflets oa 
crystallisation from asstons*
Yield 12 g* (84$) sup* 132-154*
^ts^te^ requires Cf69*2J$ Flf6*19$ 
found 49*83$ 6*53$
C.IX,VIII The Cyollnatlon of _ J - f g j 6 - d j a L l >  
proplonlo Aol.l by iu.hydrou. lfrdrog*n Fluor I d . .
The aold (4*9 &•) was added to anhydrous hydrogen 
fluoride (200 aim) In a polythene beaker* The dark red solution 
vae allowed to otand for 30 ain.# then hydrolysed by pouring onto 
crushed ioe (500 g* )• The deep yellow mixture was extracted 
by ether (4 x 150 ml.), and the ethereal layer washed with water 
(4 x 200 ml*)# aqueous potasslua hydroxide (10% 150 al*)# 
water (3 x 1) al*)« and dried (KfC%]t Solvent was evaporated
under reduced pressure* The pale yellow residue orystallised froa 
light petrol*bensene (1*1) as yellow needles*
Yield 4.7 6. 90-97#.
The Infrared speotrua of the product in nujol showed
two peaks in the carbonyl regions
(I) at 1661 oa* • Thla la in accord with perinaphthan-1-one
ml(II) at 1730 oa* • This value would accord with either a 
carbonyl group in a five-aeabered ring or a & -lactone.
The product froa two such runs (6*77 g.) waa placed 
in a fleak and the flask was warmed on a water bath with aqueous 
potasslua hydroxide (10& 100 al*)* The slksll layer# which bee 
orangc»red# was daoanted off and the proceaa repeated (3 tlaes) 
until the extract was colourless* fhe residual solid waa 
washed with water# extracted into ether# and the extract dried 
(KgCC^) before the solvent wae removed*
Ths pale yellow crystalline residua waa chromatographed 
on alumina (20 x 2*7 on.) using light petrolabensene (1 1 1) to 
develop the oolumn. The pale yellow eluatee (800 al.) were 
then evaporated under reduced pressure. The pale yellow 
residue crystallised froa light petrollbensene (2ali giving 
498-dloethoxyperinapht han-l-one as yellow prieare.
Yield 8.04 g« n.p. 100.3-101.3*
cianx4 %  requires cf74.4^ * B95*®3$
found 74,32^ 5«78^
c . ix9ix 4i g-j>„ia& *
498-1lmethoxyperinaphthan-l-one (6.1 g.j* in dry 
bensens (100 al«)9 was slowly addsd to a vigorously stirred 
eolutlon of lithium aluminium hydride (472 mgm.) in ether (100 ml.) 
The reaction mixture waa refluxed for two hours9 cooled* and water 
(18 al.) added dropwlee before the oontents of the flaek were 
poured onto oruebed low (153 £•) acidified by hydrochloric sold.
The ether layer was asperated9 washed with water (100 ml.) 
saturated sodium bloarbonats solution (2 x 150 ml.J9 water 
(100 al.)9 and dried ( Ne^ G ')« ) before the removal of solvent. The 
pale yellow residue wae screened with charcoal in aceton©9 and them 
crystallised froa aoetonea light petrol (la4). The produot was 
thus obtained as fluffy white needles.
Ti«ld <3.73 s. (88^) sup. 140.5-142.3*
*»qul*»8 C»73«79# H.6.7*
found 73.94$ 6.54&
— — ___________
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4.8-Plaethoxyperlnaphthan-l-one (243 »*£»•)• trlphenyl- 
aethyl perchlorate (544 a^a. ), and glacial acetic aold (5 0 ml*) 
vara refluxed togather for five minutes during which tlaa the 
aolution became wine-rad with a bXu©-green fluoreeoenco. The 
aalt crystallised froa the ooolad aolution aa vine-red needlaa 
which vara filtered off, washed with dry athar and rocryatalllead 
froa aoatlo aoldsaoatonltrlla (1 1 1)*
71aId 297 ®*a. (67^) «.p. 219-2 2 2*
6^19ClQy requires C,52.89^ H,3.85^ Cl,10*41*
found 53.2# 3*53* 10.06*
The aoatlo-aoid mother liquors were worked up la tha 
usual manner. Tha residua waa dissolved in light patrol, and 
filtered through a ooluan of aluaina* Removal of solvent and 
orys tall la at ion troa ethanol gave triphenyl methane aa white 
needlea*
Yield 230 ngu. (96fJ) m.p. 92-93*
C.IXtXl 1.5-51— ihomyperlnmphthettfllm Perohloraf .
4.8-Dime thoxyperlnaphthan-l-ol (291 agm.), triphonyl 
methyl perohloxmt. (412 aga.), end glaolal aeatlo aold (30 ml.) 
vara refluxed for one minute* Tha deep vine-red aolution vaa 
rapidly chlXXad by oold water* Park reddlah-bronse neadlaa 
depoeited, and vara filtered off, and vaahad auooaaaivaly with 
glaoial aoatlo aold and anhydrous ether* Tha produot vaa
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rapidly reoryetalll&ed froa a email volume of glacial aoetlo 
aold*
C.IX.Xll HrdrjLU?JjL°£.l*
The salt (937 ®fisu) *a* fliesolved in acetone (200 al*)*
and the deep elm*-red solution immediately poured into eater 
(600 ml*)* The solution rapidly became turbid aad a yellow 
prealpitate formed* After 10 minutes the pale yellow emulsion 
was extracted into bensene (5 * 90 ml*)* the estreat was washed 
with water* and dried (S%S04 )* The bensene solution was deep 
red with a green fluorescence. Femoral of solvent left an 
orange solid (457 mgn* ) which was dissolved In s fresh portion 
of bensene (lOQ ml* )• The solution was extracted exhaustively 
with concentrated hydrochloric acid*
worked up in the usual manner* and a small quantity of tarry 
residue was obtained* This was discarded*
ml*)* and the pale yellow solution extracted with chloroform 
(4 x 50 ml*)* The extracts were washed free from acid* then 
dried (HsgSQ|| )• Removal of eolrent laft a pale yellow
Yield 294 agm* (75^)
010^ requires 
found
m*p* dec* 167* 
C,5%5- H*4*04^ Cl*lo.93* 
54.6$ 4.18$ 10*1$
The bensene solution* after the sold extraction* wse
The acid extract (2 5 0 ml*) wae poured into water (1000
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solid whioh wss outlined at 160*/0*5 nn. -h# 
subllnate oryetalllead from aostonoilight patrol (2»5) *• pals 
ysllow platslots. Ths produot has hssn fornulated as
Yield >55 mgrn <58.5*) 138.5-140.5*.
0i48to<\t rwquirea C,00.T< H.4.8#
found 60.0>^ 4.71^
____________________________________________ ____________________________________________
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C.X Th* AU**pt«d Syath»«l» of 1.2-131—  tho»yp«rlnaphttonyllwi
OCHo
J  ©
l' ^ O C H 3 C l 0 4
C.Xtl 2.>-Pla«thoxynaphthal— .
This «a« prepared froa 2 # 3 -d ihy a roxyna ph t haX© ne aa
isdesorlbed by fried lander and Sliberstern.
0.1,11 |3-f 2,3-Dl— thoxr— phthyl ]-propionic — Id.
Anhydrous hydrogen chloride vaa paaeed into aa Ice-cold 
suepension of para-formaldehyde (3 g*) in glaolal acetlo aold 
(1 5 0 ml*) until a clear aolution vaa obtained* A suspension of 
2 93~dlaeth0«ynaphthalene (13 g#) in glaolal aoetlo aold (100 ml*) 
vaa added* The dimethyl ether quickly vent into the eolutlott9 
which developed a pink colour* After four hours9 the eolation 
vaa diluted with vater (2 5 0 al*)9 and the aqueous emulsion vae 
extracted with chloroform (3 x 130 ml*)* The extract vaa washed 
with vater9 dried (KgCCfe )f and solvent removed* A very pale pink
     —  -
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viscous oil was obtained whioh slowly crystallised as 
rosettes of needles*
This produot was dried by aaseotropio distillation with 
anhydrous bensene (5 0 ml*)# and ita ice-cold solution in
i *
bensene (5 ml*) was added to a cooled solution of sodlo- 
aalonio sstsr prepared froa sodium (1*98 &•)• and aaIonic 
ester (28*5 ml.) in ethanol (500 si.)• Almost immediately a 
white solid (HaCl) began to asperate out of the resoilon 
mixture which was allowed to stand at 0* for 48 hours and then 
refluxed for four hours* The bulk of the solvent was removsd 
by distillation and a solution of potassium hydroxide (1 5 g.) 
in water (500 ml*) added* The ester was hydrolysed by boiling 
with this solution for four hours* The cooled solution was 
extracted with ether# and the ethereal extract discarded* The 
alkaline solution was warmed to 80*# and acidified with 
hydro chloric add* A viscous oil separated from the solution# 
and was extracted Into ether* The ether layer was washed with 
water# dried ( C \  }# and solvent was evaporated* The residual 
pale yellow oil cxystalllsed froa acetone as colourlees 
leaflets.
Yield of 0-(2#3-dltt^thoxynaphthylj-malonio acid 9*71 £• 
(26*6^)# m.p. 142-146° with evolution of C(\ •
The substituted aalonic acid (9*71 g * ) was heated 
to 180° in an oil bath* The acid melted and evolved carbon
dioxide* A fter the evolution of gas had oeaeed the fla sk  was 
allowed to oool slow lyt and the product crysta llised  in a 
so lid  oaks* The product was dissolved in ao*tone9 the solution  
was f i lt e r e d 9 and the solvent evaporated* The acid o rysta lllead  
froa a sna il volume of acetone as dense white needles*
Yield 8*2 g* (9®*5$) sup* 191-139*.
C18Ftl04 requires Cf69»23$9 Hf6*19$
found 69*67$ 6*97$
2p3-dlaethoxynaph thy 1Jpropionio acid (8*5 g* ) 
waa added portlonwise to anhydrous hydrogen fluoride (200 n l * )  
in a polythene beaker* As the aold dissolved the solution  
becane deep redp and was allowed to stand fo r  three hours 
with ocosslonal s tirr in g * The reaction mixture waa then poured 
onto toe (1000 g* ) 9 and a fte r one hour the aqueous acid mixture 
wae extracted with ether (4 *  190 n l * ) *  The extraot was 
washed with water (9 *  120 n l * ) 9 sodium hydroxide solution  
( 19$t 4 n 100 n l * ) 9 d is t i l le d  water (9 x 100 n l * ) 9 and dried  
(iCgCC^  ) before the removal of solvent* The ore any white 
residue crysta llised  froa  petrol-bensene ae fluffy white 
needles*
Yield 6.95 g . (82*5$) cup. 99496*
Ctsiift4 C^  requires C974.4$» H93.69$
found 79.79$ 6.04$
C.X.1T 4« 5-PI— tho«rporln»phthan-l-ol.
4§5-Din©thoxyperinaphthan-l-one (5*54 g. ) In ether 
(1 5 0 a l . )  was added a lowly to a stirred solution of lithium  
aluminium hydride (740 ngn. ) in ether (200 m l.). The reaction  
Mixture was boiled fo r  two hours# and then cooled to 10* before
i  1
the cautious addition of water (16 ml.). The resulting mixture 
was poured Into loe-eold dilute HC1 (3H# 500 al.). The ether 
layer was separated# and the aqueous acid layer washed with a 
fresh portion of ether. The extracts were oonblned# washed 
with water# and dried (XgOC^ )• The product oyrstalllsed out 
when the solution was concentrated to low volume. The aloohol 
reorystalllsed as dense white needles froa acetone-light petrol. 
Yields 5*2 g. (94$) m.p. 1*2.5-134*.
Cia^e^i requires C#73.73$t H#6.7$ 
found 73.52$# 6.56$
C.X#Y The Tisaotlon of 4.5-dlaethoxyperlnaphthan-l-ol with 
Stf jfo,. aa»Bg?-2*- 4pld.
4•5-Diae thoxyperlnaphthan-l-ol (466 mguu ), T.B.Q.
(492 agm.) and glaolal aoatlo aold (10 ml.) were oooled in an 
ioe-bath# and when the mixture was just fluid perchloric aold 
(7?$# 0.6 nl.) was added. Ths brown-red mixture became deep 
crimson instantly. The mixture was allowed to warm up slowly
to 1 5% then rap Id 1/ filtered through a sintered glass disc*
When anhydrous ether (60 al*) was added bright red needles 
separated* These were filtered off and washed with dry ether*
The salt can be reorystalllsed froa aoetonltrile containing 
perchloric aold*
Yield 544 aga* a*p* softens > 110* aelts 124*127** 
CigH^Ciq, requires Cf55*51#* Hf4*04#f Clf 10.95# 
found 56*55# 4*32# 8.95#
C^H^CIO* requires 52*89# 3*85# 10*41#
This was the only experlaent in whioh a solid perchlorate 
was obtained* Zn all other experiments carried out a deep
orlason oil was obtained which could not be crystallised* The
* . 
infrared speotrua (nujol) of this salt shows a broad band
•i1119-1094 oku which was assigned to the perohlorate anion*
Ho evldenee was obtained for the presence of a hydroxyl group 
in the product*
The aether liquors were worked up in the usual a&nner 
for quinol whioh waa reorystalllsed from aoetio aold*
Tl*ld 429 a«a. (87*) M.p. 190* (Ltd* a.p. 194*)
■    -
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The ealt (390 mgs*) was dissolved in acetone (3 3 al*) 
and the orange~red solution poured into water (400 nl* )• Bright 
yellow needles lastdlately precipitated froa the solution* These 
were filtered off9 and dried for 36 hours in an evacuated 
dcsalcator over PgC^/xoH*
Tie Id 239 mgs* a.p* 135-13B*
One crystallisation from light petrol-acetone raised 
the aeltlng point to 136*3*136*5*• The ketone did not depress 
the aeltlng point of an authentic saaple of 4»5-diaethoxyperi- 
naphthen-l-one on admixture and the Infrared spectra of the two 
■ubstanoaa in nujol war* aupariapoaakla.
raqulras C,74.9^» B,5.04# 
found 74.32*. 5.l0jt
----------------------------------------------------
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C.XI Th. Preparation of Perlnaphthon-l-oiwa.
3-Methylperlnaphthan-l-one (195 «&*•) triphonylasthyl 
perchlorate (343 »6»*) and glacial acetic acid (30 ml.) were 
refluxed for 4 minutes during which ties the colour of the 
solution changed froa orange-red to deep green. The cooled 
solution woe poured into water (300 nl.)« and the resulting 
greenieh-yellow emulsion was extracted with bensene (3 x 130 
ml.). The extract was washed with water* filtered* and 
extraoted with cone. HC1 (9 x 1)0 al.). The acid extracts 
were poured into water (3 1.) and the pale yellow solution 
extraoted with chloroform (3 x 200 al.). The organic phase 
was washed free froa acid with water* and dried (Hnt804 ) before 
evaporation of the solvent. The pale yellow crystalline 
residue wae sublimed at 1 3 0/3 .5 am. The sublimate crystallised 
as pale yellow prisms from acetone-light petrol.
Ti.ld 131 ngsu (68$) m.p. 153.5-155* (tit*/, sup. 156*).
C^Hj^O calculated C,86.5T% H,5.
found 86.43# 5.12#
The bensene extract woe washed free from acid* dried 
(HOgSOj)* and eolvent removed. The residue wae dieeolved in 
light petrol* and filtered through a ooluan of alumina 
(16 x 2.7 cm.). Evaporation of the elutes gave trlphenylmethane 
which wae oxyetallleed from ethanol.
— — — — — —  -----------
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Yield 200 aga* (80$) a.p* 92-93*.
G.Xl.U
Triphenylaethyl perohlorate (24 g*) and glacial aoetio 
aold (1,2)0 ml*) were warned until a hoaogeneous eolutlon wae 
obtained* A eolutlon of 4»5~dlaethylperln&phthan~l»one 
(,14.7 g*) in glacial aoetio acid (100 al* ) wae added all at 
once* A flooculent orange precipitate iaaedl&tcly forced, and 
the reaction mixture wae allowed to oool slowly to rooa 
temperature* The aalt wae filtered offt and washed with 
anhydrous ether to renowe all tracee of aoetio aold*
The orange perchlorate wae hydrolysed by suspending 
it in acetone (1 5 0 al*) and adding a large woluas of water
V
(1000 al*)* The suspension wae allowed to stand for 15 aln* 
with occasional shaking, and wae then extracted with bensene 
(5 x 4 ->0 ml.). The aqueous phase was discarded, and the 
organic phase wae washed with water, then dried (ltasS04 )* The 
eolutlon, oonoentratcd to low woluae, wae chromatographed on 
a short ooluan of alumina (10 x 2.1 on*) using bensene tether 
(19*1) for dewelopaeat* The eluatee (800 al*) were oonoentratcd 
to oa* 50 al* Ether (5 0 0 al*) wae added, and the product 
crystallised ae bright yellow needles*
Yield 12.74 g. (87$) a.p. 145.5-144.5*
CiiHtt0 requires C,86*48$, 11,5*81$ 
found 66*24$ 5*75$
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C . X X . m  l,2-Dlhr4ro-5»o»o-5H-oyoiop«nt»i /rh IperInaphth«a».
1* 2 » 5f 6~Tetrahydro~7-oxo~7H~oyolopenta( ghjperlnaphthene 
(4*3 e«)» triphenylaethyl perohlorate (7*1 «•) and glacial aoetlo 
aold wore ref luxe d for 10 minutes* Tha ooolcd aolutlon vaa 
poured into water (900 al*)9 and the resulting emulsion vae 
extr&oted with bensene (6 x 2$0 ml* ). The extract vaa then 
vaahed with vater (4 x 150 al*) before being extraoted with 
cono* HC1 (6 x 290 nl*)* The red aold extraote vere poured 
Into vater (4 1*)• and the aqueous aold aolutlon vaa extraoted 
with chloroform (6 x 290 nl*)* The organic extract vaa vaahed 
with vater (2 x I90 al*)9 saturated aodlun bicarbonate aolutlon 
(2 >0 nl* )t vater (1 9 0 nl.)» and dried (Na^fy) - Solution 1,
After the aold extraction* the bensene layer vaa 
vaahed with vater (2 x 290 ml.)t saturated aodlun bicarbonate 
Solution (230 ml.)§ vater (190 nl*)9 and dried (l^CO^) - 
Solution 2*
Solution 1* Solvent vae evaporated froa the filtered solution9 
and the pale yellow residue vae dissolved In the nlnlnun 
volune of bensene* Thle aolutlon vaa chromatographed on a 
column of alunlita (27 x 2*7 om. U Development with benaenaiether 
(111) brought a bright yellow band off the ooluan* Removal 
of solvent froa the pale yellow eluates (1*3 1*) left a yellow 
residue which crystalllssd as yellow needles froa bensene1other 
(3il).
Yield 1*11 g* (46;>) sa.p* darkens at 1 5 0® melts 160-163*
( L i t d a r k e n i n g  at 158• melts 174*)•
The Infrared spectrum in nujol shows 16)9 c a / 1 » 1625 oa**1'
(Lit*9 infrared speotrua (KBr disc.) shows I654 oa**1 « 1616 oa**1 )• 
Solution 2 *  Bensene was removed froa the solution and the 
residue* dissolved in light petrol* was chromatographed on a 
column of aluaina (28 x 2*7 oa*)
The ooluan was first developed with light petrol* 
Evaporation of solvent froa the colourless eluatee followed by 
crystallisation froa ethanol gave triphenyl aethane ae white 
needlee*
ri«ld 3.55 a. (86.5*5) a.p. 92.5-93.5*
Continued elution with bensene-ether (1«1« 1*200 al*) 
brought through a deep red band ae wine-red eluatee* Reaoval of 
solvent gave a viscous red oil whieh would not crystallise* The 
oil was reohroaato :raphod twice on aluaina (27 x 2*7 cm*) using 
bensenetether (111) to develop the ooluan* The red oil thus 
obtained after evaporation of solvent was dissolved in bensene 
(200 al*)9 and screened with oharooal* After filtration* the 
solution was chilled by Immersion in a solid carbon dioxide- 
acetone bath* Ae the flask waraed up to room temperature the 
product crystallised as wine-red platelets* It was recrystallised 
froa bensene1petrol (12tl)*
Tie Id 1*4 g# (32#3^ based on starting material)
Found 0*91.06#* H*4*91^* V«f« 343*
0,oH*o0 requires 90.88^ % 09* *.W. 396
c#xx*iv. r
Perchloric acid 0*23 al#) was added to a
boilia: solution of trlphenyloazfelnol (5 20 nga#}9 and 3»4~ 
dihydro-5-oxo-5H~ben*o; od Jpyrene (512 aga#) in glacial acetic 
aold (100 al#). The solution* whioh had turned deep green* 
was boiled for 5 minutes. It was then poured into water when 
an orange solid precipitated. The organic saterlal was taken 
up in bensene (700 al# )* and the bensene extract was washed ones 
with water before being shaken with oono# SCI (500 al#)# A 
black solid* whioh oaae out of solution* was filtered off* and 
worked up as described below# The acid layer was washed once 
with bensene before dilution with water (3 wol#)# The preolpi* 
tated orange ketone was extracted into ohlorofora* and the 
extract was combined with that resulting froa the decomposition 
of the black solid by shaking with a mixture of water (500 al#) 
and chloroform (73 > al#)# The combined extracts were washed 
free froa aold with water (2 x 150 al#)* and dried (KgCG^) 
before concentration of the eolutlon to oa#10 al# Hot ethanol 
(20 ml#) was added to the hot saturated ohloroform solution* 
and the solution warmed on a water bath to re more the chloroform#
— — — — ------------------------------------------
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5-Oxo-3H-hen»o(od]pyrsns orystallissd froa the cooled solution 
as orange rod prlsas with a green reflex.
Yield 383 aga (7#^) m.p. 218-221® with sublimation 200*
A further 32 agm. were obtained froa the mother 
liquors bringing the total yield up to 437 mga (86$).
Solutions of the ketone In organic solvents display 
an orange-yellow fluorescence while its solutions In oono.
cone. MC19 aoetlo seld9 end aoetonltrlle containing 
perchloric aold are green with a red fluorescence. It dose 
not give a vat dye with either alkaline dithlonate or alcoholic 
aodiua hydroxide and slno.
Cttfli00 requires C,89.8^ 8,3*96^
found 89.67^ 3*79^
C.xif7. »
4~^ethoxyperinaphthan-1-one (318 age*), triphenylaethyl 
perohlorate (830 mga. )f and glaoial aoetlo aold (4 0 ml.) were 
boiled for 10 minutes. The eolation developed a deep red oolour 
and, after oooling, wae poured into water (500 al.)• The 
organic aaterial waa extraoted into bensene (3 x 130 al.), 
and the extract was washed with water before being shaken with 
Cone. HCl (3 x 30 al.). The oooMned aold extracts ware 
poured Into water (300 el.), and the red solution was oxtractad 
with chloroform (3 x 103 al.). The ooablned extract was
______________________
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washed successively with wstsr (1 0 0 ml#)# saturated sodium 
bicarbonate solution (1 0 0 ml#)# water (1 0 0 ml#) and dried 
(Sa,|S04 ) before removal of the solvent# Sublimation of the 
residue at 1/ */ 0 .3 an# followed by orystallieation froa 
light petrol-bensene (1 1 1) gave 4~eethoxyperlaaphthen-l-one me 
orange-yellow needles.
Yi.ld 466 mga. (90$ «.p. 1J9-140* (Lit*.® a.p. 142-143*)
Che infrared spectrum shows oarbonyl at 1632 cm.*1 (ffujol)#
1649 o*."*(CGl4 X U t t t  1632 (solid)f 1642 ca#~*(C&9 ))#
The bensene layer was washed with water (2 x 30 ml.)# 
oaturatad sodium bicarbonate solution (100 ml.)9 water (100 ml#)9 
and dried (HagS04 ) before removal of solvent. The crystalline 
residue# in light petrol# waa filtered through a short ooluan 
of alumina. Solvent wue removed# ana trlphenylmetliane was 
obtained from ethanol aa colourleas needlee.
Yield $04 agm. (85?') a#p. and mixed m#p. 92-95**
c.xi#vx.
Triphex^ylmethyl perchlorate (337 mgta.)# 4»8-dliuethoxy- 
perlnaphthan-l*on& (246 mgm#)f and glacial acetic acid (40 ml#) 
ware refluxed for five minutes. The p^rohlorate which separated 
froa tha cooled solution as dark red needles was filtersd off 
and washed with dry ether.
The salt (296 agm#) was hydrolysed with potassium 
hydroxide solution (2R§ 200 ml.)# After 1$ minutes ths organic
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saterial was extracted Into bensene (4 * 1^0 al*)* The 
extract waa washed with water (3 * 1'0 al.)* dried (ffajS:)4 ) 
and solwant was removed* Ths residue crystallised froa 
patrolsbansane (111) aa orange-yellow needlas*
Yield 169 age. a.p* 137.5-139*5#
The aoatlo aold mother liquors wars poured Into water 
(5 0 0 al*) and the emulsion was extracted with bansana (3 x 100 
al*)* ?he organic layer was washed with water (100 al*)9 
saturated sodium bloarbonata solution (150 ml*)# and water 
(100 al*) before being: dried (ftSgSOf)* Evaporation of ths 
solvent left a residue whioh was chromatographed on a ooluan 
of alumina (10 x 2*7 cm*)* Elution with light petrol brought 
off trlphenylaethane which crystallised froa ethanol as 
oolourless plates*
Yield 232 aga* (91?*) a*p* and alxed a*p* 92-93**
Elution with ether and reaowal of solvent gave a 
further saall quantity of 4»B«dlaethoxyperlnaphthen-l-one 
bringing the total yield to 219 aga* (88^)*
OitHia0^  requires Cf74*99^ nf5*04^
found C f76*5# 76*7^ a95*12?» 5*4$
0.XX.TU *
4#5-X>Xaethoxyperlnaphthan-1-one (295 aga*)9 triphenyl- 
methyl perohlorate (4I6 aga.)9 and glaolal aoetio aold (3 0 al*) 
were refluxed for 15 alnutee* The cooled reaotlon mixture wae
   _ .
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hydrolysed by the addition of water (5 0 0 al.)# and the organlo 
aaterial wae extraoted Into bensene (4 x 100 al.). The bensene 
layer was washed well with water# dried (KgO<% )# and the 
solvent wae reaoved under reduoed pressure* The residual oil 
was dissolved In light petrol-benzene (Is Is 30 al.)# and 
ohroaatographsd on an alualna ooluan (23 x 2.7 cm.). Initial 
developaent with light petrol eluted trlphenyl aethane froa 
the ooluan. with ether as eluant a pale yellow band aoved 
quickly down the ooluan. 1 vaporatlon of solvent froa the 
eluatee gave a residue whloh gave yellow needles after one 
crystallisation froa bensene-llght petrol.
Yield 222 ago. (7&) n . p .  137-137.5*
0,(8,,% require* C, 74.99^ H.5.04'*
found 74.32“’ 5.10S&
C.X1I AbBtraotlon of r.ydride Ion by Quinones In the presence of
iPerchloric Acid with the Foraatlon of :rganlo Cations. 
O.XII.l. Perlnaphthenyliua Perohloratei let Preparation*, 
Perlnaphthene (630 aga.) In glacial aoetlo aold 
(20 al.) was added to a solution of ohloranll (1#2 30 aga.) and 
perchloric aold (72<| 1 al.) in glaolal aoetlo aold (1J0 al.) 
at 50*. Perlnaphthenyliua perohlorate precipitated iaoodiately 
as yellow needles, anhydrous ether (200 al.) was added to 
ooaplete precipitation# the salt was filtered off# and washed
16?
with a further portion of dry ether (200 al*)* The product 
wae dried for aa hour la aa evacuated desiccator over Ps %/k >8
Yield 995 *€■• (75$)*
The mother liquors and the ethereal washes were 
combined, and diluted with water (IfQOO al#). The ether 
layer was separated* and washed free froa acetic acid with 
water# The ether layer was then extraoted with potassium 
hydroxide solution (I0$t 3 x 100 al#)f and the alkaline 
extraot acidified with dilute hydrochloric sold# The preclpi* 
tated qulnol was extraoted Into ether# The ethereal solution 
was dried (Ha^SO*)* and ths solvent reaoved# The residue 
orystallised froa aoetio aold as white needles#
Yield 1#09 g* (90$) m.p# 230° (Llt#*° s#p# 232*)
This experlaent was repeated using acetonitrlle 
(100 al#) as solvent# Perlnaphtheqyllua perchlorate (J87 aga#| 
4 4 $ )  and qulnol ( 1 # 0 4  g « »  6 4 $ )  were obtained#
C.XIItll
The salt (1,967 aga#)9 prepared ae described In 
experlaent (C#XXItl)» wae dieeolved In acetone (60 al#)9 and 
the eolutlon poured Into wara« distilled water (600 al#)#
After the hydrolyele wae ooaplete the eaulelon wae extraoted 
with bensene# The bensene layer was washed with water, dried
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(Na^ S 04 ), and solvent was resowed. The reel duel brown solid 
« u  dieeolwed in light petrol-bensene (lsl| 50 ml,), and 
chromatographed on alunlna (20 x 2.7 on.). The ooluan waa 
then eluted with light petrol (1*5 1*) followed by ether (2 1.)
- Solvent waa ewaporated froa the petrol eluatee, and the
white crystalline residue (540 aga*) dieeolwed in ethanol (10 al*) 
Trinltrobeneene (814 age*) in ethanol (10 al*) wae added when 
orange-red needlea «eparated out. Those were filtered off and 
reoryetalliaed froa ethanol*
Yield 652 aga [this accounta for 286 aga of perinaphthene and
thus for 25^ of the pe r Inapht he nyllua perohlorate J 
a*p* 151-155# (tiitlt a*p. 151-152#| Lit.* a.p* 159*)•
Removal of aolwent froa the ether eluatee gawe a tarry 
residue whioh waa dieeolwed in bensene (50 al*)* The eolutlon 
wae extracted with oono. 8CI (8 x 100 al*), and the ooabined deep 
red extraote were poured into water (5 !•)• The eeparated 
aold phaee wae extracted with ohlorofora (5 a 150 al*), and the 
ohlorofora extracts were washed free froa aold with water and 
then dried (ifa^ BO^ )* ivaporation of aolwent left a yellow 
crystalline residue whioh waa sub Used at 15 >*/o*5 aa* The 
sublimate crystallised froa aoetone-light petrol ae pale yellow 
prlsas*
Yield 455 aga [thie accounts for 54$ of the perinephthenyliua
perohlorate J
1 ^  -
16?
■•p. 154-156** six*6 a.p. with an authentic apeclaen of 
porinaphthon-l-ono 153-155*.
The Isolated hydrolysis products account for 57* of 
the perlnaphthenyliun perohlorate.
C.XII,111 ifor^gfttJtffliarl.luB Pew^orato..-„2ad, jyopsiytlon.
Perlnaphthene (630 agau) in glacial acetic aold (5 al.) 
waa added to a solution of 1#4-benzoquinone (540 agmi) in 
glacial acetic aold (20 al.) containing perchloric acid (72$#
1 al.). The solution at onoa beoaae greeni«h-yellow and peri* 
napht he ny H u m  perohlorate crystallised Immediately ss pale yellow 
needles. The aslt was quickly filtered off# washed with dry 
ether (2oo al.)9 and dried in a vacuum desiccator for one hour 
over P* o$ /KOH. 
field 1#080 mga (60.^).
The mother liquors sad ethereal washes were combined 
and diluted with water (600 ml.). The ether layer was 
ss para ted# and to it was sddsd the ethereal washings obtained 
on washing the aqueous sold layer with ether. The combined 
extracts were washed free from acid# and then extracted with 
potasslua hydroxide solution (50$» 5 x 50 nl.). The alkaline
layer was separated# and aoldifled with oono. HC1. The pro* 
olpltated hydroqulnone was filtered off# air dried# and 
rcorystalllsed from bensene.
flow 493 ■««. (91*) «.p. 172* (lit., a.p.1?2*)
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0.XII,IV. Perinaphthenyllua Perchlorate «. jrd Preparation* 
Tetrachlor0-lf2-bensoqulnon© (737*4 *««•)in glacial 
acetic acid (1 5 al*) containing perchloric aold (7^» 1 al#) 
vaa added to a aolution of perlnaphthsne (496*6 ago.) in glacial 
aoatlo aold (5 al*)* The daap rad colour of tha qulnone vaa 
iaaadlately discharged, tha aolution baoaaa greenish-brown 
and parlnaphthonyllua parchlorata praolpltatad* Anhydrous 
athar (20 al*) vaa added to tha reaction aixture vhioh vaa than 
rapidly filtered* Tha product vaa vaahad vith dry ether 
(100 al*) and dried In a vacuum deelocator over P909/k0H for 
one hour*
Tiald 654 «g» (79*9#).
C*XXX,V* Pcirlnaphthaayliun Perchlorate - 4th Preparation*
Parinaphthana (496*6 aga* j in glacial acetic aold 
(5 al*) vaa added to a aolution of 2#5-dlcyano-l,4-bensoqulnoaa 
(474*4 aga*) in glacial aoatlo aold (12 al*)* Tha orange 
aolution baoaaa daap greenish-brown and immediate precipitation 
of pala yellow needlee took plaoe* Dry ether (20 al*) vaa 
added and the emit filtered off ianadiatalyv and washed with dry 
ather* Ihe perchlorate vaa dried in a vacuus desiccator over 
Pe C\|/xoH for one hour*
Tiald 687.2 *g » *  (67*5^).
C.XIX,VI PTiMphthoqyllu* P»rshlgr,_tv - 5th l‘rgjg»«mtloa.
To perlnaphthene (498.6 aga.) la glaolal aoetio aold 
(5 al.) waa added a eolutlon of 1,2-naphthoquinone (474*5 aga*) 
and perchloric acid (12$% 1 al*) in glacial aoetio acid (35 al*) 
The solution became dark brownish-green, and on the addition of 
a few drops of dry ether s precipitate of yellow needles slowly 
oaas out of solution. Dry other (60 ml.) was added to 
ooaplete precipitation. The product waa rapidly filtered off, 
washed with dry ether, and dried for one hour in a vacuum 
dee locator ower P8 \ I k oU $
Yield 345*4 aga* (43$)*
C*XZI,V11 i?eriMpht|^AyAlu^.i^J^blo.gat|L_^\h Preparation.
9,10-Phenanthraqulnone (624*6 aga*) and perchloric 
aold (72$| 1 al*) were dieeolwed in glaolal acetic aold (5 0 al*) 
and added to a solution of perlnaphthene (4986 aga*) in glacial 
aoetio sold (5 al*)* The orange eolutlon became greenish-brown 
end after a few seconds yellow needles precipitated, anhydrous 
ether (100 al*) wae added, and the product quickly filtered off, 
washed with dry eth<*r, and dried in an ewaouated deeiooator 
ower Fft %/K0U for one hour, 
field 428.2 aga. (54$)*
C.XIX,Will 1,4*7-Trigethylperinaphthenyliua Perohlorate.
Tetraohloro-l,2-bensoQuinone (492 aga.) and perchloric 
acid (72$, 1 al.) in glacial aoetio acid (1) al.) were added to
 _  .     .
a solution of >,699-triaethylperinaphthens (416*4 ragm*)* Tha 
solution darkenad9 and bsoaas slightly wars* It was ohlllsd 
vith oold watsr while dark brown needles separated• These wars 
filtered offt washed with dry ether and rsorystalllssd froa
> i
aostonitrlls giving the salt as bronse~needles*
Tisld 568*5 aga* (92*6^) tup* dso* > 240#*
T*B*<i* (596 aga*) and perchloric aold (72$9 0*2 al*) 
in aostonitrlls (6 al*) wars addsd to a solution of lt2»dlhydro» 
5ti*oyolopsnta{gh Jperinaphthans (466 aga*) in aestonitrils (10 al*) 
The solution laasdlatsly baoaaa dark greenv and a dark green 
solid ssparatsd out* this was filtorad off, and washsd with 
dry sthar (5 0 al*)*
Yield of green solid 287 aga*
Tha aothsr liquors wsrs further dllutsd with athar 
(150 al*) and waahad wall with water* Tha solution was thsn 
extracted with potsselua hydroxide solution (33^# 3 a 80 al*)9 
and tha alkaline axtraot washsd onoa with athar bafora 
ssidifioation with oonoentrstad 8C1* Tha praoipitatad quinol 
was sxtraotad into other (3 x 150 al*)9 and tha atharaal layer 
drisd (Sa,S04 ) bafora rsaoval of solvent* Tha rasidua was 
obtainad aa needles on oryatalliaation froa aoatio aold*
Yiald 462 aga* (76*6$) a. p. 192* (Ut*t* a*p* 194*)
In another auoh experiment with the hydrocarbon 
(1 gn*)« T*B*Q,* (1*26 g*) and perchloric acid (72$% 0*4 ml*) the 
y ie ld  of qulnol wee 1*046 g* (81*04^)*
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O.XXXI Th« P.turdr» tlon-dahydrog,n»t1,n of So—  P«rln»phth«n-
l-ol. by Qalnoa,, In th« Pr»,«no« of Prohlorlo A.id.
0.XXXX.1 X.4.7»Trl—  tiarlp,rlj>aphth«nrllw ProMor.*..
Tetrachloro-l#2-ben*oquinone (964 nga. ) and perchloric 
M i d  (72*| 1 al*) were diceolred In ^iicitl aoetio aoid (20 al.), 
and added to 9f6#9-trlnethylperiaaphthaii»l'»ol (904 aga*) in 
glaolal Metlo aold (20 al*) at 90* • The salt oryetallleed 
immediately froa the hot eolutlon ae copper coloured needlee.
The salt wee filtered fron the cooled eolutlon and eaehed with 
dry ether (190 al.).
Held i#093 aga* (89*) a.p* dee.) 240*.
O.XIIIfll l^Methogyperliiaphthtnyliua Perohlorate.
A eolutlon of tetraohloro*»l#2«bensoqulnone (492 aga*) 
and perohlorio M i d  (72*t 0*39 al*) In glaolal Metlo aold 
(20 al*) w m  added to 4~*ae thoxy per Inapht h*n«l»ol (428 aga*) la 
glaolal Metlo aold (20 al*)* The eolutlon beoaae dark red* 
and the ealt oryetallleed ae orange*»red needlee whioh were 
filtered off and waehed with dry ether*
Yield 916 aga (88*) a.p* 177*9-180*9*
C*XXXX#11 l*5-2)laethoxyperlnaphthinyllua Perohlorate.
4#8~Dimethoxyperinaphthan-l-ol (244 aga.) in glaolal 
Metlo M i d  (10 al*) w m  added to a eolutlon of T*B*Q. (246 aga.) 
and perohlorio M i d  (72*# 0.2 al*) In glaolal aoetio M i d  (10 al. )•
X75
fte solution kttta* loop sol* and on addition of dip otter 
(30 nl.} proolpltntod Md noodloo whloh wore flltored off and 
sooted with dry otter*
tiald 299 ngn. (79*) »*P* doo*> 187*
^ ■   -----------------
C . X I V .  £ h s . A ^ t r a o ^
Chloranll (61$ &gau t 2*5 amole) waa dissolved In 
aa thy la no chloride (90 al*)* and tha pale yellow eolation cooled 
to room temperature In a flask through whloh a stream of dry 
nitrogen waa paseed. Perlnaphthene (630 ngn.t $ mmole) In 
aathylana chloride (10 al*) waa than added to tha solution whloh 
immediately becaas deep blue due to radioal formation.
Tha deep bias eolation wan diluted with athar (200 nl.)» 
and tha ethereal aolutlon waa than extraoted with aqueous potassium 
hydroxide (15«t 3 x 100 nl.). Tha alkaline axtraot was washed 
onoa with athar before being acidified with cone. HCl. Tatra* 
chloro-I,4~hydroqulnone whloh eaparatad out waa extraotad Into 
athar. Tha ethereal axtraot was dried (Na^s ?4 )9 and solvent 
removed. The white residua crystallised froa glacial aoetlo 
aold aa white needles.
Ti.ld 450 .ga. (7CeS). a.p. 2J0* (Mti* 2J0*).
This experiment was carried out with chloranll In 
several different solvents. In eaoh case* radioal formation 
vaa observed.
■Ig&Bft*________VoXjas_____% Lainol.
hoetunitrile 90 nl. $6
Nitronsthane 90 nl. 60
Aoetlo Aold 90 ml. not Isolated
ITT
C*XXY »1I
A solution of perlnaphthene (415 *ga*f 2*5 aaaole) in
msthylene chloride (10 al*) was added to ohloranil (6 5 0 aga*»
2*5 made) in me thy lens chloride (9 0 ml*) under nitrogen* The 
blue colour of the perinaphthyl radical wae iaaedlatsly obssrvsd* 
The reaction Mixture waa diluted with etherv and worked up ae 
described in (C*XI?#1). fteoovsred qulnol wee reorjstallies* fro® 
glacial acetic acid*
Held 210 aga* (34$).
C.XIVtlll
■ethylene chloride ( 5 al*) wae added to chlomnil (126 aga*|
0*5 aaole) in methylene chloride (20 ml*)* Thr deep blue colour 
of the radical waa observed* The solution was diluted with 
ether (100 el*) and chromatographed without delay on an aluaina 
column (20 x 2* 17 cm* )• The radios! travelled rapidly dowa the 
eolusm9 and wae obtained ae a d e a r  blue solution freed froa 
traces of yellow material famed an exposure to light* The bulk 
of the radical was collected in 200 el* of eluatea*
shows a broad absorption maximum at 61 -615 mu* Its absorption 
speotruu wae identical in the region 750 -5 0 0 ora with that of
A aolution of perlnaphthene (166 aga*| 1 aaole) in
The visible spectrum of the radical in (Plate 1)
the radical prepared from the perlnaphtheaide anion*is
I T
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c.XIV,IV PKlntphthtmUiui lodld. froa
A solution of perlnaphthyl9 prepared in aethyleae 
ohloride as described In (C.XI791) was treated dropwlss with 
a solution of iodine In methylene chloride (2 ga. iodine in 
1)0 al* aethylene chloride) until the blue colour of the 
radical had almost leen discharged. The blaok oolld whioh 01 
out of eolutlon wae removed immediately by filtration and washed 
with bensone and dry ether. It la insoluble In non-polar 
solvents but dissolves readily in polar solvents giving blue-green 
to green solutions whioh beoome yellow on standing. The salt 
can be stored in definitely under nitrogen.
Held 21$ nga. (14*1# based on perlnaphthene)
C.XIV.y. ?erinaphthyl - 4th ^ p a r a U o n .
Perlnaphthene ( 8 J C  mgm.I 5 mmole) in methylene chloride 
(20 mi.) was addsd to a solution of bensoquinone (5 4 0 .3 aga.9 
5 maolc) In aethylens chloride (20 nl.)» The addition waa followed 
by the formation of a deep red colour which persisted for JO 
seconds9 and than became deep green. Quinhydrone began to orys- 
talllee out. The deep green lustrous plates were filtered off 
and recryutalllsed froa ethanol.
H e ld  405 nga. (1.86 mmole which w ill  contain 204 aga. o f
hydroqulnone9 i.e., 74.5#) 
a.p. 1?2* ( U t . # a.p. 172*)
1T9
A solution of T.B.Q. ( 2 4 6  agm»% 1 mmole)* dissolved 
In methylene chloride (10 ml.}* was added to a solution of 
per inapht bene (3,52 mg®. 1 2 mmole) in methylene chloride (3 ml.). 
The solution* which became deep blue* waa diluted with ether* 
and waa then extracted with aqueous potassium hydroxide (5G^§
3 x 25 al*)• The attract waa washed once with ether* acidified 
by oono* HCl* and the resulting white precipitate waa axtraotad 
into athar* The ethereal layer waa dried (Ha*S04 ) before 
remoral of solvent* Crystallisation of the residue from 
glacial acetic acid gave tetraohlorocateohol aa whlta needles. 
Ylrld 193 mgm (7«S) ..p. 190-193* ( U » ‘t a.p.194*
C.xiv.vn Perlnaphthyl - 6th Pr*p»r»tlo».
A brownieh-rad aolutlon of 1*2-naphthoquinone (156 mgm.f 
1 mmole)* in methylsns ohlorlda (20 ml*) wms addsd to peri- 
naphthene (332 mgm*» 2 mmols) in methylene ohlorlda (10 ml*)*
The colour deepened to red* and slowly to deap greenish blue 
over about two mlnutse* The solution of the radioal waa 
dilutad with ether (120 al*)» then extracted by aqueous alhall 
(15$ K0H| 3 x 5J ml*)* The alkaline extract waa acidiflad by 
oono* KC1* the precipitated qulnol waa extraoted into chloro­
form (3 x 100 ml*)* The extract wae washed once with water* 
dried ( s )4 ) and solvent removed. The residue waa than
C.XIV,Y1
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crystallised fron carbon disulphide.
Yield 10? «gn (67$) 10}-lOd#
c.xTVfVin. aaaaeB&saarljs- 7*k fgp«8Siaa>
To perlnaphthene (332 ssgmi 2 aaole) in aethylene 
ohlorlde (10 al.) wae added a aolution of 99l0»phenanth?aquinone 
(206 aga* 1 aaole) In aethylens chloride (60 al.). The solution 
became dark greenieh-felue at onoe9 and wae diluted with ether 
(150 «!•)• The eolation wae quickly chromatographed on aluaina 
(20 at 2.7 oa.). The radical mowed quickly down the column. The 
eluatee were d e a r  blue in colour and the epeotrua in the region 
750*500 mu wae ldentioal with that obtained In (C.XI?9111).
C.XIVf IX. l^r^aj^th^l, rm& & . , ? * 2 S S ^ l o &
2,3*I>loyeno*lf4*benaoquinono (156 ^a.| 1 aaole) in 
methylene ohlorlde wae added to perlnaphthene (3 5 2 aga.» 2 aaole) 
in methylene ohlorlde (10 ml.). The bright blue colour of 
perinaphthyl formed instantly. Ether (120 al.) wae added# and 
the aolution wee chromatographed on aluaina (20 x 2.7 oa.) at 
once. The radioa1 wae oolleoted ae a clear blue eolutlon in 
the first 200 ml. of eluate. The visible epeotrua in the 
region 750*500 au wae ldentioal with that obtained In (C.XXV9111).
Freshly distilled phonylhydr&aine (5*4 g*) was added 
to a eolation of 4,5~dimethylperinaphthmn-l-on© (!□•$ g.) la 
ethanol (160 al*) followed by hydroohlorio aold (0*5 al*)*
The orange-red solution was boiled far six minutes during whioh 
time a flooeulent orange-yellow solid precipitated* The 
reaction mixture was rapidly oooled, and the solid filtered 
off* The latter was washed with ethanol (100 ml*) and 
reorystalllsed from methanol as straw coloured needles.
Yield 15*6 g. (91%) m.p. 132-135* dso*
requires CfB}.94%$ n96.71%9 If,9*33#. 
found 83*89?*, 6*74# 9#43?*
C*XV911 3-Methylporinaphthan-l-one ;henylhrdrasone*
Phenylhydraaino (2*45 al*) was added to a solution of 
3-aethylperlnaphthan-l-ons (4*9 €•) in ethanol ($0 ml*) 
followed by oono* BC1 (0*23 al#)* The solution was refluxed 
for 10 minutes while the colour of the solution changed froa 
pale straw to deep red* On cooling9 a pale yellow solid 
crystallised out* This was filtered off, washed with ethanol, 
and on reorystallisatloa froa methanol formed straw coloured 
needles*
------- -
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H e ld  5.83 g .  (54*3^ ) a .p .112- 114* dec.
Cg0lijgH| requires 0,83*89^, B,6.33'£# H»9*78^
found 85. 47^  7*49$ 9*961*
C.XT.lll 4,f8-Sljg^
lhwnylhydrasjine (0.4 al*) wae added to 4»o-dlacthoxy- 
perinaphthan-1-one (820 agm. ) atesolved in ethanol (10 nl.) 
followed by oono. HCl (0*09 nl.). The solution wae refluxed 
for 5 ainutee. Orange-yollow needles separated froa the cooled 
eolation, and were filtered off. The product wae washed with 
ethanol, ana recryetalliced froa aethaaol«ethane1 (0*1) ae 
pale yellow needlee.
TieId 689.5 *e*. (61. 3#) a .p . 132- 135*
09il\iQnll09 requires C,7%88^ H,6.07#» £,8.43# 
found ?6.15# 6. 59# 7*951*
4• 5-»i*ethylperinapht/iairi-l-oiie phenylhydrasone (7*2> g* , 
g la c ia l  a ce tic  acid (200 a l . )  and perchloric acid (?2#§ 2 nl*) 
were refluxed fo r  15 minutes during which tin e dark brown 
needles separated from the dark red so lu tion . The product was 
f ilte r e d  iron the cooled reaction Mixture, washed with dry ether, 
and the dried s a lt  stirre d  in d is t i l le d  water (do n l.)  fo r  
5 ninutes. The solid was then f i lte r e d  off, washed with other* 
and a ir  dried. H ecrystallisatio n  from a c e to n itr ile  containing
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a trace of perohlorlo acid gave the perchlorate aa bronae 
needles*
Tield 4.45 «. (47.5*) a.p. 540*
CsjH,sIfCla« requires C,66.06*, H,4.25* 3,5*67*
found 65.7* 4.5* 5.59*
C.XV.V. 5i6=P-iaf tfrylnaphthol 1.8a,6-ab joarbagole.
A sixturo of 5#<'>~Jlaethylnaphtho[ 1,6a, 8-ab jcarbasolltia 
perchlorate (451 aga.), netbaaol (5 0 al.), and aqueous anuonAa 
(111 of eaten 88 ) auonlst 130 nl.) wae shaken for 10 ainutee. 
Ether (200 al.) aaa than added, and the mixture waa shaken at 
frequent Intervals over a period of one hour* Durine this tlae 
the ether layer becane deep red. This process wae repeated with 
fresh portions of ether till no nore colour waa Inparted to the 
ethereal layer* The combined extracts ware then washed fra# 
froa seaonla (water), dried (HatS04 ), and the volume of solvent 
reduced to 150 nl* The deep wine red solution was then filtered 
through aluaina (5 1 2*7 «•), A red band moved through quickly 
leaving a dark band at the top of the Ooluan. Tha aolution was 
concentrated to ca. 75 al., and was then filtered through a 
sintered glass dlao before being cooled* The brownieh«red 
needles which separated wore filtered off, anti further evaporation 
of the solvent gave a second crop* Complete removal of the 
solvent left a brown residue which waa not completely soluble la 
organic solvents*
^  -
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Yield 155, 113 aga. (85*14^1 a.p.170* on block preheated to 170* 
O , ^ , *  require* C,89.64^ H,5.3«£» 4,4.98# 
fouad 88.OX# 5.84^, 5.53#
The base oould be reorystalllsed froa ourbontetrachloride, 
aoetonltrile, and ethanol giving a uicrocryetalllne product. 
Prolonged heating la any solvent leads to polymerisation, and 
considerable looe.
C •3CV,Y1 l-tethyInaphtho  [ 1 .8a.8~ab
The dark red solu tion  of 3«aothylperlnaphthan*l«»oaa 
phenylhydrasone (1*75 £ .) t  perohlorio acid (72$* 1 m l.) and 
g la o la l nontlc  aold (5 0 sal.) was boiled under roflux for 20 
minutes* during whioh timo dark red needles separated out.
After cooling, these were filtered off washed free from aoetio 
aold with ether, and the product shaken with distilled water 
(30 ml.) for five minutes. The filtered and dried product waa 
reorystalllsed from aoetonitrile.
Yield 666 mgm. (>1.6$) a.p. >40*
O^H^NCIC^ requires C ,65. 3$t H*>.04$f **> .81$
found 64. 38$ , 4. 03$  3. 67$
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C.XVI So—  Appro»oh«» to tlx Preparation of 2.j-Dlforarl-
— r U n pMhon-l-o—  «n* to 4,VPlf*rsyll*rl— phthoa-l-o— • 
C. XT 1,1 y-Hydroxyo thy len»-3~»e thyl-l-oxo-porlaophtbani.
Dried ethyl formate (44*4 g«i 48*2 ml*) wae added to 
powdered sodium methoslde (froa eodiumf 13 £ • J suepeaded la 
bensene* After 10 minutes* 2-methylperinaphthan-l-one (50 g*) 
in bensene (450 ml*) was added orer 5 minutes* The mixture 
became yellow-brown with a green tinge* and the bulk of the 
sodium methoxlde went into solution* After 10 minutes a yellow 
solid began to precipitate from the solution* The mixture wae 
allowed to stand for a further 4 hours at room temperature* The 
flask was swirled frequently and a voluminous yellow precipitate 
cane out of solution*
The mixture was poured into water (1*2 1*) and the 
sodium salt extracted by shaking the mixture* The bensene phase 
was washed with aqueous sodium hydroxide (5^ 1 250 ml*)* The 
combined alkaline extracts were washed with ether (2 x loo ml*) 
before acidification (oono* HC1)* The pale yellow oil whloh 
separated out qulokly crystallised* and was extraoted into 
bensene* The extract was washed free from aold with water* then 
dried (Ha*S04) before removal of solvent under reduced pressure* 
Ether (2 5 0 til*) was added to a solution of the 
hydroxymethylene compound in bensmme (120 ml*)* and the product 
crystallised immediately in clusters of bright yellow needles*
■* ...
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T l t U  49 g* (®5^) ■.p. 116.6.119*
requires 0,80.4^ H,5«41°
found 79.9^ 5.1#
C.XVI,11 The attsaptsd oildatlon of 2.i>rdyo«rP»tigl.«i.=l 
— t tur 1 - 1-ox op e rina ph thane by atlsnlua dlo.xljk 
The hydroxyaethylene ketone (6.73 g«l 0.03 mole) 
was disiolvtd in gltoltl aoatlo aoid (60 al.) and selenlua 
dioxide (freshly •ablla»d9 1*63 g«i 0.0165 aola) vaa addad to 
tha aolution followed by glacial aoatlo aold (40 al.). Tha 
flaak vaa heated on a bolliag vatar bath for 43 minutes.
Selenium began to preolpltate out laaadlataly on tha valla 
of the flaak. Tha ooolad aolution vaa diluted vith ohlorofora 
($00 al.) and vatar (200 al.)* than shaken up and filtered 
through a bad of oallta to raaova colloidal aalenlua. Tha 
filtered aolution vaa vaahed free froa aold vith water* than 
extracted vith aqueous alkali until tha axtraota vara oolourleaa• 
The ohlorofora aolution vaa than vaahed vith vatar* dried 
(X$CC^ )* and eolvent removed. A brittle dark brown residue 
remained. Thle appeared to be polymeric* and oould not be 
oryetallleed froa any of the usual solvents.
Yield 3.88 g. a.p. no observable molting point.
C.XYZflll - *.hyarobr<>.ip»tipn of
2-hydroxy— thy Ions-}-— thyI-l-oxo-p«rlnaphthan».
The hydroxyaethylene ketone (2.1 g.)* freshly prepared
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H<*bronoeucoinlaid® (1*96 g*» 10> exoess), and carbon tetra- 
ohlorlda (180 al*) ware refluxed for 2} houra* During: thia 
time the fl-broaoauccinimide dissolved completely, and suocinlalde 
floated to the surfsoe* The flask was then immersed in an ice* 
bath for two hours* Suocinlalde was filtered off9 and the 
solvent was reaoved under reduced pressure* The product was 
obtained as a pale yellow oil which deooaposes on standing* 
Triethylaaine (freshly distilledi 6 al*) was added to the 
residual oil in ethanol (30 al*)t and the dark red solution 
was refluxed for 2 hours* /hit© needles separated froa the 
solution on cooling, and dissolved on the addition of water 
( D O  al*)* The organlo aaterial was extracted into ohlorofora 
(5 )0 al*)9 the ohlorofora Idyer washed free froa aaiae by auoh 
water, and the unchanged hydroxyac thy lens ketone by dilute 
alkali solution (7» K )H| 150 al*), and water (100 al*) before 
being dried (Na,S 04 ) • The solution was reduced to low volume, 
charcoal screened (3 times), and solvent reaoved completely*
The residue *ae dissolved in the oinlaua voluae of bensene 
petrol wae added, and the resulting eolutlon cooled in a solid 
carbon dioxlde-aoetone bath* A dirty yellow nioroorystalllns 
aolld waa obtained* This was filtered off, end sublimed with 
difficulty at 100*/0*1 aa* The substance eublimed slowly, 
and any increase in the block temperature resulted in much 
decomposition*
Ti.ld 490 aga. (2 3.9#) a.p. softens > 130* aelte 142-149*.
In an experlaent using 10*5 g* of the hydroxyaethylene 
ketone and 8.9 g« of N«broaosuocinlmide the following yields 
of products were obtainedt 
Sucoinimide* 4.62 g. (93$)•
Sublimate 1*94 g* (19$)*
C.XVI*IV. rho reaction of broalne with 4.5-diaethylperi-
naphthen-l«*one. ,
4*5-Eiraethylperinaphthen~l-one (1 .0 4 g«) sad carbon 
tetrachloride (60 ml.) were warned gently until a homogeneous 
solution was obtained* and a stream of dry nitrogen was then 
bubbled through the solution. A gas bottle containing dry 
bromine (0.2$ ml.) was then introduced into the gaa stream* and 
the bromine vapour was slowly carried over into the reaotlon 
flask. Almost Immediately a reddiah-orange solid began to 
preolpltate out of the solution. The addition of broalne took 
alnoet 3 hours for completion* and the solution was refluxed 
for a further 15 minutes. The solid was filtered froa the cooled 
solution* and air dried. Evaporation of the solvent froa the 
filtrate left an intractable oil which was discarded.
Yield 1.159 g*
A portion of the product (352 agm.) wss shaken with 
acetone (10 ml.)* and water (100 al.) was added to the suspension.
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Almost immediately a pal® yellow solid oaa® out of solution* 
After standing for 10 alnat®® th® solid was extraoted into 
bensene (2 a 90 al*)9 and the bensene layer was washed with 
water (5 a 90 nl*) before being dried (Kag$Q|)* The solvent 
was then removed*
The pale yellow residue chromatographed homogeneously 
on alualna (10 a 2*7 oa*) using bensene to develop the ooluaa* 
The pale yellow eluatee were ooncentrated9 and the produot 
crystallised three tiaes froa light petrol-bensene giving yellow 
lustrous needles* The produot hae been foraulated aa 2-broao*
415~&i**thylperinaphthen«l»one•
Tleld 200 aga* a.p* 1$1*9-154#5* dec.
CiSHtiCBr require® Brf27*83$ 
found 26*89^
C . m , V  Tha R w v i a n  of ehroayl Chlorida with 4.VS1— thyl
4»5-Dl»ethyXp«rinaphth«n-l-one (1*04 g*) »aa dlanoXrad 
in oarbon tatraohXorlda (200 al.)» and tha solution aaa ooolad 
to 19#* A freshly prepared aolutlon of ohroayl ohlorlda 
(1*69 al*) in oarbon tetraohloride (10 al*)9 added dropwlee to 
the solution9 gave an immediate orange precipitate• when the 
addition wae complete the orange eolld wae filtered off9 and 
air dried*
Yield 2*204 g.
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This •olid v«i hydro lye® d by stirring • sue pons ion of 
it In * nixturn of sodium dithlonato eolutlon end benzene for 4$ 
minutes. Ths organic layer waa aaparatad» waahed with watsr9 
dried (HajSC^)# and aolwent re mowed. The residue was oharooal 
screened In b*as*ne~chlorofora solution and oryatalllaad aa 
needlee froa benaene•ether.
Yield 612 mgm. m.p. and nixed a.p. with 4*5*dlaethylperl*
naphthen-l-one 140*142*•
O.XfI.VI. Th« R.motlon of H-Bro.o.uoolnlald. with 4.5- 
riu8tfrylp.rInaphth.n-1-on. In th. Pr.«.no. of 
Ban.oyl f.roxld*.
4f b-Diaethylperinaphthon-l-one (1*04 g.)$ BT*broao* 
euooininlde (5*56 g.)9 a trace of bensoyl peroxide, and 
carbon tetrachloride (160 al.) were refluxed for 20 hr.f oooled, 
and the precipitated solid filtered off. Upon the addition 
of pyridine (5 al.) to the cooled eolutlon there waa an iaaadiata 
precipitation of an orange*yallow solid. Thie quarternary salt 
wae filtered off and dissolved in ethanol (2 3 al.)9 and perchloric 
aold (720# 1 al.) added. An or&nge*red precipitate9 filtered 
froa the oooled aixture9 reoryetallleed ae yellow platelets 
froa aoatonltrlla.
Yield 466 aga (17*30) a.p. darkens >  26j* aelte 273~277*
r e q u l r . 8  0, 33. 3* .  H . J . 5 8 * *  K , 4 . 9 9 *
found 49.84* 3.79* 5.09*
The mother liquors on standing produced another 
crop of yellow crystals which crystallised as yellow prisms 
froa acetonltrile oa the addition of a few drops of anhydrous 
ether.
requires Cf62.23&f Uf4#18$» H*3*63$ 
found 61.55$ 4«02$ 4#09$
Yield. 373 ragm. ( 19• 33/^) m.p. 229-231
- — — __________________ s_______ _
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PLATE I  Absorption spectrum of perinaphthyl
in ether .
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PLATE 111 Visible absorption Spectra of
AL«OXV-Pe«INAPHTHENYUUM SALTS AND T H Im  H V D *O L y *,S PnODUCTS
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PLA TE Visible and ultra-violet absorption spectra of
IV. indolo[2,3-a]perinaphthene perchlorate in methanol,
and indeno[2,l-a]perinciphthene in cyclohexane and 
in 77°lo sulphuric acid.
